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La fi nalidad principal de este proyecto de inves  gación es la evaluación conjunta de la fi abilidad, 
robustez y restauración de sistemas de transporte y distribución de electricidad con elevada 
penetración de energías renovables ante amenazas de interrupción del suministro eléctrico. Las 
fuentes renovables son esenciales para el actual proceso de descarbonización de los sistemas 
eléctricos en la mayoría de los países. Debido a su naturaleza estocás  ca y variable, estos recursos 
podrían exponer a una red eléctrica a cortes de energía inesperados. En este contexto, los estudios 
de seguridad son vitales para el funcionamiento seguro y co  diano de la infraestructura. 

El presente proyecto ha permi  do avanzar en los siguientes aspectos en este campo de inves  gación:
• Se han seleccionado indicadores para los procesos de cálculo de fi abilidad, robustez y 

restauración de los sistemas eléctricos, y se han aplicado a casos de redes de prueba.
• Para el análisis de fi abilidad se ha u  lizado el método Monte Carlo secuencial debido a su 

fl exibilidad, precisión y capacidad.
• Para evaluar la robustez de las infraestructuras eléctricas, se ha desarrollado un modelo de 

desintegración basado en fallos en cascada considerando las caracterís  cas opera  vas de las 
líneas eléctricas mediante fl ujos de carga en DC.

• En cuanto a la restauración, se ha aplicado una técnica de op  mización matemá  ca mixta-
entera para obtener la programación óp  ma de operaciones para recuperar las cargas y 
conec  vidad del sistema eléctrico tras un fallo en cascada. 

• El análisis conjunto de los tres conceptos propuestos en esta inves  gación puede conver  rse 
en un criterio muy ú  l para caracterizar diferentes topologías y mejorar la seguridad del 
suministro eléctrico.

• Se han analizado los efectos de las interconexiones en la resiliencia de los sistemas eléctricos 
acoplados, mediante el desarrollo de una metodología mul  criterio que permite evaluar y 
priorizar proyectos de interconexión eléctrica transfronteriza considerando criterios técnicos, 
económicos, ambientales y sociales. Se ha aplicado al estudio de los nuevos proyectos de 
interconexión eléctrica España-Francia.

• Las conclusiones del proyecto ponen de relieve la importancia de la evaluación integrada de la 
fi abilidad, robustez y restauración para establecer sus caracterís  cas y relaciones entre ellos. 
Este enfoque puede tener un impacto signifi ca  vo en el rendimiento y la calidad de una red 
eléctrica, mejorar la sa  sfacción de los consumidores y ayudar a los gestores de redes en el 
proceso de la toma de decisiones para conseguir una mejor planifi cación de las infraestructuras 
eléctricas.
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Los sistemas eléctricos son fundamentales para el funcionamiento co  diano de cualquier sociedad 
moderna. Estas infraestructuras son complejas y propensas a fallos y amenazas que pueden 
ocasionar graves interrupciones en los servicios que prestan a la sociedad (ac  vidades económicas, 
salud pública, etc.). Por esta razón, todos los países anhelan disponer de un sistema fi able y seguro 
que garan  ce el suministro eléctrico ante cualquier situación.

En un entorno geopolí  co cada vez más complejo y de lucha contra el cambio climá  co, la Unión 
Europea (UE) ha promovido, en los úl  mos años, una ambiciosa polí  ca energé  ca para alcanzar un 
equilibrio entre el desarrollo sostenible, la compe   vidad y la seguridad del suministro eléctrico. 
En este contexto, las interconexiones eléctricas juegan un papel fundamental para llevar a cabo 
la transición energé  ca, por lo que su refuerzo son una prioridad para los próximos años en el 
desarrollo de la red de transporte. Estas presentan numerosos benefi cios económicos y técnicos 
para los países interconectados, tales como una mayor integración e intercambio de energía 
renovable, mayor competencia de precios entre los sistemas eléctricos vecinos, la reducción de 
la dependencia de importación de combus  bles fósiles, la mejora en la seguridad y fi abilidad del 
sistema, además de aumentar las posibilidades de compar  r reservas de regulación.

En defi ni  va, las redes eléctricas son garantes de la prosperidad económica de la sociedad, 
pero no son descartables fallos en cascada debido a fenómenos naturales, acciones maliciosas, 
envejecimiento de ac  vos, etc. Una evaluación adecuada es importante para reducir la probabilidad 
de ocurrencia de estos posibles sucesos: minimizar estas amenazas plantea grandes retos de 
análisis que han cons  tuido la base de este proyecto de inves  gación.
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El objetivo general del proyecto es el diseño y operación inteligente ante amenazas de interrupción 
del suministro de sistemas de transporte de electricidad con alta penetración de energías renovables.
Para abordar este objetivo general, se han planteado cuatro objetivos específicos.
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Metodología evaluación 
fi abilidad y robustez sistemas 

eléctricos con renovables 
ante con  ngencias 

ciber  sicas de probabilidad e 
impacto variables.

Aplicación de la 
metodología MCDM al 
estudio de seguridad 
en interconexiones 

transfronterizas de la 
red eléctrica europea. 

Enfoque en proyectos de 
interconexión España-

Francia fi nanciados por la UE 
en el programa PCI.

Metodología IA para 
restauración óp  ma 

del suministro eléctrico 
tras fallos en sistemas 

con renovables. Incluye 
reconfi guración y 

categorización de la 
resiliencia de la red.

Metodología integra 
indicadores de fi abilidad, 
robustez y restauración 

en sistemas eléctricos con 
renovables ante con  ngencias 

ciber  sicas. Proporciona 
herramienta MCDM para 

diseño de topologías de red 
seguras.



ACTIVIDAD 1

Análisis de fi abilidad

Primero, se realizó el análisis de fi abilidad mediante la aplicación 
de la técnica de cálculo de Monte Carlo secuencial. Este método 
es una técnica precisa para simular el proceso cronológico real de 
la red, estudiar el comportamiento aleatorio del sistema y medir 
diferentes indicadores de fi abilidad de la infraestructura eléctrica. 
Está basado en la u  lización de información estadís  ca sobre las 
tasas de fallo y  empos de recuperación de los componentes de la 
red.  No obstante, requiere bastante esfuerzo computacional.

En los úl  mos años, los sistemas de energía eléctrica se han vuelto cada vez más interconectados, 
complejos e interdependientes. Además, la integración creciente de generación de energía 
renovable en las redes eléctricas existentes, ha obligado a los operadores de red a vigilar más 
estrechamente los niveles de seguridad de la infraestructura eléctrica para responder ante posibles 
con  ngencias. Para medir el desempeño de la infraestructura eléctrica se u  lizan los parámetros 
de la fi abilidad y la robustez. La fi abilidad está relacionada con la con  nuidad de las operaciones 
en caso de fallo de uno o dos ac  vos de la infraestructura, mientras que la robustez está asociada 
con el funcionamiento de la red eléctrica frente a la pérdida de múl  ples ac  vos. El efecto de la 
alta penetración de las energías renovables sobre la fi abilidad y robustez de los sistemas eléctricos 
interconectados abre un nuevo campo de inves  gación, que requiere la necesidad de proponer 
marcos metodológicos integrados para estudiar diferentes atributos interrelacionados de ambos 
conceptos.

La primera ac  vidad propuesta en esta inves  gación ha tenido como obje  vo el desarrollo de 
una metodología para evaluar la fi abilidad y robustez conjuntamente de las redes integradas con 
fuentes de generación renovable. Las etapas principales que componen este procedimiento son 
las siguientes.
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Análisis de robustez

Posteriormente, se llevó a cabo el análisis de robustez a través de un pro-
cedimiento de desintegración en cascada de la red eléctrica, que consiste 
en la eliminación aleatoria e itera  va de cada uno de los buses de los siste-
mas interconectados. Se seleccionaron los indicadores a considerar en el 
proceso de cálculo de robustez de la red eléctrica. En cada fase de descom-
posición del sistema, se calculan los fl ujos de potencia óp  mos en corrien-
te con  nua, se mide el índice de carga desconectada (DL) para evaluar la 
funcionalidad del sistema durante eventos de con  ngencia, y se cuan  fi ca 
también el índice de área de daño (DA) para analizar con precisión las cur-
vas de comportamiento de la total desintegración de la infraestructura.

Validación de la metodología

Para validar la metodología desarrollada, los procedimientos planteados 
se han aplicado secuencialmente en seis casos de estudio con diferentes 
porcentajes de generación y grados de acoplamiento basadas en las re-
des de prueba IEEE RTS-96 e IEEE RTS-GMLC (red modifi cada de NREL 
con generadores renovables).

Los principales resultados obtenidos de esta ac  vidad se publicaron en un ar  culo cien  fi co en la 
revista Reliability Engineering & System Safety, indexada Q1 en el ranking JCR.

• “The eff ects of the high penetra  on of renewable energies on the reliability and 
vulnerability of interconnected electric power systems”, Reliability Engineering & 
System Safety, Vol. 215, 2021, 107881, ISSN 0951-8320, h  ps://doi.org/10.1016/j.
ress.2021.107881

El desarrollo de esta ac  vidad ha permi  do comprobar que las fuentes renovables  enen un may-
or impacto en la fi abilidad del sistema, mientras que las líneas de interconexión permiten mejorar 
la distribución de energía entre las redes acopladas, pero al mismo  empo son ac  vos crí  cos pro-
pensos a propagar perturbaciones de un sistema a otro. Por tanto, la mejor solución es aumentar 
la capacidad de interconexión para diseñar sistemas fi ables y robustos y responder a con  ngencias 
n-1 y n-k, respec  vamente.
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ACTIVIDAD 2

Proponer, desarrollar y validar una metodología de restauración óp  ma del suministro eléctrico 
después de un fallo generalizado en sistemas eléctricos con elevada penetración de renovables, 
u  lizando técnicas matemá  cas de inteligencia ar  fi cial. Esta metodología servirá tanto como 
herramienta para la reconfi guración óp  ma del sistema después de un fallo en cascada como para 
categorizar la topología de la red según su resiliencia. 

La restauración de un sistema de potencia depende tanto de su robustez como de la velocidad de 
recuperación de la carga. Una infraestructura eléctrica puede operar en condiciones estables hasta 
que falle un ac  vo, lo que podría desencadenar efectos adversos y degradar una parte importante 
de la red. En esta úl  ma condición, los operadores ejecutan acciones itera  vas para recuperar la 
demanda de energía eléctrica. La Figura 1 representa el comportamiento del sistema eléctrico 
cuando se produce algún fallo o desastre natural.

El obje  vo de la segunda ac  vidad propuesta en este proyecto de inves  gación es el desarrollo 
de una metodología para evaluar conjuntamente la robustez y resiliencia, y así estudiar en detalle 

Figura 1. Comportamiento de un sistema eléctrico durante fallos y desastres naturales.
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Figura 2. Estructura del árbol de proceso de fallo de cascada.

el impacto de las perturbaciones en los sistemas de potencia. Este análisis puede mejorar el 
rendimiento estructural de la red, la planifi cación del sistema, la fi abilidad e incluso la seguridad 
del suministro eléctrico.
La primera parte del desarrollo de esta ac  vidad se ha centrado en la inves  gación de los dis  ntos 
 pos de técnicas matemá  cas de op  mización combinatoria, programación dinámica, entre otras, 

para la planifi cación óp  ma mul  etapa de las acciones de restauración del suministro después 
de una con  ngencia severa en la red eléctrica con resultado de interrupción total o parcial de la 
demanda eléctrica.

Adicionalmente, como consecuencia de la emergencia de las técnicas de inteligencia ar  fi cial, 
también se ha desarrollado un enfoque basado en redes neuronales de grafos  pados para 
resolver el problema del fl ujo de potencia. En este caso, las redes neuronales se entrenan en casos 
de referencia de la red eléctrica que se modifi can al variar las inyecciones (carga y generación), las 
caracterís  cas de las ramas y la topología de red. Este método puede aplicarse para el análisis de 
con  ngencias, el despacho de  empo real y evaluaciones tecno económicas de las redes eléctricas.

Finalmente, se optó como mejor solución por una técnica de op  mización matemá  ca mixta-
entera para la programación computacional de la secuencia óp  ma de maniobras de operación 
para la restauración del sistema eléctrico. Estas operaciones incluyen tanto el redespacho de la 
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generación como la apertura y cierre de líneas eléctricas, en intervalos de 15 minutos.

El operador de la red de transporte eléctrica toma decisiones de recuperación en intervalos de 
 empo secuenciales (es decir, primero planifi ca las acciones a tomar y, después de su ejecución, 

analiza el resultado antes de con  nuar con los siguientes pasos de restauración). En esta ac  vidad, 
este proceso secuencial de toma de decisiones se mejora al formularlo como un problema de 
op  mización para garan  zar siempre que se seleccione el mejor conjunto de acciones de 
redespacho y reconfi guración a lo largo de todo el proceso de recuperación de la infraestructura. 
Esta formulación debería recuperar la máxima demanda en el menor  empo posible.
Sin embargo, este úl  mo es un problema matemá  co complejo con múl  ples decisiones posibles 
en cada etapa de restauración, ya que el número de acciones posibles crece exponencialmente 
con el número de iteraciones y  ene una complejidad computacional muy alta. 

El obje  vo de este trabajo es dar una primera solución a este complejo problema mediante el 
desarrollo de un procedimiento para determinar qué líneas eléctricas deben cerrarse en cada 
etapa de recuperación. El conjunto de líneas iden  fi cado no debe causar sobrecargas en los 
enlaces opera  vos y debe maximizar la carga recuperada en la red. Este proceso proporcionaría a 
los operadores información completa para tomar sus decisiones después de un colapso o apagón 
generalizado.

Figura 3. Curvas de recuperación para el sistema de prueba IEEE 118.
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En defi ni  va, la metodología propuesta ha u  lizado el estudio de robustez para determinar el 
estado inicial de desintegración de la red y empleó esta información de estado como datos de 
entrada para el estudio de resiliencia. La Figura 2 representa el proceso de fallo de cascada de la 
metodología que se propuso en este trabajo.

El estudio de resiliencia se ha planteado como un problema de op  mización mixta-entera 
construido a par  r de las ecuaciones de fl ujo de potencia de corriente con  nua, donde las variables 
enteras representan el estado opera  vo de las líneas eléctricas (es decir, abiertas o cerradas). En 
términos generales, el marco propuesto ha permito calcular los despachos de generación óp  mos 
y determinar los enlaces a cerrar para la recuperación óp  ma de la topología de la red. Este úl  mo 
proceso está limitado por el número máximo de líneas que se pueden operar en cada paso itera  vo. 
Durante el proceso de recuperación, se han considerado los fl ujos de potencia ac  va en las líneas 
eléctricas para evitar la sobrecarga de otros ac  vos.

Para demostrar la aplicabilidad de la metodología propuesta, se ha u  lizado como caso de estudio 
la red de prueba IEEE 118. Se analizó el impacto de las variaciones tanto en la generación como en 
la carga para dis  ntos escenarios de simulación, ilustrando las diferentes condiciones opera  vas 
de la red. La Figura 3 representa las curvas de recuperación de los dis  ntos planes obtenidos del 
estudio de resiliencia.

Los principales resultados obtenidos de esta ac  vidad se publicaron en dos ar  culos cien  fi cos 
en revistas indexadas JCR con califi cación Q1 y Q3, y también se presentaron en un congreso 
internacional:

• “Integrated Risk Assessment for Robustness Evalua  on and Resilience 
Op  misa  on of Power Systems a  er Cascading Failures”, Energies Vol. 14(7), 
2028, 2021, h  ps://doi.org/10.3390/en14072028

• “Power fl ow analysis via typed graph neural networks,” Engineering Applica  ons 
of Ar  fi cial Intelligence, vol. 117, no. June 2022, p. 105567, 2023, doi: 10.1016/j.
engappai.2022.105567.

• “Vulnerability and Resilience Assessment of Power Systems: From Deteriora  on 
to Recovery via a Topological Model based on Graph Theory”, 2020 IEEE 
Interna  onal Autumn Mee  ng on Power, Electronics and Compu  ng (ROPEC), 2020

Los resultados indicaron que la recuperación de una red podría estar relacionada con la capacidad 
de sobrecarga de las líneas eléctricas. En otras palabras, un sistema de potencia con alta capacidad 
de sobrecarga puede soportar mayores esfuerzos opera  vos, lo que se relaciona con una mayor 
robustez y un proceso de recuperación más rápido.
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ACTIVIDAD 3

Establecer una metodología para la integración de los indicadores de fi abilidad, robustez y 
restauración de sistemas eléctricos con elevada penetración de renovables ante dis  ntos  pos 
de con  ngencias ciber  sicas, proporcionando una herramienta de decisión mul  criterio (MCDM) 
para el diseño de topologías de red más seguras.

Los sistemas de energía eléctrica deben ser fi ables y resilientes, especialmente en el actual 
escenario de descarbonización y electrifi cación. Sin embargo, los riegos para la seguridad aumentan 
y evolucionan al mismo ritmo que la red eléctrica. Por lo tanto, se requieren más estudios para 
analizar los atributos asociados a la operación del sistema y realizar un seguimiento de los cambios 
en el comportamiento de las redes ante la penetración de la generación renovable.

El obje  vo de esta ac  vidad es el desarrollo de una metodología basada en datos para analizar 
la fi abilidad, robustez y resiliencia desde una perspec  va integrada para caracterizar diferentes 
topologías de red eléctrica.

En una primera parte, se han analizado compara  vamente los indicadores de fi abilidad, robustez 
y restauración del sistema eléctrico 
obtenidos en las ac  vidades 1 y 2, 
aplicándolos a dis  ntas redes de prueba 
con dis  nto grado de penetración de 
renovables.

Posteriormente, se ha evaluado 
conjuntamente la fi abilidad, robustez y 
resiliencia para cuan  fi car la seguridad 
de las topologías de las redes eléctricas. 
Se han construido ocho casos de estudio 
a par  r de la red de prueba IEEE-RTS 24. 
La fi abilidad se ha analizado mediante 
la aplicación del método Monte Carlo 
secuencial, la robustez a través de la 
simulación de fallos en cascada y la 
resiliencia mediante un proceso de 
recuperación basado en op  mización 

matemá  ca mixta-entera. Además, se 
Figura 4. Resultados obtenidos integrados dentro del concepto R3.
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calcularon los dis  ntos indicadores asociados a cada uno de los tres conceptos. Los resultados 
obtenidos para las dis  ntas topologías de red se comparan gráfi ca y cuan  ta  vamente mediante 
una representación tridimensional, tal y como se indica en la Figura 4. 

Los resultados mostraron que una topología más mallada del sistema eléctrico no siempre puede 
garan  zarse como la mejor desde la perspec  va de cada criterio, pero en general ofrece los 
mejores resultados óp  mos para la seguridad del suministro. 
Los resultados obtenidos de esta ac  vidad se presentaron en dos congresos internacionales. Además, 
se ha publicado un ar  culo cien  fi co en la revista Energy Strategy Reviews, indexada JCR con categoría Q1.

• “Compara  ve evalua  on of reliability and vulnerability for electrical networks 
with a high share of renewable genera  on”, 31st annual European Safety and 
Reliability conference – ESREL2021, 19 al 23 de sep  embre de 2021, Angers, Francia.

• “Evalua  on of Reliability and Robustness of Electric Power Systems with Renewable 
Energies,” 2021 IEEE Interna  onal Autumn Mee  ng on Power, Electronics and 
Compu  ng (ROPEC), 10 al 12 de noviembre de 2021, Ixtapa, México.

• “Characterising the Security of Power System Topologies through a Combined 
Assessment of Reliability, Robustness, and Resilience”, Energy Strategy Reviews, 
Vol. 43, 2022, 100944, h  ps://doi.org/10.1016/j.esr.2022.100944

Los resultados de esta ac  vidad demostraron de forma clara y precisa la necesidad de realizar más 
estudios integrados para obtener una visión mucho más amplia del comportamiento opera  vo 
de los sistemas eléctricos. Un planifi cador de sistemas eléctricos puede realizar el procedimiento 
propuesto en esta ac  vidad y ejecutarlo para iden  fi car posibles inversiones o mejoras en la 
topología del sistema eléctrico.
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ACTIVIDAD 4

Aplicar la metodología MCDM al estudio de la seguridad de las interconexiones transfronterizas en 
la red europea de transporte de electricidad, evaluando par  cularmente los nuevos proyectos de 
interconexión España-Francia fi nanciados por la Unión Europea bajo el programa de infraestructuras 
claves PCI (Projects of Common Interest).

Las infraestructuras eléctricas y gasistas desempeñan un papel clave en la transición hacia el nuevo 
modelo energé  co, con una elevada penetración de renovables, tanto para garan  zar la capacidad 
fi rme de los sistemas eléctricos como para integrar todas las energías.

Dado que la Unión Europea depende en gran medida del gas y del petróleo de terceros países 
para su seguridad de abastecimiento energé  co, se están impulsando proyectos de nuevas 
interconexiones energé  cas transfronterizas para mejorar la capacidad de suministro, reducir la 
actual fragmentación del mercado europeo y erradicar el aislamiento de las áreas más desfavorecidas. 
Además, estas interconexiones facilitan las funciones de apoyo entre sistemas vecinos ante 
con  ngencias, y reducen la dependencia de terceros países. Estos proyectos favorecen también 
la integración de las energías renovables y mejoran tanto la competencia en el mercado eléctrico 
como la seguridad del suministro eléctrico. Sin embargo, la selección de estos proyectos es una 
tarea compleja, ya que intervienen múl  ples obje  vos, criterios, par  cipantes y alterna  vas. 

Como consecuencia de la interdependencia entre las redes de gas y electricidad, en la primera 
parte de la ac  vidad se estudió la seguridad del sistema energé  co europeo con la posibilidad 
de compar  r los recursos e infraestructuras de los países vecinos frente a crisis del suministro 
de gas natural debido a fenómenos naturales, polí  cos y técnicos. Para este obje  vo, se realizó 
un completo modelo de la red europea de infraestructuras y recursos, y se estudiaron dis  ntos 
escenarios de con  ngencias en el abastecimiento de energía. 

Por otro lado, dada la importancia de los sistemas de almacenamiento de energía para favorecer 
la integración de la producción eléctrica renovable, se evaluó en todos los países europeos el 
potencial del almacenamiento mediante bombeo hidroeléctrico para garan  zar un suministro 
seguro de electricidad ante situaciones crí  cas en el abastecimiento a las centrales eléctricas 
alimentadas con gas natural.

Los resultados obtenidos de esta primera parte de la ac  vidad propuesta fueron publicados en un 
ar  culo cien  fi co en una revista indexada Q1. Además, se presentaron dos ar  culos en congresos 
internacionales:
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• “Op  mal  coopera  ve model for the security of gas supply on European gas 
networks,” Energy Strateg. Rev., vol. 38, p. 100706, Nov. 2021, doi: 10.1016/j.
esr.2021.100706

• “Pumped-hydro poten  al to enhance power system resilience under cri  cal 
gas supply interrup  ons”, 32nd annual European Safety and Reliability confer-
ence – ESREL2022, 28 de agosto a 1 de sep  embre de 2022, Dublín, Irlanda. 
doi: 10.3850/978-981-18-5183-4_S21-04-410-cd

• “Robustness analysis of power systems with a high share of renewables”, 7th 
AIEE Energy Symposium-Current and Future Challenges to Energy Security, 12 a 
16 de diciembre de 2022, Italia.

A par  r de esta inves  gación, desde una perspec  va energé  ca a largo plazo, está comprobado que 
un futuro compuesto íntegramente por generación renovable no es posible solo con la tecnología 
actual. Es fundamental mantener unas infraestructuras energé  cas robustas mientras se completa 
con éxito la transición energé  ca. Además, los obje  vos de descarbonización del sector eléctrico 
no pueden alcanzarse sin un almacenamiento de energía que respalde la intermitencia de la 
generación renovable (principalmente bombeo hidroeléctrico y baterías) y un mayor número de 
interconexiones eléctricas para favorecer la integración de las renovables en los sistemas eléctricos 
y la seguridad del suministro eléctrico.

La segunda parte de la ac  vidad se centró en el desarrollo y aplicación de una metodología de toma 
de decisión mul  criterio con el método AHP para la evaluación de proyectos de interconexiones 
eléctricas transfronterizas bajo criterios técnicos, sociales, económicos y ambientales. Además, 
se han iden  fi cado y analizado los indicadores incluidos en los proyectos de interconexión 
transfronteriza que afectan a la fi abilidad, robustez y restauración de los sistemas eléctricos 
interconectados. 

Tradicionalmente, se han u  lizado herramientas de análisis de coste-benefi cio (CBA) para 
analizar inversiones estratégicas en el sector eléctrico. Este análisis se centra en la jus  fi cación 
de las inversiones en términos económicos. Se contabiliza todo lo que se puede traducir en 
unidades monetarias. Por tanto, con esta herramienta resulta di  cil valorar algunos impactos de 
los proyectos, como el impacto ambiental, la seguridad del sistema eléctrico y el impacto social, 
entre otros. Por esta razón, se eligió el método mul  criterio para la evaluación y priorización de 
proyectos de interconexión eléctrica según dis  ntos criterios, ya que no es necesario expresar 
los criterios en términos monetarios. Además, este método permite organizar efi cazmente los 
datos sobre un problema, descomponiéndolos y analizándolos por partes, lo que proporciona un 
resultado obje  vo y fi able.

Para verifi car la aplicabilidad de esta metodología, se han evaluado los nuevos proyectos de 
interconexión de infraestructura eléctrica entre España-Francia fi nanciados por la Unión Europea 
bajo el programa de proyectos de infraestructuras clave (PCIs). Los datos de la topología, las 
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caracterís  cas técnicas y toda la información necesaria para esta evaluación se han obtenido de los 
fi cheros de datos disponibles en ENTSO-e para toda la red eléctrica europea. Estos proyectos pueden 
benefi ciarse de procedimientos administra  vos más rápidos, una evaluación medioambiental más 
adecuada y posibles ayudas fi nancieras para su ejecución.

Además, se simularon diferentes escenarios para estudiar el efecto de los cambios de los criterios 
seleccionados para la evaluación y priorización de proyectos en los resultados obtenidos. El 
estudio de sensibilidad es una herramienta complementaria necesaria en el proceso de decisión 
mul  criterio para reducir la subje  vidad asociada a cualquier método de decisión. 

Los principales resultados obtenidos de esta ac  vidad se han recogido en un ar  culo cien  fi co 
• “Assessment of cross-border electricity interconnec  on projects using MCDA 

methods” que ha sido enviado y se encuentra en fase de revisión en una revista 
indexada Q1.

 Adicionalmente, se ha presentado un ar  culo en un congreso internacional:
• “Technical versus socio-economic and environmental criteria in power transmission 

projects”, 21st Interna  onal Conference on Renewable Energies and Power Quality 
(ICREPQ’ 23), 24 al 26 de mayo de 2023, Madrid.

Los resultados de esta parte de la inves  gación verifi caron que la metodología propuesta es 
coherente, favorece la compresión de proyectos con un gran número de agentes implicados y 
ayuda en la priorización de una cartera de proyectos con un método claro y explícito. En defi ni  va, 
la herramienta desarrollada ofrece una visión completa del impacto real de los proyectos de 
interconexión eléctrica. Esta información ha sido compar  da con los operadores de las redes 
eléctricas de transporte y distribución españolas.
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La falta de metodologías y técnicas de análisis que permitan evaluar conjuntamente la fi abilidad, 
robustez y restauración de los sistemas eléctricos con alta penetración de energías renovables ha 
cons  tuido la principal mo  vación para abordar este proyecto de inves  gación.

• El aumento de la par  cipación de las energías renovables en el mix energé  co presenta 
importantes retos que deben abordarse integralmente para cumplir los requisitos de 
seguridad de las infraestructuras eléctricas. Este proyecto ha conseguido medir la infl uencia 
de la generación renovable y el impacto de las líneas de interconexión en el comportamiento 
opera  vo de los sistemas ante dis  ntos  pos de con  ngencias o perturbaciones. 

• El análisis conjunto de la fi abilidad y vulnerabilidad de las redes eléctricas ha permi  do 
cuan  fi car el rendimiento de los sistemas con dis  nta penetración de generación 
renovable y con diferentes grados de acoplamiento de las infraestructuras eléctricas. 

• En la evaluación conjunta de la robustez y resiliencia de los sistemas eléctricos, por un lado, 
el procedimiento de análisis de fallos en cascada ha permi  do determinar el estado de 
desintegración de una red eléctrica y, por otro lado, se ha desarrollado un modelo matemá  co 
de op  mización para iden  fi car el despacho de generación y la topología óp  mos durante el 
proceso de recuperación de la red. Esta metodología permite proporcionar a los operadores 
de red información completa para tomar las mejores decisiones tras un apagón total o parcial.

• La propuesta de un análisis integrado de fi abilidad, robustez y resiliencia ha permi  do 
caracterizar diferentes topologías para mejorar la seguridad del suministro eléctrico. En 
general, la topología mallada dispone de ventajas, al permi  r sa  sfacer una mayor demanda 
en caso de perturbaciones o averías, además de restablecer antes el suministro eléctrico

• Se ha desarrollado una metodología de análisis de decisión mul  criterio para evaluar y priorizar una 
cartera de proyectos de interconexión eléctrica transfronteriza considerando criterios técnicos, 
económicos, medioambientales y sociales. Esta metodología puede servir como una herramienta 
de apoyo en el proceso de selección de alterna  vas de proyectos de interconexión eléctrica y ayudar 
a comprender mejor el comportamiento y las limitaciones de las redes eléctricas de transporte.

En defi ni  va, este proyecto de inves  gación pone de relieve la importancia de análisis integrados 
para obtener una visión mucho más amplia del comportamiento opera  vo de los sistemas eléctricos 
con alta penetración de energías renovables. Las herramientas propuestas pueden ayudar a los 
gestores de las redes a iden  fi car posibles condiciones de riesgo en sus infraestructuras y proponer 
posibles inversiones y mejoras de los sistemas eléctricos.
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The uncertainties associated with renewable energies can have a significant impact on the security of power systems.

To address this problem, this article studies the effect of renewable sources on the reliability and vulnerability

of systems with a high share of renewable generation and compares the results obtained with those measured

in electrical grids mainly composed of thermal power plants. This comparison aims to quantify the influence of

renewable generation on the performance and operational behavior of infrastructure under severe contingencies.

Both reliability and vulnerability are assessed in parallel in two case studies: one based on the IEEE RTS-96

test system with thermal generation and the other on the IEEE RTS-GMLC test system with a high share of

renewable generation. Different reliability indices are calculated using the sequential Monte Carlo method, and a

vulnerability index is measured using a cascading failure approach. The simulations show that the integrated system

with renewables is less reliable and more vulnerable than its purely thermal counterpart. These conclusions highlight

the importance of analyzing the operational security of infrastructure from both perspectives.

Keywords: Cascading failures, critical infrastructures, power systems, reliability, renewable energies, robustness,

vulnerability.

1. Introduction

In recent years, renewable generation sources such
as wind energy and solar energy have increased
exponentially in power systems due to the envi-
ronmental problems associated with conventional
power generation (Rakhshani et al. (2019)). Re-
newable resources are sustainable energy vectors
with great environmental benefits for the planet.
However, the electrical infrastructure’s complex-
ity has progressively increased with the deeper
penetration of these energy sources, creating sub-
stantial challenges and risks in network security.

Renewable generators being highly dependent
on weather conditions are sources of several un-
certainties in the daily and continuous operation
of the power grid, and expose the system vul-
nerabilities to cascading failures and congestion
(Soder et al. (2007)). Transmission system op-
erators must determine if energy production can
safely and reliably meet the load demand. In this
sense, reliability and vulnerability are the slogans
used by electric utilities for managing these risks
(Kadhem et al. (2017)).

The study of reliability and vulnerability in
electrical systems with a high share of renew-
able energies has attracted much attention from
researchers and academics. In general, both top-
ics have a wide range of studies in the scientific

literature.
On the one hand, reliability assessment is the

most appropriate tool for the operator to assess
the power system’s performance, measure the fre-
quency, duration and cost of interruptions, and
compare different integration levels of renewables
in the grid (Urgun and Singh (2018); Heylen et al.
(2018)). There are two methods to assess relia-
bility: the Monte Carlo simulation approach and
the analytical approach (Gbadamosi and Nwulu
(2020)). The first one uses statistical information
on the failures and repairs of components to ran-
domly verify the state of the network’s assets.
The second one uses mathematical formulations
to analyze the problems associated with reliability
indices.

Power systems with a high proportion of re-
newable energy sources must adjust their power
output in a timely and adequate manner accord-
ing to uncertain changes in these energy sources.
This rescheduling operation aims to improve the
reliability of the electrical grid (Fan et al. (2018)).
To mitigate the adverse implications of inter-
mittencies in renewable resources, some studies
propose long-term generator scheduling strategies
considering the sources’ criticality and develop-
ing contingency tests (Kumar et al. (2020); Jiang
et al. (2016)). Other studies list the benefits and
challenges of incorporating renewable energy re-
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sources and present the different control strategies
responsible for this incorporation (Ayadi et al.
(2020)). Kumar et al. (2020) provide a compre-
hensive review of the improvements obtained in
the reliability of the electrical grid thanks to re-
newable sources.

On the other hand, vulnerability assessment
is the most appropriate tool for the operator to
measure the infrastructure’s capabilities in the
face of critical events, quantify the entire net-
work skeleton’s structural performance, and iden-
tify the weakest buses that require significant re-
inforcement (Sabouhi et al. (2020); Kröger and
Zio (2011)). Vulnerability can be classified into
two well-established categories: functional vul-
nerability and structural vulnerability (Wolf et al.
(2013)). The first type quantifies the technical and
operational characteristics of the system during
critical contingency scenarios. The second type
measures the topological characteristics of the in-
frastructure throughout the network collapse pro-
cess.

Some relevant works in the area assess vul-
nerability by measuring bus voltages and com-
paring different generation mix scenarios (Han
et al. (2018)). However, others establish vulner-
ability indices based on short-circuit studies and
centrality measures of graph theory (Zhao et al.
(2020); Athari and Wang (2017)). These studies
combined seek to identify and classify critical
components according to their consequences, de-
termine undesirable events and potential vulner-
abilities, and propose countermeasures to reduce
the degree of vulnerability of the power grid (Zio
(2016); Athari and Wang (2016)). Contrary to the
reliability procedure, the study of vulnerability
does not consider the probabilities of asset failures
during contingency events but rather considers the
iterative exclusion of all network elements.

For all of the above, it is necessary to conduct
both vulnerability and reliability studies and an-
alyze the results jointly to minimize the risk of
blackouts and interruptions in the energy supply
of electrical systems with high penetration of re-
newable energies. Therefore, this study aims to
analyze the effect of renewable sources on relia-
bility and vulnerability and compare both sets of
results with those obtained in power systems with
coal-fired power plants. This comparison seeks
to quantify how much renewable generators in-
fluence the performance and behavior of systems
from both perspectives. It is important to note
that research on joint reliability and vulnerability
in electrical grids integrated with renewables is
barely receiving attention, so more work is needed
to fill the research gaps of the area under study.

The reliability study is performed by applying
the sequential Monte Carlo simulation and mea-
suring the conventional reliability indices, such
as the expected energy not supplied index, the
expected demand not supplied index, the expected

frequency of load curtailment index, the loss of
load expectancy index, the loss of load probabil-
ity index and the average duration of load cur-
tailment. The vulnerability study is carried out
by randomly removing the buses, one by one,
calculating optimal power flows and quantifying
the disconnected load index in the infrastructure
during each breakdown step. The results are com-
pared to assess the behavior of the system with
different types of generation mixes. These proce-
dures take into account the basic guidelines found
in the scientific literature. The data used for this
work include the well-known IEEE Reliability
Test System (RTS-96) network widely used in
reliability studies and the test network of the Na-
tional Renewable Energy Laboratory of the United
States, NREL, which is an updated version of the
previous network that incorporates a high pene-
tration of renewable energy (Grigg et al. (1999);
NREL (2016)).

The rest of this article is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the mathematical formulations
and procedures to perform the reliability and vul-
nerability analyses applied in the study of power
systems with a high share of renewables. Section
3 details the case studies based on the IEEE 24-bus
test system and the IEEE 24-bus test system mod-
ified by NREL. Section 4 presents the simulations
obtained, and finally, Section 5 presents the final
discussion of this document.

2. Reliability and vulnerability of
electrical grids with a high proportion
of renewable sources

This section presents the reliability and vulnera-
bility indices calculated in the sequential Monte
Carlo approach and the cascading failure ap-
proach, respectively. The first part describes how
to calculate the fundamental reliability indices
in the renewable energy generation sector. The
second part details the vulnerability procedure to
study the collapse of the infrastructure and quan-
tify the disconnected electrical load as a result of
iterative contingencies.

2.1. Reliability analysis
The indices most used to assess the degree of
severity of disruptive events in the electrical in-
frastructure are the indices of expected energy not
supplied (EENS), expected demand not supplied
(EDNS), expected frequency of load curtailment
(EFLC), loss of load expectancy (LOLE), loss
of load probability (LOLP) and average duration
of load curtailment (ADLC). Here, the sequential
Monte Carlo approach is used with a 1-hour tem-
poral resolution in a year-long simulation hori-
zon, that is, 8760 1-hour time steps each year.
Of course, other temporal resolution can be used
depending on the total amount of data available in
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the study. The detailed mathematical formulations
for each can be found elsewhere (Li et al. (2013)).

• EENS index. The sum of the energy not
supplied in each of the 8760 1-hour steps
[MWh/year].

EENS =

∑Ny

i=1

∑Ni

j=1 Ej,i

Ny
(1)

• EDNS index. The average energy not
supplied in each of the 8760 1-hour steps
[MW].

EDNS =
EENS

8760
(2)

• EFLC index. The frequency of the tran-
sitions from zero to zero of power not
supplied [outages/year].

EFLC =

∑Ny

i=1 Ni

Ny
(3)

• LOLE index. The number of hours that
the energy not supplied is above zero
[hours/year].

LOLE =

∑Ny

i=1

∑Ni

j=1 Dj,i

Ny
(4)

• LOLP index. The percentage of hours
that the energy not supplied is above zero
[%].

LOLP =
LOLE

8760
(5)

• ADLC index. The average number of
hours of load curtailment [hours/outage].

ADLC =
LOLE

EFLC
(6)

On the other hand, it is important to model
the events that cause interruptions in the infras-
tructure to calculate the level of reliability of the
entire electrical system. Typical disturbances in-
clude power line outages, transformer problems
and electrical substation failures. These events
can be evaluated using the mean time to failure
(MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) param-
eters, which are inversely related to the failure
(λ) and repair (μ) rates of each of the assets.
The iterative procedure to carry out the reliability
study can be found in (Li et al. (2013)).

MTTF =
1

λ
(7)

MTTR =
1

μ
(8)

2.2. Vulnerability analysis
The vulnerability assessment requires the use of
an index that allows quantifying the state of col-
lapse of the entire electrical network as a result
of multiple iterations of contingencies. The dis-
connected load (DL) index is an ideal measure
to determine the system’s decomposition in each
iterative step (Beyza et al. (2020)).

• DL index. The percentage of the total
load, compared to the base case, that
remains connected in the electrical grid
after the removal of an asset [%].

DL = 100− (
Li

LBC
total

× 100) (9)

This measure is calculated as follows. Starting
from a stable electrical infrastructure, a dynamic
model of cascading failures is developed. The
procedure begins by collecting the network’s tech-
nical data, running direct current optimal power
flows, measuring the total load of the infrastruc-
ture in its base case (LBC

total) and initializing the DL
index to 0. Next, the buses are removed from the
system randomly and iteratively, one by one, and
the power flows are calculated again to quantify
the total remaining load connected to the network
after each contingency i (Li). The loss of a bus
implies removing all the electrical lines connected
to it and forming a new topological structure.
Once the remaining load is calculated, the DL
index is measured as a function of the total number
of substations removed (f). Due to the random-
ness of the results, each experiment is repeated
1000 times to obtain an ideal statistical sample
(Edwards (2007)). Once the number of samples is
reached, the results are averaged, and the iterative
procedure ends.

3. Test systems used

In this section, the IEEE RTS-96 test network
and the IEEE RTS-GMLC test network created by
NREL are described (Grigg et al. (1999); NREL
(2016)). The first represents an electrical system
with coal-fired power plants, while the second rep-
resents the previous infrastructure but introduces
renewable generators. The objective is to use the
same system but with a different generation mix.

3.1. Description of the case studies
In this article, two cases are considered to assess
reliability and vulnerability together. The first case
performs both studies without considering renew-
able energy alternatives. The second case consid-
ers the role of renewable sources in reliability and
vulnerability indices.
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Fig. 1. Test systems under study. a) IEEE RTS network and b) IEEE RTS-GMLC network.

• Case 1) Reliability and vulnerability as-
sessments without considering renew-
able energies

This case corresponds to the well-
known IEEE RTS-96 purely thermal test
system composed of 24 buses, 33 genera-
tors and 38 power lines and transformers.
This system has a maximum annual peak
load of 2850 MW. Fig. 1 a) shows the
topology of the test network. The fun-
damental data of the system under study,
including the parameters of the lines, the
general characteristics of the load, the
physical constraints of the generators and
the input data for the stochastic failure
model for buses, transformers and lines,
can be found in (Grigg et al. (1999)).

This first system is widely used in
reliability studies but does not always
represent the current reality of different
generations. Therefore, NREL launched
a modified network of the same system
known as IEEE RTS-GMLC, introduc-
ing renewable generators and updating
the original thermal generators (NREL
(2016)).

• Case 2) Reliability and vulnerability as-
sessments considering renewable ener-
gies

In this case, the impact of renew-
able sources is considered in both stud-
ies using the IEEE RTS-GMLC test sys-
tem. In comparison with case study 1),

large-scale photovoltaic (PV) generators
are introduced in buses 1-4, 13 and 19,
low-power rooftop photovoltaic (RTPVs)
generators in bus 18 and wind (WIND)
generators in bus 22. This network is lo-
cated in the southwestern United States,
which is an area with good solar and
wind resources, demand data and hydro-
electric generation. Fig. 1 b) shows the
topology of the test network. The system
data, such as the length of the lines, the
characteristics of the load, the updated
physical constraints of the generators,
and the failure data of the assets, are
given in (NREL (2016)). The demand
and availability profiles for hydroelectric
generation and the data for photovoltaic
and wind generation are obtained from
(Brinkman et al. (2016)) and (Lew et al.
(2013)), respectively.

4. Numerical results

This section presents the simulation results ob-
tained after applying the reliability and vulnera-
bility assessments in the IEEE RTS-96 and RTS-
GMLC test networks. The reliability indices are
calculated using the PLEXOS software, and the
vulnerability index is measured through the cas-
cading failure algorithm described in Section 2.2
and implemented using MATLAB. Both simula-
tions are run on a computer with a 3.40 GHz
Intel® CoreTM i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM.
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4.1. Reliability assessment
Table 1 shows the results obtained for the two
test systems studied. A relative tolerance error
of 6% in the coefficient of variation EENS was
considered in the reliability study (Billinton and
Sankarakrishnan (1995)). Thus, 500 iterations of
one year were run for each case study, obtain-
ing a covariance in the EENS index of 2.86%
and 5.42%, as shown in Fig. 2. Additionally, the
variability of renewable generation was incorpo-
rated in the reliability study of Case 2) to cre-
ate a realistic model and apply the renewable re-
source data. Table 2 reports the statistical metrics
calculated for root mean square error (RMSE),
maximum absolute error (MaxAE), mean absolute
error (MAE), mean bias error (MBE) and mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) (Zhang et al.
(2013)). The closer the forecast is to the real value,
the lower the dispersion of the metrics.

Table 1. Reliability results for the case studies.

Case 1) Case 2)

EENS [MWh/year] 2509.93 7717.33

EDNS [MW] 0.29 0.88

EFLC [outages/year] 4.78 10.10

LOLE [hours/year] 30.93 70.50

LOLP [%] 0.35 0.80

ADLC [hours/outage] 6.47 6.98

Computing time [h] 6.25 4.83
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the EENS index.

Since the forecast of solar technologies is more
accurate than wind technology, the renewable re-
source deviation from the MAPE index was used

Table 2. Deviation in the forecasted renewable re-
source.

Wind PV RTPV

RMSE [MW] 181.43 10.72 2.71

MaxAE [MW] 710.73 76.02 20.00

MAE [MW] 113.57 5.06 0.31

MBE [MW] 12.53 0.35 9.40

MAPE [%] 15.92 5.40 6.91
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Fig. 3. Monthly percentage of energy not supplied.

to determine the available generation in both the
photovoltaic plants and the wind farm.

On the other hand, the percentage of energy not
supplied in each month compared to demand is
reported in Fig. 3. The results show that the re-
liability of power systems decreases as renewable
resources in the network increase. In Case 1), the
EENS index increases in the middle months, not
being excessively affected by the load variations
in the rest of the year, while Case 2) has strong
effects in the summer months because the energy
not supplied increases enormously.

The power system with a high share of renew-
able sources, Case 2), is less reliable than the
power system with only thermal generation, Case
1). This means that, in the case of random asset
failures, the presence of renewable energy reduces
the system’s capability for responding and sup-
plying all the energy demanded. In relative terms,
there is three times more energy not supplied in
the system with renewable generation than in the
system with thermal generation.

4.2. Vulnerability assessment
The decomposition curves in Fig. 4 correspond
to cases 1) and 2), obtained by averaging a set
of 1000 samples from independent experiments.
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Fig. 4. Cascading failure curves for cases 1) and 2).

When the networks are initially connected, the DL
index is equal to 0; then, as the systems collapse,
the DL index progressively increases until 100.
This indicates that the loads are completely dis-
connected. Note that this procedure does not con-
sider the dynamics of the power system; however,
it is valid for analysing the structural vulnerability
of the network. The calculation times were 3.17
and 4.04 minutes, respectively.

The graphical results show that both networks
collapse when approximately 80% of the electric
buses are removed. When comparing both curves,
it is observed that Case 1) is more robust than
Case 2) since the plotted results are always below
their counterparts. This indicates an increase in
the vulnerability of the power system with a high
share of renewable energies.

Table 3 shows some results corresponding to
the removal of a given number of assets (f) and
their impact on the disconnected load (DL) of the
network.

Table 3. Impact on the disconnected load (DL).

f=25% f=50% f=75%

Case 1) 38.45 78.57 88.43

Case 2) 43.86 80.28 92.28

As seen in Table 3, the DL in Case 2) is lower
than that in Case 1) for all the fractions of removed
assets, which again indicates that incorporating
renewables does not increase the infrastructure’s
robustness compared to its thermal case. Instead,
an increased vulnerability of the network can be
inferred from the proposed iterative procedure’s
perspective.

5. Discussion and conclusion

There is currently a paradigm shift in the electrical
system with the massive expansion of renewable
energies in the generation mix. As such, chal-
lenges arise to guarantee the security of supply
and the capacity of the infrastructure to respond
to a gap in generation resulting from failures
or contingencies. Reliability and vulnerability as-
sessments are the main approaches in the electric
power industry to address the above problems.

This work analyzed the effects of high share
renewable sources on the reliability and vulner-
ability of electric power systems. Two networks
with the same topological structure were used
but with different contributions of renewable re-
sources. The objective was to compare both sets
of results to provide an overview of the infrastruc-
ture’s behavior and performance.

From the strict point of view of the proce-
dures and case studies used here, the joint results
showed that the electrical system integrated with
renewables experienced an increase of more than
300% in the EENS reliability index and 4% with
f=75% in the DL vulnerability index. That is, the
power system with renewable sources presented a
lower capacity to respond to contingencies com-
pared to the power grid with thermal generation.
These differences could be due to the inability
of renewable generators to satisfy the load con-
ditions. From this, it follows that thermal power
plants in the case studied have a greater generat-
ing capacity than renewable sources so that they
can withstand abrupt variations in the network’s
operating conditions.

These findings show that new studies should
include both perspectives to perform a complete
analysis of the operational security of the net-
work. This will provide operators with more com-
plete information to make planning decisions.
The results obtained here support the consolidated
knowledge in this area of study.
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Abstract—Renewable energy sources (RESs), such as wind
and solar energy, are an integral part of the current process
of decarbonisation of electric power systems in the vast majority
of countries. Due to the stochastic and variable nature of these
resources, RESs could expose an electrical network to unexpected
power outages. In this context, security studies are vital for the
secure and day-to-day operation of the infrastructure. This article
analyses the effects of integrating renewable energies into a power
system from the perspectives of reliability and robustness. For
this purpose, the IEEE 14-bus test system is modified, and two
case studies are proposed with a high proportion of fossil-based
power generation and a high share of renewable generation,
respectively. In both cases, hourly load and electricity generation
profiles are considered. The reliability study is completed using
the Monte Carlo probabilistic method, and the robustness study
is conducted by simulating cascading failures. These assessments
are carried out in the two scenarios, where the electricity system
without renewable energies is considered the base case. The
effects of renewable energies are analysed comparatively in terms
of Loss of Load Probability (LOLP), Expected Demand Not
Supplied (EDNS) and Satisfied Demand (SD).

Index Terms—Cascading failures, power systems, reliability,
renewable energy, robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electric power systems are an integral part of economies
since the daily and continuous operation of modern activities
depends on them. However, the energy sector is undergoing
important changes due to the disastrous effects of climate
change, which affect all segments of the electrical infras-
tructure, alter generation potential and efficiency, and test the
physical resilience of power grids [1]. The development and
transformation towards sustainable, resilient and carbon-free
societies are one of the main priorities of the international
agenda.

The structural change and the transition from a bulk power
system with generation based on fossil resources to a power
system with a high share of renewable energies presents
innumerable challenges for transmission system operators and

planners. Reliability and robustness studies are two of the most
commonly used tools in the field of electrical engineering to
analyse and manage the uncertainties associated with systems.
Reliability is the ability of the electricity system to supply the
aggregate electrical demand within an area at all times under
normal operating conditions or in the event of failure of one or
two assets [2]. Robustness is the capability of the power grid
to avoid extreme adverse impact in case of multiple failures
or contingencies [2], [3]. These concepts are well documented
in the scientific literature [4].

Uncertainty, variability and intermittency are intrinsic char-
acteristics of renewable energy sources that could expose an
electricity system to unexpected power outages. The effect of
renewable resources on the reliability and robustness of power
systems is a novel field of research that requires the proposal
of integrated methodological frameworks to study the different
attributes associated with both concepts. Renewable energies
play a key role in the security of supply, so their study and
analysis is a growing concern [5], [6].

Power grids with high penetration of renewables must adjust
their energy production quickly and appropriately due to
uncertain changes in these sources [7]. To mitigate the adverse
implications of intermittencies in renewable resources, some
studies propose long-term scheduling strategies for generators,
which consider both the criticality and contingencies of the
generation units [8].

The operation of electrical systems is also affected by the
operating status of infrastructure assets. In this sense, some
researchers propose procedures to analyse potential threats
and vulnerabilities, considering changes in the operation and
variability of resources [9]. Other researchers point out that re-
newable energies could make the system more vulnerable and
less reliable [10]. Some researchers propose linear program-
ming to evaluate and improve the reliability of power systems
[11]. It is believed that wind and photovoltaic generators could
mitigate the interruptions caused by possible contingencies.
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Other works propose analytical approaches that highlight the
ability of the system to adopt different levels of reliability
according to the power of renewable generators [12].

On the other hand, one of the most critical challenges in
the study of robustness is the analysis of cascading failures.
Blackouts are complicated events to analyse and mitigate since
they can start for countless reasons and operating conditions
that studying them all is practically impossible. Graph theory
could be a viable approach to model dynamic behaviour,
analyse the propagation of these events and quantify the
structural robustness of power grids [13]–[15].

Renewable energies could also reduce the reliability and
robustness since their malfunction could cause power outages
that would inevitably affect the infrastructure [16]. Some
researchers propose energy hub-based methods [17], model or-
der reduction [18], metaheuristic searching genetic algorithms
[19] and multicriteria decision analysis [20] to evaluate the
suitability of the generation.

Based on the above, this study aims to evaluate the reli-
ability and robustness of both electrical power systems with
high thermal generation and electrical power systems with high
penetration of renewable energies. The purpose is to compare
both sets of results and determine if there are significant
changes in the performance of the infrastructure. This type
of study is currently receiving much attention, so more work
is needed to fill the research gaps in the study area.

The reliability study is completed using the probabilistic
Monte Carlo method, where each generator is assigned some
states that determine the probability that a generator operates at
various output levels. This procedure is used because it yields
relatively quick results. Of course, the sequential Monte Carlo
method can also be used to simulate the actual chronological
process of the power system. Likewise, each load is assigned
a time-based characteristic that defines the actual hourly load
in the system. In the case of wind turbines, in addition to the
multistate stochastic model, a stochastic wind model described
by a Weibull distribution is defined, where the mean wind
speed and the beta shape factor of the distribution are adjusted
to achieve the desired wind characteristic [21]. Here, the LOLP
and EDNS indices are measured, and the confidence intervals
of each of the indicators are quantified. The robustness study is
completed by simulating cascading failures for each generation
and load profile of the system. This iterative procedure consists
of randomly removing an electrical line, measuring the power
flows, eliminating the overloaded links, identifying the sub-
networks, and measuring the SD index at each disintegration
stage. This process is repeated until there are no overloaded
power lines or all the assets are isolated. The reliability
assessment is performed with DigSILENT POWERFACTORY
2021 SP3, and the robustness assessment is programmed in
MATLAB R2021a. The IEEE 14-bus test system is used as a
case study to perform the procedures described above [22].

The rest of this article is organised as follows: Section
II presents the reliability and robustness procedures used to
analyse the impact of renewable energy sources on bulk elec-
trical power systems. Section III describes the two case studies

based on the well-known IEEE 14-bus test system. Section IV
analyses and discusses the simulation results obtained after
applying the procedures described above. Finally, Section V
summarises the main conclusions of this paper.

II. ANALYSIS OF RELIABILITY AND ROBUSTNESS IN
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

This section briefly describes the procedures to evaluate the
performance of the systems from the perspectives of reliability
and robustness. In both cases, the fundamental statistical
indicators used in this study are presented.

A. Reliability algorithm

The probabilistic Monte Carlo approach is a procedure
to realistically simulate the actual and random chronological
process of a system based on repetitive random sampling,
which allows measuring different network performance indices
[23], [24]. This procedure can be summarised in the ordered
and systematic steps shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo probabilistic algorithm
Input: demand profiles, probabilistic models for generation units and
temporal resolution (N), i.e. 8760 hours.
Output: LOLP and EDNS statistical indicators.
Step 1. Generation model: assign availability and probability states to the
generation units. For wind turbines, also assign a stochastic wind model
based on a Weibull distribution;
Step 2. Load model: establish a profile based on the time that determines
the actual load level at any given time;
Step 3. Statistical sampling: combine the models of Steps 1 and 2 and,
through a sequence of uniform random numbers, generate a system state
that contains generation and demand profiles in a given time; set N = 1
for the first iteration;
Step 4. Calculate demand not supplied (DNS): use the state calculated in
Step 3 to calculate DNS in the network, that is, demand minus generation.
Save the DNS value for the corresponding iteration N;
Step 5. Iterations: repeat Steps 3 and 4 until N;
Step 6. Evaluate reliability indicators: calculate the LOLP and EDNS
indicators using (1) and (2).

LOLP =
NDNS

N
× 100%; Unit: [%] (1)

EDNS =

∑
DNS

N
; Unit: [MW] (2)

where NDNS is the number of iterations where DNS>0 and N is the
total number of iterations.
The LOLP index is the probability that the load is greater than the
available generation capacity, while the EDNS index is the energy demand
not supplied in each of the 1-hour steps;
Step 7. End: if the covariance between the simulation samples is less than
10%, the algorithm ends; otherwise, increase N and go to Step 3.

Basically, the reliability procedure consists of generating a
random state of the system using both the demand profiles and
the probabilistic models of the generators. Here, an operating
state is determined that contains a corresponding output power
and a corresponding demand. The demand not supplied is
calculated for that state, and the process is repeated for a
temporal resolution of one hour in a one-year horizon, i.e.
8760-time steps of one hour each. In the end, the LOLP and
EDNS indicators are calculated as average values of all the
iterations performed [25]. Note that the first index represents
the expected percentage of hours where energy not supplied is
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greater than zero, and the second index represents the average
energy not supplied within the study horizon.

B. Robustness algorithm

In this article, robustness is measured in terms of the
performance of the infrastructure against cascading failures.
A cascading event is a sequence of incidents that can be
initiated by multiple factors, such as voltage and frequency
instabilities, malfunction of protection devices, and overloads,
which can cause a series of outages in other network elements
[4]. Algorithm 2 presents the proposed procedure to simulate
cascading failures in an electrical power system.

Algorithm 2 Cascading failures
Input: generation profiles, demand profiles and overload tolerance pa-
rameter of the lines (α).
Output: degradation of the power grid. Satisfied Demand (SD) in each
stage of disintegration (s).
Step 1. Initialisation: SDbase is equal to the sum of all the loads of the
system;
Step 2. Running DC power flows: identify the flows (P) for each link (k)
and determine the power threshold (Pmax

k ) of the lines using (3);

Pmax
k = αk × Pk; Unit: [MW] (3)

Step 3. Initial point: randomly eliminate a power line k;
Step 4. Increase or decrease of flows: determine the increases or decreases
for each power line; set s = 1 for the first disintegration step;
Step 5. Tripping the circuit breakers: assess the condition |P s

k | < Pmax
k

for all power lines. If the condition is not met, remove all overloaded
links and go to Step 6; otherwise, go to Step 10;
Step 6. Graph transversal algorithm: use the depth-first search algorithm
to determine sub-networks (I) and isolated assets (E);
Step 7. Energy balance:

a) for each island Ii with generators, g∈Ii, evaluate
- if

∑
g∈Ii

Pg<
∑

d∈Ii
Pd, do Ds

Ii
=
∑

g∈Ii
Pg in stage s;

- if
∑

g∈Ii
Pg>

∑
d∈Ii

Pd, do Ds
Ii

=
∑

d∈Ii
Pd in stage s;

b) for each island Ii without generators, g∈Ii, do Ds
i =0 and Ei=Mi;

Step 8. Satisfied demand: calculate (4)

SDs =

∑
i∈I D

s
Ii

SDbase
; Unit: [%] (4)

Step 9. Iterations: set s = s + 1 and go to Step 4;
Step 10. End: if all |P s

k | < Pmax
k , the algorithm ends.

This procedure begins by calculating the power flows and
determining the maximum transfer capability of the power
lines. Next, a link is randomly eliminated, the changes in the
flows are determined, and all power lines that are overloaded
as a result of the redistributed flows are eliminated. Subse-
quently, the sub-networks are identified, and generation and
demand are balanced. The isolated elements or sub-networks
without generation are considered unsatisfied loads during the
disintegration process. The iterative procedure continues until
there are no overloaded elements or all the assets are isolated.

III. CASE STUDIES

A. Modified IEEE 14-bus test system

For this study, the IEEE 14-bus test system is used and
modified. This test case represents a simple approximation of
the United States electric power system in February 1962. It
has 14 buses, 5 generators and 11 loads [22]. Fig. 1 depicts
the topology of the network under study. Two case studies are
considered to evaluate the reliability and robustness indices.

Fig. 1. Topology of the IEEE 14-bus test system. The wind farm and the
photovoltaic plant correspond to the RES case.

Fig. 2. Power-speed curve of the wind turbine located on Bus 2.

The first case performs both studies without considering
renewable energy alternatives, and the second case considers
the role of RESs.

Specifically, the base case is composed of natural gas, coal,
hydroelectric, nuclear and fuel oil generators connected in
buses 1, 2, 3, 6 and 8. Table I shows the basic data of
conventional generators. Meanwhile, in the RES case, the
coal generator and the fuel oil generator are replaced by a
wind farm and a photovoltaic plant. The installed capacity of
renewable resources is 180 and 60 MW, respectively. Fig. 2
shows the power curve of the wind farm.

Figs. 3 and 4 depict the power outputs of the generators for
the base case and the RES case after incorporating both the
temporal characteristics of the annual hourly demand and the
resources of the conventional and renewable generators. The
annual hourly load is obtained by adjusting the data found
in [26]. These results are calculated through a quasi-dynamic
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Fig. 3. Power output of the generators for the base case.

TABLE I
GENERATOR DATA FOR THE CASE STUDIES

Generator Type Bus Active Power
Maximum [MW] Minimum [MW]

G1 Gas 1 192 0
G2 Coal 2 20 18
G3 Hydro 3 24 10
G4 Nuclear 6 16 10
G5 Fuel oil 8 48 15

power flow simulation. The maximum total load is 252.50
MW.

Note that wind and solar generation are not considered in the
base case, and only the annual hourly demand profile is incor-
porated. Meanwhile, in the RES case, part of the conventional
generation of the base case is replaced by renewable sources.
That is, the renewable case includes profiles of electrical load
and wind and solar generation. This aims to simulate the
current energy transition process of electrical power systems.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section presents the results of the LOLP, EDNS and
SD indicators after sequentially applying the reliability and
robustness procedures described in Section II. These indicators
were calculated both for the base case integrated with fossil
generation and for the RES case with a high penetration of
renewable generation. The changes in the indicators imply the
effects of the integration of renewable energies. The reliability
study was performed in DigSILENT POWERFACTORY 2021
SP3, and the robustness study was programmed in MATLAB
R2021a. Both simulations were run on a personal computer
with a 3.40 GHz Intel® CoreTM i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM.

A. Discussion on the reliability study

For simulation and implementation purposes, power losses
of 3% in the transmission system were considered, and the

Fig. 4. Power output of the generators for the RES case.

stochastic availabilities of the generators presented in Table
II and the time characteristics shown in Figs. 3 and 4 were
used. In Table II, the availability was the percentage of
the nominal power available, and the probability was the
probability that this state was valid. Thus, the total available
generation capacity in % of maximum output was specified
along with the probability of this availability. Note that an
unlimited number of states can be considered and that the sum
of the probability of all states must equal 100%. For the wind
turbine, the power curve in Fig. 2 and a Weibull distribution
with mean and beta coefficients of 8.862 and 2.0 were also
used [21]. The computation times for the two case studies
were 1.43 and 1.93 minutes, respectively.

Table III presents the reliability results along with their
confidence levels for the base and renewable cases. The LOLP
and EDNS indices increased with renewables, as there was
three times more probability of losing load and not supplying
power in the RES case than in the base case. This makes
sense as wind and solar are intermittent resources dependent
on weather conditions, which impacts the reliability indicators
studied. The stochastic nature of these resources plays a
fundamental role in the operation of a power system. The
higher the penetration of renewable energy sources, the greater
the impact on reliability and adequacy indices.

In general terms, the electric power system with a high
share of renewable energies (RES case) was less reliable than
the electric power system with fossil fuel generation (base
case). In the event of failures and contingencies, renewable
generators may be less able to respond and supply the total
energy demand.

B. Discussion on the robustness study

A robustness study was applied for the generation and
hourly demand conditions shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In all of
them, a parameter α=1.5 was considered, which meant that
the lines operated at 70% of their nominal capacity before
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TABLE II
STOCHASTIC MODEL USED FOR CONVENTIONAL AND RENEWABLE GENERATION

Conventional generator Photovoltaic system Wind turbine
State Availability [%] Probability [%] State Availability [%] Probability [%] State Availability [%] Probability [%]

1 100.00 61.55 1 100.00 55.00 1 100.00 55.00
2 80.00 13.45 2 80.00 20.00 2 85.00 25.00
3 60.00 10.00 3 65.00 10.00 3 70.00 10.00
4 40.00 10.00 4 45.00 5.00 4 55.00 5.00
5 20.00 5.00 5 20.00 10.00 5 30.00 5.00
6 0.00 0.00 6 0.00 0.00 6 0.00 0.00

TABLE III
RELIABILITY RESULTS

Grid
Loss of Load Probability Expected Demand Not Supplied

Average (LOLP) Confidence Levels Average (EDNS) Confidence Levels
[%] Lower Upper [MW] Lower Upper

base case 1.199 1.181 1.217 0.301 0.295 0.307
RES case 4.441 4.407 4.475 1.404 1.389 1.418

Fig. 5. Robustness results grouped for the base case. P5 represents the
percentile limit.

cascading failure. This last value was used to increase the
level of disintegration of the networks in each hour. Moreover,
a different power line was randomly removed to start the
disintegration of the network. Note that the SD index is equal
to 1 when all demand is satisfied and decreases progressively
as the system disintegrates. Thus, the last SD value in each
hour was used for representation purposes. The computation
times for the two case studies were 12.02 and 11.31 minutes,
respectively.

The grouped sets of the robustness results for the base and
RES cases are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The mean SD index
was 0.769 and 0.753 with standard deviations of ±0.265 and
±0.289, respectively. When considering the 5th percentile in
the SD index, 439 hours were below 0.274 and 0.209.

From the strict point of view of the robustness procedure
used, the findings showed that the RES case maintained almost

Fig. 6. Robustness results grouped for the RES case. P5 represents the
percentile limit.

the same performance as the base case during cascading
events. The latter seems to indicate that the robustness of a
power system is not entirely affected by the penetration of
renewable resources. Nevertheless, it is essential to note that
synchronous generators can remain connected during and after
a failure. In contrast, renewable generators do not precisely
replace the functional behaviour of synchronous generators,
which could affect the security of supply and consequently
decrease the robustness.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work studied the effect of renewable energy integration
on the reliability and robustness of power systems. Two case
studies with high fossil generation and high renewable energy
penetration based on the IEEE 14-bus test system were used.
The objective was to compare both sets of results in order to
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have a broader view of the behaviour and performance of a
network.

On the one hand, the reliability study showed that the case
study with fossil generation was more reliable than the RES
case. This could be caused by the intermittency of renewable
resources, which affect the performance of a system against
one or two disturbances. For example, the LOLP and EDNS
indicators increased by more than 400% in the case study with
renewable energies.

On the other hand, the robustness study revealed that the
RES case had approximately the same robustness as the case
with fossil generation since the SD values did not report
significant variations. For example, the SD index decreased by
only 2% in the case study with renewable energies. In other
words, renewable generation may not affect the performance
of a system in the face of cascading failures or multiple
contingencies. However, more detailed procedures are needed
to analyse robustness, incorporating the dynamics associated
with the power system and the stochastic part of renewable
resources during a cascading failure or blackout. This could
lead to a decrease in the robustness of the systems.

Future work can focus on assessing how renewable gener-
ators with small capacity affect the reliability and robustness
of electric power systems.
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Currently, the security of electricity systems depends largely on gas supply, as this source, along with renewables, 
plays a key role to accelerate the energy transition and decarbonization of the economy. Europe's high dependence 
on external gas suppliers and the continuing and growing trade and political tension between Ukraine and Russia 
make Europe vulnerable to a supply crisis. This article assesses the potential of pumped hydropower to improve the 
security of the European power system against gas shortages under highly severe climatic and technical conditions. 
A mathematical optimization approach is applied to maximize the coverage of the electricity demand while fostering 
cooperative strategies among countries in the event of critical gas shortages. To test the proposed model, data from 
January 18, 2017, are used as the peak demand for both electricity and gas occurred on this day in Europe. The 
results indicate that exploiting the potential of pumped hydro storage in different countries can reduce the high 
external dependence on gas and thus avoid the negative consequences of an interruption in gas supply. Ultimately, 
this paper argues that pumping hydro plants can improve the stability and security of power systems. 
 
 
Keywords: Pumped hydro, Resilience, Gas shortages, Cooperation model, Power system, Gas network. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
Renewable energy is solidifying itself as the main 
energy source for the coming years. However, this 
process still requires time to achieve an energy 
mix with 100% renewable production. 
Photovoltaic and wind energy have reached a high 
degree of technological development, but these 
renewable sources still require support to 
overcome their intermittency issues and variable 
nature. In this regard, storage systems are 
essential to enable the integration of renewables 
into the electricity system, but their development 
and implementation are still in progress. 
Meanwhile, gas-fired power plants have become 
the main source to support renewables and 
accelerate the energy transition by functioning as 
backup generation. 

The European Union (EU) is highly dependent 
on gas and especially from Russia, which is the 
country with the largest natural gas reserves 
worldwide. Europe receives more than 40% of its 
natural gas through the network of pipelines 
connecting to Russia (Yusta and Beyza 2021). 

The ongoing trade and political conflicts 
between Russia and Ukraine, which have 
increased in recent years, have made the security 
of gas supply one of the EU's main concerns. The 
risk of Russia completely disrupting supplies to 
the EU is growing.  
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Regarding gas crises, the EU has promoted 
policies to favor coordination and efficient 
cooperation among different countries. The focus 
is on sharing all available resources and 
infrastructures in the event of a gas supply crisis 
and thus reducing the harmful effects of supply 
interruptions in the most vulnerable countries 
(“Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 25 October 2017 
Concerning Measures to Safeguard the Security 
of Gas Supply” n.d.). Rodríguez-Fernández, 
Fernández Carvajal, and Ruiz-Gómez (2020) 
assess the progress of gas supply security in EU 
countries after the gas crises of 2006 and 2009. 

Sesini, Giarola, and Hawkes (2022) examine 
solidarity measures in the event of high-impact 
and low-probability disruptions to the EU’s gas 
supply. As a consequence of this gas supply 
uncertainty, Europe is paying high prices for 
liquefied natural gas transported by sea, mainly 
from the United States. This issue stems from 
geopolitical reasons of supply diversification to 
avoid supply shortages.  

In addition to cooperation mechanisms among 
countries, it is essential to promote the use of 
other technologies such as pumped hydropower to 
ensure a balance between electricity consumption 
and generation. This technology can provide 
flexibility in the electricity system in case of 
possible critical gas supply interruptions affecting 
gas-fired power plants, and thus guaranteeing the 
supply of reliable electricity in combination with 
renewable energy. Currently, pumped hydro 
technology is the most efficient system for large-
scale energy storage, though it is dependent on 
orographic factors. Pumped hydro technology is 
more convenient for maintaining the stability and 
security of the power system than other types of 
storage (e.g., batteries, hydrogen) because it 
generates a large amount of energy with a very 
fast response time. Some previous studies (Deane, 
Ó Gallachóir, and McKeogh 2010), (Lu et al. 
2018), (Kucukali 2014) propose different 
methodologies for locating suitable sites for the 
development of pumped-hydro energy storages 
worldwide.  

This paper aims to analyze the potential of 
pumped hydropower to improve the resilience of 
the European energy system in the face of gas 
supply disruptions under highly severe climatic 
and technical conditions. The proposed 
mathematical optimization model maximizes the 
demand coverage by using cooperation 
mechanisms among EU countries in the event of 
critical gas disruption and harnessing the 
available pumping hydro capacity of each 
country. The methodology is applied to a case 
study involving the maximum demand previously 
recorded in both the gas and electricity systems in 
Europe. Here we follow the ENTSO-G 
methodology for gas supply and infrastructure 
disruption scenarios, one of which is the one day 
(peak day) of exceptionally high demand 
(“ENTSO-G. Union-wide SoS simulation report 
2021.” n.d.). The high demand cases are meant to 
capture the capability of the gas system to cope 
with the most challenging demand situation (peak 
day / Design Case). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section 2 formulates the optimization 
model. Section 3 describes the European gas 
system. Section 4 analyzes the results obtained 
and discusses the pumped-hydro potential. 
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main 
conclusions. 

 

2. Mathematical formulation of the model 
The proposed model is based on the approach 
used by (Rqiq and Yusta 2020) but including an 
analysis of the potential for new pumping hydro 
plants in all EU and neighboring countries in the 
event of a gas supply shortage.  Interconnections, 
together with storage systems, help to balance 
generation in countries with different renewable 
production profiles, alleviating surpluses and 
shortages among countries. 

The optimization problem is completely 
formulated by means of an objective function and 
a set of constraints stated in Eq. (1)-(8). 

The following assumptions are considered for 
the modeling: 

• Both the interruption of gas from Russia and 
the supply of liquefied natural gas by sea; 

• The use of cooperation mechanisms among 
EU and neighboring countries (i.e., all 
countries share all available resources and 
infrastructures). 
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The objective function maximizes the daily 
natural gas demand coverage in each country i in 
the event of a critical gas supply disruption, Ci, 
(Eq. (1)). All gas uses are considered into the gas 
demand, also gas for electricity generation. This 
variable must be within the range of 0 and the 
maximum natural gas demand that the system 
seeks to satisfy, Ci,max (Eq. (2)). 

max(demand coverage)=� 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖
𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1
  (1) 

0 ≤ Ci ≤ Ci,max  (2) 

Pi+Sti+IMPi+LNGi –�Xij –
 Ci = 0 

 (3) 

0 ≤ Pi ≤ Pi,max  (4) 

0 ≤ Sti ≤ Sti,max  (5) 

0 ≤ IMPi ≤ IMPi,max  (6) 

0 ≤ LNGi ≤ LNGi,max  (7) 

–Xji,max≤ Xij ≤ Xij,max   (8) 

 
Eq. (3) establishes the balance of all possible 

sources of gas in each country i. 
Eq. (4) states that the daily gas production of 

each country i (Pi) must be less than or equal to 
the maximum production of each country (Pi,max). 
The amount of gas from underground storage in 
each country i (Sti) must be within the range of 0 
and the maximum allowable extraction,  Sti,max, as 
indicated in Eq. (5).   

Eq. (6) sets the limits of the daily import of 
natural gas in each country i from external gas 
suppliers (IMPi). This variable must not exceed 
the maximum admissible import by the system's 
gas pipeline network (IMPi,max).    

Countries with access to the sea have 
regasification plants for the supply of liquefied 
natural gas; therefore, this capacity can be used to 
help meet the demand of different countries.  The 
amount of daily liquefied natural gas that can be 
injected into the pipelines of each country i 
(LNGi) must be less than or equal to its maximum 
capacity (LNGi,max), as stated by Eq. (7).  

Interconnections between countries may 
allow gas to be exchanged in one direction or in 
both directions. Therefore, the daily gas flow is 
limited to the maximum amount of gas that can be 
exchanged depending on the direction of the flow 
(Eq. (8)). The values of Xji,max and Xij,max are the 
sum of the technical limits of all cross-border 
interconnections from country i to j and viceversa. 

According to the mathematical formulation of 
the problem, the optimization model is linear due 
to its inclusion of continuous variables in addition 
to the objective function and constraints also 
being linear. The problem is programmed and 
executed using MATLAB software since its 
optimization toolbox incorporates an efficient 
linear programming solver. The simulation runs 
on a computer with an Intel® Core i7 processor, 
3.00 GHz CPU, and 16 GB of RAM. 

 

3. Definition of the case study 
The case study for the validation of the model 
consists of the European gas network (see Fig. 1). 
This system incorporates 28 countries connected 
by 35 cross-border interconnections, 18 of which 
were bi-directional in 2017. In recent years, 
energy security in the EU has become a priority 
due to the high dependence on external gas and 
the conflicts between Ukraine and Russia that 
have caused severe natural gas supply problems; 
the most serious was in the winter of 2006 and 
2009, which led to the shutdown of all gas 
pipelines crossing Ukraine. 

The EU has promoted the diversification of 
gas suppliers and the increase of interconnections 
between countries. The EU has also encouraged 
the use of cooperation and solidarity mechanisms 
to minimize the impact of a gas supply crisis. 

On the power system side, pumped hydro 
storage is the main large-scale electricity storage 
technology used in most EU countries due to its 
efficiency and flexibility. There is high potential 
in pumping hydroelectric plants, which would 
allow for greater integration of renewable energy 
into the electricity system and reduce dependence 
on gas.  
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Fig. 1. European gas network and pumped hydropower 
potential in 2017. 
 

During the winter of 2016/2017, Europe 
coped with an extreme cold spell, atypically 
reaching simultaneous peak demand for both gas 
and electricity on January 18, 2017. As a result of 
the low availability of nuclear power plants and 
renewable generation, in the consumption of 
natural gas for electricity generation reached its 
highest levels in the last years. To illustrate the 
proposed methodology, data from January 18, 
2017, are chosen to assess the influence of 
existing and new pumped hydro plants in the 
event of gas supply disruptions that affect 
Europe’s electricity supply.  

More specifically, this study uses available 
data from 19:00 on January 18, 2017 from the 
European Network of Transmission System 
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) Winter 
Outlook (“ENTSO-E. Winter Outlook 2016/2017 
and Summer Review 2016” n.d.). 

ENTSO-E is responsible for the reliable and 
coordinated operation of the European electricity 
system and provides data on generation capacity, 
electricity demand, planned shortages, etc. All 
data are recorded at 19:00 on the Wednesday of 
each week during the winter months for each 
European country. In this case study, severe 
system conditions are assumed. This means that 
the climatic conditions are extreme according to 
both demand (i.e., higher than normal conditions) 
and reduced production (i.e., lower wind 
generation or restrictions on conventional power 
plants).  

Data on the potential of pumping hydropower 
are based on the 2013 European Commission 
report (Lacal-Arántegui and Gimeno-Gutiérrez 
2013). This report includes a model focused on a 
topographic description and data on existing 
reservoirs, electrical networks, transport 
infrastructures, land use, etc. 

Table 1 indicates the available technical gas 
capacities of the European system as well as the 
pumping potential for each country.  

 

4. Discussion of the results 
This section presents the results obtained under 
severe climatic conditions after the application of 
the model to the European power system. 

As a consequence of decarbonization and 
increases in renewable generation in different 
countries, gas-fired power plants have emerged as 
a back-up technology for the European power 
system. This highlights a growing 
interdependence between the gas and electricity 
systems. 

Table 2 indicates the percentage of gas not 
supplied in each country from the optimization 
performed. It also presents the remaining 
generation capacity calculated after a gas shortage 
and the influence of the available pumping 
capacity. Importable or exportable electricity 
capacities have not been considered since this 
case study is carried out under the most possible 
severe conditions. 
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Table 1. Gas system capacities on January 18, 2017 and pumping potential (GW).  

Country Demand Production 
Underground 

storage 
extraction 

Import 

Liquefied 
natural 

gas 
injection 

Capacity cross-
border 

interconnections 

Pumping 
hydro 

potential 

         
i Ci,max Pi,max Sti,max IMPi,max LNGi,max Xij,max Xji,max - 

Austria 746 41 1050 0 0 2382 2290 24 
Belgium 1168 0 170 488 515 2380 2658 1 
Bosnia 13 0 0 0 0 0 15 7 

Bulgaria 222 4 36 777 0 158 362 15 
Croatia 225 49 61 0 0 0 129 9 
Czech 713 6 703 0 0 1923 1690 16 

Denmark 224 129 194 0 0 33 61 0 
Estonia 28 0 0 48 0 0 63 0 
Finland 152 0 0 249 0 0 0 0 
France 3699 1 2506 570 1030 695 1667 126 

Germany 6520 207 7159 4133 0 5111 5384 28 
Greece 316 0 0 49 150 0 109 22 

Hungary 872 50 837 605 0 270 283 1 
Ireland 240 112 27 0 0 0 432 2 

Italy 5325 174 2970 1716 543 41 1807 127 
Latvia 96 0 315 179 0 128 68 0 

Lithuania 132 0 0 325 121 68 65 0 
Macedonia 26 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 
Netherlands 2478 1352 2791 0 399 4288 2009 0 

Poland 1139 135 574 312 158 932 194 3 
Portugal 268 0 86 0 336 80 144 20 
Romania 851 335 347 360 0 364 73 17 

Serbia 28 14 57 0 0 15 142 22 
Slovakia 369 14 479 2080 0 2285 1111 1 
Slovenia 68 0 0 0 0 75 141 2 

Spain 1748 2 215 732 1900 369 245 183 
Switzerland 135 0 0 0 0 635 828 39 

UK 5148 1454 1455 1499 2089 1062 1297 150 
 
 

The remaining capacity is expressed as the 
difference between the available generation 
capacity and the electric load. This defined term 
corresponds to the power system’s remaining 
generation capacity to meet the electricity 
demand in the event of unexpected, unplanned 
gas supply interruptions in each country. 

First, in a situation with gas interruptions, high 
electricity demand and low generation 
availability, eleven countries in total would face 
problems with meeting electricity demand. This 
fact is due to the reduction of available gas 
capacity to facilitate the supply of gas-fired power 
plants, and thus the optimal operation of the 
European electricity system cannot be ensured. 
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Second, without considering the existing 
pumping hydro capacity, seventeen countries 
would face problems with meeting their 
electricity demand (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, 
Lithuania, Macedonia, Poland, Portugal, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland, and the 
United Kingdom).  

Furthermore, several countries are highly 
dependent on natural gas from Russia, such as 
Finland and Lithuania, in addition to having few 
domestic resources. 

 
 
 

 

Table 2. The impact of a gas supply interruption with pumped hydropower potential on the European power 
system. 

Country 
Gas 

shortage 
(%) 

Remaining 
capacity 
after gas 
shortage 

(GW) 

Remaining 
capacity after 
gas shortage 

without 
available 
pumping 

hydropower 
(GW) 

Remaining 
capacity after 
gas shortage 

with 
pumping 

hydropower 
potential 

(GW) 
Austria 0 4.73 -3.43 28.73 

Belgium 0 -0.46 -1.77 0.34 
Bosnia 0 1.08 1.08 8.28 

Bulgaria 78 1.45 0.59 16.65 
Croatia 0 0.36 0.08 9.76 
Czech 0 3.85 2.69 19.65 

Denmark 0 -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 
Estonia 0 0.93 0.93 0.93 
Finland 100 -4.61 -4.61 -4.61 
France 0 -3.57 -6.54 122.63 

Germany 0 9.3 4.41 37.10 
Greece 75 -2.53 -2.97 19.47 

Hungary 0 -1.16 -1.16 -0.56 
Ireland 0 1.97 1.68 3.77 

Italy 0 0.69 -3.81 127.29 
Latvia 0 0.17 0.17 0.17 

Lithuania 51 -0.94 -1.84 -0.94 
Macedonia 67 -0.54 -0.54 -0.54 
Netherlands 0 3.04 3.04 3.04 

Poland 21 0.14 -1.32 3.14 
Portugal 50 -1.56 -3.33 18.24 
Romania 19 0.06 0.06 16.66 

Serbia 0 0.69 0.07 22.49 
Slovakia 0 0.01 -0.91 0.61 
Slovenia 0 -0.35 -0.35 1.85 

Spain 39 0 -2.39 183 
Switzerland 0 0.88 -0.62 40.28 

UK 0 -2.60 -5.43 147.40 
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In contrast, other countries such as Macedonia 
and Greece cannot meet their electricity demand 
due to poor connections with other countries in 
the system. In this situation, in global terms, there 
would be a total deficit of the remaining 
generation capacity of -26.48 GW, which would 
make it difficult to meet the electricity demand of 
several European countries. These results show 
that the role of existing pumping hydropower 
might be key for many countries to keep their 
electric power systems in operation under critical 
conditions. 

On the other hand, a few European countries 
have potential to build new pumping hydro plants. 
The European Commission (Lacal-Arántegui and 
Gimeno-Gutiérrez 2013) has already assessed 
pumped-hydro potential in all European 
countries. Table 2 also includes the results of the 
remaining generation capacity after a gas supply 
interruption and considers the pumping 
hydropower potential of each country.  

The results regarding expected gas shortages 
under the gas cooperation model of the case study 
highlight that the availability of new pumping 
hydro plants can solve the electricity demand 
coverage in six out of eleven countries mentioned 
above. This potential depends on the availability 
of sites and varies considerably from one country 
to another. France, Greece, Portugal, and the 
United Kingdom are able to meet electricity 
demand due to their high potential pumped-hydro 
storage capacity and can maintain the stability of 
the electricity system.  

However, while Belgium and Slovenia 
display significantly lower potential than other 
countries, their strong connections to neighboring 
countries along with the exploitation of the new 
pumping hydropower plants can satisfy their 
demand in the event of severe gas disruptions.  

From the results obtained, the authors 
conclude that the combination of cross-border 
interconnections and the development of new 
pumping plants can contribute to the flexibility, 
security, and stability of the European electricity 
system. This combination allows countries to 
benefit from each other's resources and thus avoid 
the negative impacts of gas disruptions. 

 

 

5. Conclusions 
The interdependence of the gas and electricity 
systems is an issue of concern due to the increase 
in gas-fired power plants to overcome the 
intermittency problems of solar and wind 
resources. It is essential to promote the 
implementation of large-scale storage systems to 
ensure a secure supply of electricity regardless of 
possible gas interruptions.  

This paper presents an assessment of pumping 
hydropower to minimize the impact of gas 
shortages on the electricity system based on a 
mathematical model that maximizes the demand 
coverage of different countries under a 
cooperative approach. To validate the model, the 
authors apply it to the European power system. 
Specifically, this paper uses data from one day 
under severe conditions that shows peak demands 
recorded for both electricity and gas. 

Pumped hydro storage is the main large-scale 
storage solution in the European Union. The 
results show that the availability of new pumping 
hydropower plants would reduce the number of 
countries unable to meet their demand in the event 
of a gas supply crisis by half.  

Nevertheless, the development of new 
exploitable plants includes certain drawback. For 
instance, it is difficult to find suitable sites due to 
their dependence on orographic conditions. 
Therefore, the available storage potential varies 
significantly among different countries. 

In short, pumping hydropower plants allow 
for the integration of renewables, reduce the 
dependence on gas in the power system, and 
quickly adapt their production to keep generation 
and consumption balanced at all times. Thus, 
these plants are key to ensuring the stability and 
continuous operation of European power grids. 
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Overview 
The objective of this research work is to evaluate the behaviour of power systems with different levels of 
renewable energy share under contingencies in the electrical grid. Papers [1], [2], [3] study the influence of 
renewables on the robustness of the electricity system, although our contribution additionally considers the 
effect of the interdependence between the electricity and gas systems. Today, both infrastructures are 
closely related, since natural gas has become the main backup source to meet energy demand when 
sufficient renewable generation is not available. 

Method 
The assessment of the robustness of electricity systems with integration of renewable generation must 
consider the interactions between gas and electricity transmission networks. This article uses the software 
SAInt (Scenario Analysis Interface for Energy Systems), [4]. This tool is based on a mathematical 
formulation of models for electrical networks with a quasi-dynamic behavior, for gas networks with a time 
evolution of the fluid conditions in the pipelines, and a formulation to represent the interconnections 
between both systems. 

Results 
The robustness analysis is applied to a case study of Belgium, since the general data are public (generation, 
electricity and gas consumption, and technical constraints of each infrastructure component) [5], [6], [7]. 
The study is carried out during the 24 hours of a critical day for electricity demand and gas consumption 
with low generation availability. Due to the big cold wave during the study day, the Belgian electricity 
system suffered several contingencies such as the freezing of wind turbines, failures in the gas supply to 
gas-fired power plants, and failures of several transmission lines. This paper analyzes four cases: 

• Base case without contingencies (Case 1) 
• Base case with contingencies (Case 2)  
• Case with higher share of renewables and without contingencies (Case 3) 
• Case with higher share of renewables and with contingencies (Case 4) 

In Cases 3 and 4, renewable energy represent 38% of the electricity generation mix compared to 21% in 
Cases 1 and 2. 

From the results of the simulation of the electrical system, the electricity that could not be supplied in the 
network demand buses in each hour has been obtained. Similarly, the evolution of the gas not supplied in 
the consumption nodes of the gas network is also obtained. Case 2 presents an increase of 14% of the 
electricity not supplied regarding case 1, as several simultaneous contingencies occur, including line 
outages and generator shutdowns. In addition, in this case, the contingencies in the grid has a more 
significant effect on the gas system by affecting buses that fed compressor stations, causing a lack of gas 
supply.  

In the cases with a higher share of renewable generation, there have been significant changes. Case 3 
reduces average gas consumption because of the renewables contribution, which has an impact on the fluid 
stored in the network's gas pipelines by 2% with respect to Case 1. Case 4 increases the electricity not 
supplied due to the lack of generation assets to mitigate the imbalances derived from the simulated events. 
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It should be noted that as renewable generation increases in the grid, more critical problems appear in the 
supply, where variability in generation defines the system performance. 

Conclusions 
From a long-term energy perspective, it is verified that a future consisting entirely of renewable generation 
is not possible with today's technology. Robust energy infrastructures must remain in place while the energy 
transition is successfully completed. The objectives of decarbonization of the electricity sector cannot be 
achieved without energy storage to back up the intermittency of renewable generation (large-capacity 
electrical batteries, hydroelectric pumping or Power-To-Gas facilities). 
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Abstract. In recent years, the efforts of countries to reach 

agreements on the development of cross-border electricity 

interconnection have intensified because they optimize energy 

resources and constitute the most significant instantaneous 

support for the security and continuity of electricity supply. In 

addition, interconnections play a key role in the integration of 

electricity markets. However, the planning of European 

electricity infrastructures constitutes complex analyses due to the 

large number of factors involved. This article applies a 

multicriteria methodology for the evaluation and prioritization of 

cross-border interconnection projects with the simulation of 

different scenarios, in total 12 scenarios, to study the effect of 

changes in the selected criteria on the results obtained. To test 

the defined methodology, the variation in the weight of different 

criteria in the assessment of a new cross-border electrical 

interconnection project between Spain and France is studied. It 

was verified that the tool is coherent and that the analysis 

developed improves the understanding of such large and 

complex projects and can facilitate the prioritization of project 

portfolios with a clear and explicit method. 

 

Keywords. Cross-border electricity interconnections, 

multi-criteria technique, Analytic Hierarchy Process, 

power system security, scenarios. 

 

1. Introduction 

Cross-border electrical interconnection represents a key 

solution to address renewable energy variability and grid 

stability problems. On the one hand, from a technical 

perspective, electrical interconnections facilitate support 

functions between interconnected electrical systems and 

increase inertia in these systems. Therefore, 

interconnection lines improve power grid security and 

stability. On the other hand, from the economic 

perspective, cross-border interconnections allow a greater 

power exchange commercially to take advantage of the 

differences in energy prices in interconnected systems, 

greater competitive strength in electricity markets, more 

efficient management of losses and a lower operating 

reserve capacity, therefore lowering investment in 

generation plants [1]. 

The European Union promotes cross-border 

interconnections through its regulations to ensure 

uninterrupted electricity supply in the face of extended 

supply crises, favors the integration of renewable 

energies, promotes competition in the internal market 

and connects the most disadvantaged areas [2], [3], 

among others. In this context, the European Network 

of Transmission System Operators for Electricity, 

taking into account technological, market and political 

developments, proposes a portfolio of projects that 

provide socioeconomic well-being and help Europe 

meet its climate objectives [4]. Projects of Common 

Interest (PIC) are energy infrastructure projects 

necessary for the development of priority and strategic 

areas in the European Union. These projects have a 

short commissioning time and are funded by 

community grants [5]. 

Most of the reviewed works on electrical systems use 

multicriteria decision techniques, as they are efficient 

methods to handle decision-making problems under 

different and conflicting criteria. The works [6], [7] 

classify the main decision-making methods. There are 

numerous classifications based on the various 

characteristics of the methods (number of criteria, 

environment, alternatives or number of decision-

makers). The main classification to consider is the one 

that refers to the number of alternatives. In this way, 

multicriteria methods are classified into continuous 

(multiobjective decision-making, MODM) and discrete 

(multiattribute decision-making, MADM) methods [8]. 

Continuous multicriteria methods are those in which 

the number of alternatives is not countable and 

therefore try to optimize the value of a technical 

parameter. On the other hand, discrete multicriteria 

methods are those in which the number of alternatives 

is countable and they are fundamentally explicitly 

defined. 

Discrete multicriteria methods are divided into three 

categories: value measurement models, goal and 

preference levels models, and overclassification 

models. First, value measurement models are those that 

assign a numerical value to each alternative, thus 

establishing an order of preference. Each criterion or 

subcriterion is assigned a weight based on the 

importance of this criterion for decision-makers. This 

category includes the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) 

method [9], the analytic network process (ANP) 

method [9], and the multiattribute utility
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theory (MAUT) or multiattribute value theory (MAVT) 

[10]. Second, the preference level models are those that 

seek to select the alternative that is closest to the ideal 

solution or to the level of preference. The methods that 

make up this category are VIKOR [11] and the Technique 

for Order-Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 

(TOPSIS) [12]. Finally, overclassification methods are 

those that compare the alternatives in the form of pairs in 

such a way that they determine which of them is preferred 

with respect to the previous criterion. Within this group, 

the preference ranking organization MeTHod for 

enrichment evaluations (PROMETHEE) [13] and 

ELECTRE [14] can be found. 

Regarding the objective of the multicriteria analysis 

applied in the previous articles on the electricity sector, 

the works [15] - [18] mainly evaluate different energy 

sources to achieve an optimal energy system in different 

areas, such as Iran [15], India [16], Lithuania [17], and 

Bangladesh [18]. Other articles evaluate and prioritize 

different alternatives for the electrical planning of isolated 

areas [19], [20]. 

Based on the literature reviewed, the lack of sensitivity 

studies that validate the methodologies developed through 

a multicriteria decision process to reduce the subjectivity 

associated with any decision method is verified. 

Sensitivity analysis makes it possible to determine how 

the selection of alternatives changes when the relative 

weight of the criteria or requirements considered as 

determining factors in the selection process changes. 

Therefore, sensitivity analysis is a necessary 

complementary tool in analyzing decisions. Based on the 

application of multicriteria techniques for the evaluation 

of electrical interconnection infrastructure projects, this 

article proposes to carry out a sensitivity analysis (changes 

in the weight assigned to the criteria and modification of 

the proposed criteria) to study the influence of the 

variation of the input data on the effect of the results 

obtained. The methodology is applied to a project of 

common interest for the cross-border interconnection of 

Spain-France that will be put into service in the coming 

years. It must be taken into account that if small variations 

in the inputs produce large changes in the results, the 

decision-makers should assess the validity of the 

judgments issued. Therefore, this research allows a 

complete and realistic analysis of the results, studies the 

importance of each of the selected criteria (social, 

economic, environmental and technical) and verifies 

which are the most important. 

The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 

presents the multicriteria methodology. Section 3 defines 

the case study along with the proposed scenarios. Section 

4 analyzes the results obtained. Finally, Section 5 

summarizes the main conclusions of this research. 

 

2. Methodology 

Selecting the most beneficial project from a range of 

alternatives is one of the greatest difficulties faced by 

electrical infrastructure planners. The consideration of a 

large number of factors that intervene in the process and 

the variety of criteria, objectives and participants makes it 

necessary to plan a multidimensional decision process in 

which economic, technical, social and environmental 

aspects are involved. 

Multicriteria techniques help in the analysis or 

decision- making thanks to dividing the problem into 

parts or subparts that are studied in isolation and that 

are easier to address that way. In addition to facilitating 

the selection of the best alternative through an in-depth 

study of the problem, multicriteria analysis can provide 

other advantages and benefits, even generating new 

alternatives that are better than those initially proposed 

[21]. 

In this article, the AHP method is used since it has 

many advantages over other defined techniques, such 

as the possibility of decomposing and analyzing the 

problem in parts and measuring quantitative and 

qualitative criteria using a common scale, including the 

involvement of different stakeholders, generate a 

synthesis and perform sensitivity analysis. In short, it 

is a simple and flexible method that can solve complex 

problems with multiple criteria. 

Figure 1 represents the main steps that make up the 

methodology used to apply the AHP technique 

correctly and obtain the prioritization of cross-border 

interconnection projects. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Summary diagram of the multicriteria methodology. 

 

Next, the stages of the proposed methodology are 

briefly defined: 

 

 First, you must select the alternatives on 

which you want to apply the multicriteria tool. 

 Subsequently, the indicators that directly 

affect the selection of one project or another 

are identified, and their values are normalized 

with respect to the target country. 

 Then, once the alternatives to be evaluated 

and the different indicators have been selected, 

they are weighed through surveys of the 

different groups of experts. The total set of 

decision- makers must consist of professionals 

or specialists with different backgrounds in the 

planning of electrical infrastructures, 



socioeconomic and environmental impact of 

energy systems, planning and land use planning, 

among others. 

 The next step is to validate the results obtained 

through the consistency of judgments. The 

consistency ratio is calculated, which must be 

less than 0.1. If this does not happen, it is 

necessary to coordinate with the decision-maker 

to make the corrections where the inconsistency 

occurs until a consistency ratio of less than 0.1 

is achieved. 

Equations (1)-(3) indicate the calculation of the 

consistency index of the comparison matrix 

(CI), the random consistency index (RI) and the 

consistency ratio (CR). Here, ⅄𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the 

maximum eigenvalue and 𝑛 corresponds to 

number of criteria. 

 

𝐶𝐼 =
⅄𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛

𝑛 − 1
 

 

(1) 

 

𝑅𝐼 =
1.98 · (𝑛 − 2)

𝑛
 

 

(2) 

 

𝑅𝐶 =
𝐶𝐼

𝑅𝐼
 (3) 

 

 Once the results are adequate, each of the 

projects selected for each of the subcriteria are 

compared. 

 Finally, the evaluation and prioritization of the 

projects is obtained. The project with the 

highest AHP weighting value is the one 

selected. 

 Finally, it is essential to carry out a sensitivity 

analysis through which the reliability of the 

results obtained is verified. 

 

Figure 2 presents the criteria and subcriteria that are used 

to assess cross-border electrical interconnection projects. 

Consistent energy planning requires the implementation 

of technical, economic, environmental and social criteria. 

In addition, subcriteria must be established and linked to 

each of the criteria for decision-making. Therefore, in 

this case, four criteria and twelve subcriteria are chosen. 

For a more detailed explanation of the indicators, see 

document [4]. 

 

3. Case study 

To test the proposed methodology in various scenarios, it 

is applied to a new project of common interest for cross- 

border electrical interconnection between Spain and 

France [5]. The level of electrical interconnection in 

Spain is very low, and it is a priority to promote new 

interconnections to reduce Spain's isolation from the 

rest of the European system. 

Table I indicates the main characteristics of the capacity 

and costs of the project that is taken as a case study in 

this article. This project consists of a new HVDC (high- 

voltage direct current) interconnection by means of a 

direct current submarine cable in the Bay of Biscay. In 

addition, there is a converter station at each end of the 

electric transmission line to transform direct current 

into alternating current to connect to the electricity 

transmission network of each country. 

 
Table I. Study project characteristics. 

Substations 

 

Capacity 

increase 

(MW) 

 

Length 

(km) 

CAPEX 

(€ M) 

 

OPEX 

(€ M) 

Gatika (Spain) - 

Cubnezais 

(France) 

2200 370 1750 10.2 

 

The scenarios that are proposed in this article to 

evaluate the importance of each criterion and obtain an 

adequate assessment of the judgments made are 

indicated in Table II. 

 
Table II. Proposed scenarios. 

 

Scenarios Technical 

criterion 
(%) 

Environmental 

criterion (%) 

Social 

criterion 
(%) 

Economic 

criterion 
(%) 

1 100 0 0 0 

2 0 100 0 0 

3 0 0 100 0 

4 0 0 0 100 

5 50 50 0 0 

6 50 0 50 0 

7 50 0 0 50 

8 33.33 33.33 33.33 0 

9 33.33 33.33 0 33.33 

10 33.33 0 33.33 33.33 

11 25 25 25 25 

12 35.50 33.46 16.22 14.82 

 

Each of the criteria is modified separately, always 

ensuring a sum of 100% is met to observe the effects 

that the modifications have on decision-making. If only 

one criterion is considered, the analysis ceases to be 

multicriteria, but that is how the effects of conditioning 

decision-making on a single criterion can be analyzed. 

Subsequently, criteria are added to evaluate the impact 

on their combination, generating different scenarios. 

The technical criterion is considered the most 

influential in cross-border electrical interconnection 

projects since, with the increase in the flow of 

electricity transfer capacity, the study system achieves 

important benefits. The new interconnection allows 

greater stability and continuity of the electricity supply 

in the event of phenomena that endanger supply 

availability between the two countries, progress toward 

achieving the energy transition objectives and to 

creating a more efficient system with greater savings 

that benefit all consumers. 



 

 
 

 

4. Results 

Fig. 2. Outline of the proposed criteria and subcriteria. 

 

Table III presents the results obtained from the AHP 

method when applying the weights of the criteria 

indicated in Table II through the proposed methodology. 

 
Table III. Results obtained in the different study scenarios. 

 

Scenarios Study project 

1 0.9643 

2 0.8795 

3 1.0000 

4 0.6299 

5 0.7763 

6 0.9821 

7 0.7971 

8 0.8507 

9 0.8926 

10 0.8646 

11 0.9201 

12 0.8937 

 

 

It should be noted that the results shown are the result of 

the application of the criteria for the different scenarios, 

keeping the weights in the subcriteria. Scenario 12 

represents the base case with the four criteria selected, 

and its weight is obtained through surveys carried out 

with groups of experts. 

In the scenarios where the economic criterion was 

weighted more (scenarios 4 and 7), the score of the 

project decreases with respect to the base case since the 

investment and operation costs are high as a consequence 

of the use of submarine cables over the greater portion of 

the route in addition to the fact that the necessary 

transmission line is long (almost 400 km). 

By increasing the weight of the social criterion, the AHP 

score of the study project increases. This project is at 

a very advanced stage for commissioning in the coming 

years, which is why it has been subjected to several 

public consultations throughout the planning process to 

ensure a rational use of natural resources, the prevention 

and reduction of pollution and strengthening social 

cohesion. For cross-border electrical interconnection 

projects, the citizen involvement during all stages through 

access to comprehensive and easy-to-understand 

information is critical for achieving greater social 

consensus and the best solution for the territory.  

 

 

 

As a result, the final layout of this project avoids 

proximity to population centers and areas with 

potential urban development, as well as isolated 

homes, where noise emissions can become annoying 

for people. In addition, the increase in energy exchange 

capacity that this project allows translates into a 

reduction in the expected congestion at the border, as 

well as the use of cheaper energy at all times, due to 

the increase in flow in both directions, providing a 

greater socioeconomic benefit throughout Europe. 

Similarly, by increasing the weight of the technical 

criterion, the score of the project increases, since, as 

obtained in the base scenario (scenario 12), it is the 

most important criterion. The increase in energy 

transfer capacity between countries (2200 MW) 

provides a better mesh with the rest of the European 

system with the consequent improvement of the 

quality and security of the electrical system and the 

possibility of mutual support in case of incidents and 

extreme situations. In addition, it avoids having to 

install backup generation in the Spanish and French 

systems with the possibility of sharing balancing 

mechanisms, achieving a more efficient European 

global system. 

Regarding the increase in weight of the environmental 

criterion, a similar score is obtained in the project 

compared to the base case (scenario 12). In scenario 12, 

the groups of experts already scored high on the 

environmental criteria (33.46%) together with the 

technical criteria (35.50%). Cross-border electrical 

interconnection projects can affect vegetation, protected 

natural spaces, fauna and places with protected or 

endangered species. Therefore, it is essential to 

minimize this impact. The layout of this study project 

uses submarine cables that avoid affecting the 

mountainous system of the Pyrenees, which have vast 

areas outfitted for leisure highlighted by their beauty, 

species and climate. In addition, the project avoids 

fishing areas. Additionally, with this electrical 

interconnection, a greater integration of renewable 

energies is achieved with the consequent reduction of 

CO2 emissions. 



In summary, from this evaluation, the power of the tool 

for analyzing various case studies and the importance 

of conducting sensitivity studies to be able to visualize 

the influence of each of the criteria more clearly and 

validate the decisions taken emerge. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Cross-border electrical interconnections allow greater 

stability and security of the electricity supply as the 

number of interconnections increases with an increase 

in the energy exchange capacity and, consequently, a 

greater possibility of sharing resources and their 

more efficient use. This article aims to apply a 

multicriteria methodology for the evaluation of large 

and complex cross-border electrical interconnection 

infrastructure projects with the simulation of various 

scenarios to validate the prioritization of projects and 

study the influence of the different proposed criteria 

(technical, environmental, social and economic). 

A new electrical interconnection project between Spain 

and France has been chosen as a case study. The 

impulse and political support for these interconnections 

is essential for Spain to reach the minimum value of 

10% of the interconnection ratio established as a target 

in the European Union. 

From the results obtained, the following conclusions 

have been drawn: 

 

 The methodology allows simulating different 

scenarios and assessing the consequences of 

different decisions made. 

 The study of scenarios allows a more 

consistent and exhaustive evaluation of 

electrical interconnection projects. 

 An important criterion in the evaluation of this 

type of project is the technical one. This 

project presents good technical characteristics 

with the incorporation of the latest HVDC 

technology, greater integration of renewables 

and increased electrical security. Of similar 

importance is the environmental criterion, for 

which the new electrical interconnections must 

minimize the negative impact on the 

environment with the appropriate selection of 

its route. 

 The methodology is valid since the evaluation 

of several scenarios shows that the proposed 

variations in the weights of the criteria do not 

lead to large changes in the project score. 

 

In summary, the application of the multicriteria 

methodology to different study scenarios provides as 

complete a view as possible of the real impact of cross- 

border electricity infrastructure projects. In addition, it 

allows us to analyze in detail the variation of the 

different criteria and improve the selection process 

and, thus, be able to validate the prioritization of some 

alternatives over others. 
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A B S T R A C T   

Electricity has a prominent role in modern economies; therefore, ensuring the availability of electricity supply 
should be a top priority for policymakers. The joint assessment of reliability, robustness, and resilience can be a 
useful criterion to characterise different topologies and improve the security of supply. This paper proposes a 
novel integrated analysis of these three attributes to quantify the security of power grid topologies. Hence, eight 
case studies with different topologies created using the IEEE 24-bus reliability test system were analysed. Reli-
ability was evaluated by applying the sequential Monte Carlo approach, robustness was evaluated by simulating 
cascading failures, and resilience was evaluated by analysing recovery curves. The different indicators associated 
with each of the three evaluations were then calculated. The results obtained were discussed both graphically 
and quantitatively in a novel three-dimensional representation, where the importance of joint analysis was also 
highlighted. The proposed method can serve as an additional tool for planners to identify possible investments or 
improvements in power system topologies.   

1. Introduction 

Electrical power systems should be reliable, robust, and resilient. In 
the current decarbonisation process in modern societies, they have 
become increasingly important for the continuous operation of daily 
activities. Thus, threats and disruptions to electricity security are 
increasing and evolving at the same rate as in the power grid [1]. 
Therefore, more studies are required to analyse the associated attributes, 
ensure that systems are increasingly secure on a daily basis, and track 
the changing patterns of systems under different threats that affect the 
sector. 

The distinction between the concepts of reliability, robustness, and 
resilience in a power system is clearly defined in the scientific literature 
[2]. According to Georges Zissis’s message in the IEEE Industry Appli-
cations Magazine [3], “reliability is the probability that a system will 
perform in a satisfactory manner for a given period when it is used under 
specified operating conditions”. This attribute evaluates the network 
performance in the event of a loss of one or two assets. In contrast, 
“robustness is the ability of a system to avoid malfunctioning when a 
fraction of its elements fail, or the ability of a system to perform the 
intended task under unexpected disturbances” [4,5]. More aggressive 

than reliability, this attribute considers the elimination of multiple as-
sets and quantifies the network performance in the event of cascading 
failures. Finally, “resilience is a system’s ability to withstand, adapt, and 
absorb from a major disruption within acceptable degradation param-
eters and recover within a satisfactory timeframe”. This concept 
generally analyses HILP events, such as extreme natural disasters [6–8]. 
These three joint attributes are currently known as the “R3 concept” [3]. 
Fig. 1 outlines as an example of the R3 concept. 

Currently, there is a strong desire to improve the performance and 
quality of electrical networks. 

This desire results from the development and transformation of more 
sustainable, resilient, and carbon-free societies. The R3 concept is a field 
of research that requires the proposal of new integrated methodological 
frameworks to study the different interrelated attributes that encompass 
reliability, robustness, and resilience. The scientific literature describes 
methods to study some of these attributes [10]; for example, previous 
studies used energy hub-based methods, models order reduction, met-
aheuristic searching genetic algorithms, multicriteria decision analysis, 
advanced intelligent strategies, and linear programming [11–16]. 

However, one of the largest challenges in studying R3 concept is 
cascading failures. These events are complicated to study because they 
can result from countless reasons or causes; thus, studying them is 
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unfeasible. Hence, the complex network theory (or graph theory) may 
be suitable for modelling the dynamic behaviour, analysing the propa-
gation of disturbances, and quantifying the structural robustness of a 
system [17–20]. Furthermore, note that this technique has the potential 
to identify both critical assets and the events that can trigger cascading 
failures [21–26]. 

Some studies more focused on extreme disturbances have indicated 
that both reliability and robustness studies should consider the impact of 
weather conditions because they can severely impact the system and 
sectors linked to it. Under this premise, some studies proposed metrics, 
protection strategies, and theoretical frameworks to analyse this prob-
lem in detail [27–29]. 

Resilience is an entirely new area of research that encompasses 
procedures and techniques to solve problems associated with protecting 
and restoring the services provided by a power system. Some academics 
have evaluated the resilience of networks considering the strengths and 
weaknesses of both the topology and power transfer capacities of 
transmission lines under different disturbances, such as natural di-
sasters, earthquakes, and floods [30–32]. Owing to the increase in dis-
ruptions, it is important to evaluate the resilience of a network after a 
high-impact disturbance [33,34], which is related to the concept of 
resilience. Therefore, some researchers have proposed procedures to 
plan the iterative recovery of a system after a disruptive event [35–37]. 

Another factor considered in some combined robustness and resil-
ience studies is the fundamental change in the structure and generation 
mix of power systems. For example, some articles have reviewed cutting- 
edge practices, whereas others have offered integrated analyses of 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviations 
DC Direct current 
DFS Depth-first search algorithm 
HILP High-impact low-probability 

Indices 
n, m Nodes or buses 
d Loads 
g Generators 
i Islands 
j Number of closed power lines 
k Lines 
p Disruption 
q Year 
r Recovery stage 
s Steps 

Variables 
Δn Voltage angle at node n [radians] 
Pk, Pg, Pn Power flow through line k, power of the generator g, and 

power demand at node n [MW] 
μk Binary variable indicating the open or closed state of the 

power line (open, μk = 0, closed, μk = 1) 
Di Demand on each island i [MW] 
SDs Satisfied demand in step s [p.u] 
RDr Recovered demand in stage r [p.u] 
MTTF Meantime to failure [h] 
MTTR Meantime to repair [h] 
TTR Time to repair [h] 
TTF Time to failure [h] 
r Random number uniformly distributed between [0,1] 
ADLC Average duration of load curtailment [h/outage] 
Dd Duration of disruption [h] 

E Energy not supplied for reliability assessment [MWh] 
EDNS Expected demand not supplied [MW] 
EENS Expected energy not supplied [MWh/yr] 
EFLC Expected frequency of load curtailment [outages/yr] 
ENS Energy not supplied for resilience assessment [MWh] 
LOLE Loss of load expectancy [h/yr] 
LOLP Loss of load probability [%] 
N Number of disruptions 
RD Recovered demand [p.u] 
SD Satisfied demand [p.u] 

Parameters 
Pmax

k , Pmin
k Maximum and minimum capacity of the power line k 

[MW] 
Pmax

g , Pmin
g Maximum and minimum capacity of the generator g 

[MW] 
Δmax

n , Δmin
m Maximum and minimum voltage angle at node n 

[radians] 
Ny Number of simulated years 
Bk Susceptance of the power line k [p.u] 
Nc Maximum number of power lines to be closed 
αk Overload tolerance parameter of the power line k 
λ Failure rate of the assets 
μ Repair rate of the assets 

Sets 
D System loads 
E Isolated elements 
G Generators 
I Islands 
K Power lines 
L Closed power lines 
M Nodes or buses  

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the R3 concept [9].  
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decision-making [38,39]. The main aim is to analyse the different 
reconfiguration options and select the optimal solution for its imple-
mentation. Additionally, other studies have provided definitions, met-
rics, guidelines, practical challenges, and technical problems related to 
the attributes of resilience [40–43]. 

In summary, the following deficiencies can be identified in the 
existing literature related to the reliability, robustness, and resilience of 
power systems:  

1. No related articles has proposed an integrated study of the three 
concepts on the topology of power systems. Most existing publica-
tions correspond to the study of these concepts individually, and very 
few others correspond to the analysis of only two of the concepts [2, 
7,11,27,44]. All the studies examined different problems from the 
one proposed in this paper.  

2. The concepts of reliability, robustness, and resilience are used to 
evaluate power systems from different perspectives; therefore, the 
conclusions of the studies already published can be expanded and 
improved by considering a joint and integrated vision.  

3. The characteristics and relationships between the concepts must be 
explored; for example, identifying how a certain improvement in one 
indicator does not necessarily imply improvements in the other in-
dicators. Published studies did not address this problem. 

Reliability, robustness, and resilience are discussed in several aspects 
and from different perspectives in the scientific literature; however, few 
studies considered these three concepts in an integrated manner. The 
latter motivated the specific objective of this study, which was to 
develop a theoretical and data-based methodological framework to 
explore the characteristics and relationships between all concepts in an 
electrical power system. Combined studies of reliability, robustness, and 
resilience could better reflect the performance of a network. Including 
the three attributes in a joint analysis can be an incentive for future 
research in this area. However, it is important to note that this document 
does not discuss how to improve the study of these attributes but rather 
emphasises the critical role of these concepts in an electrical network. A 
reliable power system may not be robust or resilient to other threats or 
disturbances; therefore, the task of ensuring electricity security should 
be a priority for decision-makers. 

The main contributions of this article can be summarised as follows:  

1. An integrated reliability, robustness, and resilience assessment is 
performed to quantify the security of the power system topologies.  

2. A novel three-dimensional representation is proposed to represent 
the integrated results and provide an additional strategy to the 
traditional procedures. Here, we seek to provide a visual represen-
tation of the relationship between these concepts.  

3. Different case studies with different topologies are analysed to 
demonstrate the performance of the proposed approach and to 
obtain integrated results. 

Based on the above and the provisions and guidelines in the scientific 
literature, the reliability assessment was performed by applying the 
sequential Monte Carlo technique and measuring the indices of EENS, 
EDNS, EFLC, LOLE, LOLP, and ADLC. The robustness evaluation was 
completed by simulating cascading failures and quantifying the SD 
index at each stage of system disintegration. This iterative procedure 
eliminates an asset, quantifies the power flows in the network, removes 
the system’s overloaded links, and identifies and balances the resulting 
subsystems to determine whether a cascading event continues or ends. A 
resilience study was performed using a mixed-integer optimisation 
problem, where the integer variables represent the operational state of 
the power lines, and the real variables represent the scheduled dispatch 
of the generators. This procedure uses the system’s state of disintegra-
tion at the end of the cascading failure as input data and determines the 
power lines that must be closed iteratively and the redispatch of 

generation plants for the optimal recovery of network connectivity. The 
RD index was measured at each recovery stage, whereas the ENS index 
was measured at the end of the recovery process. 

The three previous procedures use a standard model of DC power 
flows because they yield rapid solutions. While other methods can be 
used depending on the required accuracy sought in the results, the only 
objective here was to establish an integrated framework for future 
development; therefore, this model is adequate. The proposal made here 
is novel and original in the field of power system security. The reli-
ability, robustness, and resilience procedures were programmed using 
MATLAB R2021a platform. The different results obtained were dis-
cussed both graphically and numerically in a sequential study frame-
work. Subsequently, a joint analysis of the three concepts was presented. 
The proposed approach can significantly positively impact the perfor-
mance and quality of a power network, improve consumer satisfaction, 
and inform planners in the decision-making process for better invest-
ment in network topologies. Numerical tests to investigate the similar-
ities and differences between the concepts were conducted in eight case 
studies based on the IEEE 24-bus reliability test system (RTS) [45]. 

The remainder of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes the reliability, robustness, and resilience procedures used to 
evaluate of a power system in an orderly and systematic manner. Section 
3 presents case studies based on a well-known IEEE 24-bus RTS. Section 
4 discusses the simulation results obtained by applying the procedures 
described above. Finally, Section 5 summarises the main conclusions of 
this study. 

2. Reliability, robustness, and resilience methodologies 

In this section, the procedures used to evaluate the reliability, 
robustness, and resilience of an electrical power system are described. In 
general terms, the reliability is evaluated by applying the sequential 
Monte Carlo technique, the robustness is evaluated by simulating 
cascading failures, and the resilience is evaluated by developing a 
mixed-integer optimisation problem. These three procedures follow the 
foundations of scientific literature. 

2.1. Reliability procedure 

Reliability is divided into two areas that are well established in the 
scientific literature: adequacy and security. On the one hand, adequacy 
evaluates whether the generation capacity adjusts to the demand and 
constraints of the system. On the other hand, security studies focus on 
the performance of a power system against the outage of one or two 
components. This study focused on the security of power systems. This 
type of evaluation can be performed from an analytical or simulation 
perspective. The first one requires initial assumptions to simplify the 
problem and produce an analytical; hence, the resulting analysis may 
lose its relevance. The second one simulates the random behaviour of the 
system through multiple experiments and considers all possible con-
tingencies in the network. The Monte Carlo technique is a simulation 
approach [46,47]; therefore, it was used in this research work. In the 
Monte Carlo technique, two main techniques, non-sequential and 
time-sequential, are used. The former considers each time step or system 
state independently, whereas the latter realistically simulates both the 
actual chronological process and the random behaviour of the system 
[48,49]. This study used the sequential Monte Carlo technique for reli-
ability assessment because it is flexible, accurate, and enables the 
calculation of different indicators. For a more detailed description, 
please refer to Refs. [46,47]. The implementation of the sequential 
Monte Carlo technique for the reliability analysis is presented in Algo-
rithm 1. 

Algorithm 1. Reliability  
Input: technical data of the power system and N. 

(continued on next page) 
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(continued ) 

Output: statistical indicators EENS, EDNS, EFLC, LOLE, LOLP and ADLC. 
Step 1. Start: establish the operational state of the assets, that is, normal or failure. 
Step 2. Modelling of outages: these events are modelled using the MTTF and MTTR 

indices. These indicators are inversely related to λ and μ of the assets,  

MTTF=
1
λ
; (1)    

MTTR=
1
μ; (2)   

Step 3. Time between states: quantify the time that the assets spend in normal and 
failure state, that is, TTR and TTF,  

TTR= − ln(r) × MTTR; (3)    

TTF =
− ln(r)

λ
× 8760; (4)   

This step is repeated for a specific time, frequently one year. 
Step 4. Overlapping time: calculate the overlapping times of failures of the elements 

(when several components are simultaneously out of service) for a temporal 
resolution of 1 h in a time horizon of 1 year, that is, 8760-time steps of 1 h each. 

Step 5. Power flows: conduct a DC power flow study considering the operational state 
of the components throughout the year. 

Step 6. Reliability indicators: evaluate the security of the power system through 
reliability indices (5)–(10), using the results from Step 5.  

EENS=
∑Ny

p=1
∑Nq

q=1Ep,q

Ny
; (5)    

EDNS=
EENS
8760

; (6)    

EFLC=

∑Ny
p=1Np

Ny
; (7)    

LOLE=

∑Ny
p=1

∑q
q=1Ddp,q

Ny
; (8)    

LOLP=
LOLE
8760

; (9)    

ADLC=
LOLE
EFLC

; (10)   

Step 7. Iterations: repeat the previous steps until a covariance of less than 6% is 
obtained for the EENS index [50].  

Generally, this procedure assumes that each asset of an electrical 
system can have two states: operational and failure. It is assumed that 
the residence time of the component is exponentially distributed and 
that the state transition is determined by both its current state and the 
transition rates. The transition rates between the two states are the 
failure and repair rates of the components. The random samples of the 
state of each component are statistically dependent, that is, they are 
related to the previous sample. Subsequently, when the overlapping 
times are determined, it executes the DC power flows and calculates the 
reliability indicators of the studied electrical system. According to pre-
vious studies [50,51], this procedure is repeated several times until the 
covariance of the EENS indicator is less than 6%. 

2.2. Robustness procedure 

The robustness of power systems, including cascading phenomena, is 
an active field of research. Most of the contributions in the literature 
evaluate the robustness of the power grid with respect to the modelling 

and analysis of cascading failures, in particular for cascading effects due 
to line overloads under faults or targeted attacks [11,17–19,21,52]. 
Blackouts are disastrous events generally caused by cascading failures, 
which includes a series of iterative events that can include voltage 
problems and the disconnection of power lines and loads. These events 
are complicated to model because they encompass hundreds of highly 
dynamic events. However, it is important to analyse and model them 
because they affect hundreds of thousands of people and cause enor-
mous economic losses [17]. In this study, the robustness was measured 
in operational areas both before and after cascading failure [53]. The SD 
index was used to measure the functionality of an electrical power sys-
tem during such disturbances. This index varies between 1 and 0 and is 
measured according to the assets isolated during the disintegration of 
the network. As the SD index decreases, the impact on disconnected 
loads increases. Algorithm 2 describes the ordered and systematic steps 
used to model cascading failures in an electrical power system. 

Algorithm 2. Robustness  
Input: technical data of the power system and α. 
Output: degradation of the electrical power system. SD in s, I, E, and μk, i.e. open or 

closed. 
Step 1. Start: SDbase = Dload, I = { ⋅} and E = { ⋅}. At the beginning, all the power lines 

are operational. 
Step 2. DC power flows: calculate P in each k within the network and determine Pmax

k 
of the lines using (11).  

Pmax
k =αk × Pk; (11)   

Step 3. Initiating event: randomly remove an asset from the system. The latter 
represents the event that triggers the cascading failure. 

Step 4. Increase or decrease flows: determine the increases or decreases in each power 
line; initialise s = 1 as the first disintegration stage. 

Step 5. Triggering of switches: evaluate the condition 
⃒
⃒Ps

k
⃒
⃒ < Pmax

k in all power lines of 
the system. Remove all overloaded links, i.e. 

⃒
⃒Ps

k
⃒
⃒ > Pmax

k , and go to Step 6; 
otherwise, go to Step 10. 

Step 6. Transversal graph algorithm: use DFS to determine I and E formed after the 
activation of the switches. 

Step 7. Energy balance:  
a) for each island Ii with generators g ∈ Ii evaluate  

• if 
∑

g∈Ii
Pg <

∑

d∈Ii
Pd, then do Ds

Ii =
∑

g∈Ii
Pg in stage s.  

• if 
∑

g∈Ii
Pg >

∑

d∈Ii
Pd, then do Ds

Ii =
∑

d∈Ii
Pd in stage s.  

b) for each subnet Ii without generators g ∈ Ii; do Ds
i = 0, respectively. 

Step 8. Satisfied demand: calculate (12),  

SDs =

∑
i∈IDs

Ii

SDbase
in s; (12)   

Step 9. Iterations: iterate s = s + 1 and go to Step 4. 
Step 10. End: if 

⃒
⃒Ps

k

⃒
⃒ < Pmax

k ∀k, the algorithm ends.  

The procedure begins by collecting the technical data of the elec-
trical network and calculating the power flows to determine the 
maximum transfer capacity of the lines. Next, it randomly removes an 
asset, determines the changes in the flows, and removes all overloaded 
power lines resulting from the redistributed network flows. Note that the 
cascading failure initiation event is random, such as involuntary human 
errors or technical failures in the equipment and hardware. The constant 
tripping of protection mechanisms in the power lines resulting from the 
propagation of the cascading failure can result in the formation of 
different islands in the system. Therefore, this procedure incorporates a 
transversal graph algorithm to identify subsets formed during the 
disintegration stages. The DFS algorithm was used here to simplify the 
resolution of this problem [54]. This technique is widely recognised as 
an effective tool for solving various graphs problems. The algorithm 
starts at the root node and scans each branch before backtracking. Fig. 2 
shows the tree structure of the cascading failure process used in Algo-
rithm 2. Islands without generators are considered dead and are marked 
in red, while islands with generations are marked in green. The inter-
mediate islands where cascading failure continues are marked in blue. 
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The tree structure shows how an island can undergo changes during the 
process and disintegrate into more islands, where some remain opera-
tional and others are deeply affected. Cascading failure continues on all 
intermediate islands in blue. The constant redistribution of flows can 
cause further overloads on other links; thus, each intermediate island 
can result in an additional group of islands where the cascading event 
also continues simultaneously. Thus, each time one or more power lines 
are disconnected during the disintegration stage, the DFS algorithm 
identifies and orders each island for a correct simulation. Similarly, 
these islands must comply with the balance between demand and gen-
eration; thus, load shedding is used to satisfy the energy balance. Iso-
lated elements or subnets without generation are considered unsatisfied 
loads during the disintegration process. The iterative procedure con-
tinues until no overloaded elements remain or all assets are isolated. 

2.3. Resilience procedure 

After a major disturbance, the degradation of an electrical system is a 
function of robustness; thus, resilience depends on both the robustness 
and rapid recovery of the disconnected load. Therefore, a mixed-integer 
optimisation problem is proposed to recover both the loads and con-
nectivity of the system after cascading failure. The optimisation output 
is the quantified optimal resilience characteristic and state of the 
transmission lines. For demonstration, the RD index is used to represent 
the resilience of the system. The optimisation objective is to maximise 
this resilience metric after the cascading failure is modelled using Al-
gorithm 2. This optimisation problem is subject to several constraints. 
Algorithm 3 describes the iterative procedure for determining the power 
lines that must be closed in each recovery stage of the power system. 

Algorithm 3 uses the final disintegration of a power system as input 
data to initialise both the recovered demand and initial operational state 
of the power lines. Similarly, it considers the maximum number of lines 
that can be reconnected and the redispatch of generators in each re-
covery stage. It then constructs an optimisation problem based on the 
standard DC power flow equations and establishes the minimum and 
maximum thresholds for the different equations. The maximum 
threshold of the power lines is calculated using Algorithm 2. When the 
set of equations is constructed, the objective function for the corre-
sponding recovery stage is maximised. The output consists of the 
recovered demand and power lines, which must be closed during the 
restoration stage. Finally, these results are saved, and new closed power 

lines are set in their corresponding equations. If all power lines are 
closed, the algorithm ends; otherwise, the algorithm repeats the pro-
cedure until all remaining lines are closed. 

Algorithm 3. Resilience  
Input: outputs of Algorithm 2, i.e., SD in the last s, I, E, and μk. Similarly, Nc in each r. 
Output: recovery of the electrical power system. RD and μk in each r. 
Step 1. Start: initialise RDr = SDsfinal and μk = 1 for closed lines and μk = 0 for open 

lines at r = 1. The initial satisfied demand and the states of the lines correspond to 
the final disintegration state obtained with Algorithm 2. 

Step 2. Optimisation problem based on the standard model of DC power flows: 
consider (13) to (21)  

max (RDr − RDr− 1) (13)   

subject to:  

Pmin
g ≤Pr

g ≤ Pmax
g ∀g ∈ G (14)    

Pmin
k ⋅ μr

k ≤ Pr
k ≤ Pmax

k ⋅μr
k ∀k ∈ K (15)    

Δmin
n ≤Δr

n ≤ Δmax
n ∀n (16)    

−
∑

k∈K
Pr

k −
∑

g∈G
Pr

g −
∑

d∈D
Pr

d = 0 ∀n (17)    

Bk
(
Δr

n − Δr
m

)
− Pr

k ≥ 0 ∀k (18)    

− Bk
(
Δr

n − Δr
m

)
− Pr

k ≤ 0 ∀k (19)    

∑

k∈K
μr

k ≤ Nc (20)    

RDr =
∑

Pr
n ∀n (21)   

The maximum thresholds of (15) are initially determined in Algorithm 2. 
Step 3. Solve the optimisation problem: maximise (13), subject to constraints (14)– 

(21) in each r. 
Step 4. Solution: save the results of RDr and μr

k; set the variables μr
k restored as 

constants μr
k = 1 for all subsequent iterations. 

(continued on next page) 

Fig. 2. Tree structure of the cascading failure process.  
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(continued ) 

Step 5. Evaluation: if ∀k ∈ (K − k′

): μs
k = 1 go to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 6. 

Step 6. Iterations: iterate r = r +1 and go to Step 3. 
Step 7. End: if ∀k ∈ (K − k′

): μs
k = 1; the algorithm ends. 

Step 8. Energy not supplied: calculate the ENS index for the resilience curve, i.e. the 
area above the curve.   

3. Case studies 

This section describes the IEEE 24-bus RTS through which eight case 
studies with different topologies were constructed [45]. That is, the 
original system was used, and lines were added to obtain different net-
works for comparison. First, the case studies are presented, and then the 
guidelines followed for the reliability, robustness, and resilience simu-
lations are described. 

3.1. Test system 

Fig. 3 shows the IEEE 24-bus RTS. This network is composed of 24 
buses, 33 generators and 38 power lines, and transformers. The 
maximum demand is 2850 MW. The parameters of the lines, load 
characteristics, and input data for the stochastic failure model for the 
buses, transformers, and lines are described in Ref. [45]. This test 
network has been well documented in the scientific literature. 

Eight different case studies based on the previous system were used 
to assess reliability, robustness, and resilience. The case studies included 
adding and combining three different power lines to the original system 
(14–15, 14–24, and 6–9). The objective was to obtain different topol-
ogies of the same system and to perform comparative evaluations be-
tween them. The lines added to the original system satisfied type n-1 and 

n-2 contingencies according to the provisions provided in Ref. [55]. 
Considering the representation of the test system shown in Fig. 3, the 
eight case studies were as follows:  

• Case 1: the original system.  
• Case 2: addition of line 14–15 to the original system.  
• Case 3: addition of line 14–24 to the original system.  
• Case 4: addition of line 6–9 to the original system.  
• Case 5: addition of lines 14–15 and 14–24 to the original system.  
• Case 6: addition of lines 14–15 and 6–9 to the original system.  
• Case 7: addition of lines 14–24 and 6–9 to the original system.  
• Case 8: addition of lines 14–15, 14–24, and 6–9 to the original 

system. 

3.2. Simulation guidelines in the analysis of reliability, robustness, and 
resilience 

Different guidelines were followed when applying Algorithms 1, 2, 
and 3 to the eight case studies described above to perform a compre-
hensive and accurate analysis of the different indicators studied. As 
reliability evaluation is a classic analysis in power systems, this study 
followed the already published studies in this field of research. That is, 
1500 one-year iterations were executed in each network, obtaining 
covariance values lower than 6% in all cases [44]. 

Robustness evaluation is a complex procedure that involves different 
parameters and characteristics of the studied system. For example, an 
electrical system can have different levels of robustness depending on 
where the initial failure occurs, level of congestion of the lines, opera-
tional assets, load level, etc. Therefore, some researchers prefer to 
characterise robustness from a topological and structural perspective; 
thus, it is invariant to other factors that occur in the network [56]. This 
type of analysis is also advantageous because it offers another perspec-
tive on the system. To conduct a complete evaluation of robustness, in 
this study, we eliminated the lines adjacent to the buses (except for buses 
6, 9, 14, 15, and 24 because new lines were added) to begin the network 
disintegration process. 

Furthermore, because the system had a constant load, we also 
considered different levels of overload in the links for the same scenario 
to obtain different states of disintegration for the initiating event. 
Therefore, 114 scenarios were executed with α = 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 
and 1.5 in each case study, that is, a total of 912 simulations for the eight 
cases. Finally, the robustness of each case was measured by averaging 
the set of results obtained, which provided an overview of system 
performance. 

In contrast, the resilience evaluation was performed from the aver-
aged states of disintegration of the eight cases after applying the 
robustness procedure. We assumed that the maximum number of lines 
that could change state in each recovery stage was three. The number of 
lines that can operate to recover a collapsed electrical system depends on 
the physical characteristics of the network and the procedures applied 
by each control centre. In this study, only three power lines were used 
for simulation. Finally, the ENS index was calculated for each case, 
assuming that each interval of redispatch and reconfiguration required 
approximately 15 min on average, because it was necessary to plan, 
execute, and verify the manoeuvres. Although other times could be used, 
the time between the manoeuvres and redispatch used in this study 
corresponded to a value close to reality. 

4. Simulation results 

This section discusses the simulation results obtained after the reli-
ability, robustness, and resilience were evaluated in the eight case 
studies described above. The three procedures were programmed in 
MATLAB R2021a and executed on a personal computer with a 3.40 GHz 
Intel® Core™ i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM. The run times for the reli-
ability, robustness and resilience studies were 294.99 h, 167.91 s, and 

Fig. 3. Topology of the IEEE 24-bus RTS. The lines in blue represent the 
additional power lines. 
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31.81 s, respectively. 
Table 1 shows the different reliability indicators calculated for the 

eight cases after applying Algorithm 1, and Fig. 4 presents the conver-
gence results of the EENS indicator. Case 6 was the best case, in which an 
improvement of 2.19% was obtained compared with Case 1. Note that 
Case 5 also had a very similar percentage improvement to Case 6, 
although owing to decimal point values, this case was positioned after 
Case 6. In Case 8, the improvement was 1.86% over that of the original 
system, indicating an improvement in the system performance. How-
ever, Cases 2 and 7 had EENS values very close to each other, although 
Case 7 was more connected than the others. This was because line 14–15 
reduced the congestion of two lines adjacent to bus 14. This line also 
coincided with Case 6. The same occurred when line 6–9 was added in 
Case 6, which was the most reliable case. However, the focus was on line 
14–15 because it decongested the links adjacent to the generator con-
nected to bus 15. The remaining indicators exhibited similar behaviours 
to the analysis performed previously. The results showed that the reli-
ability was improved by adding lines to the original system; however, 
certain lines located on buses with poor connectivity exhibited better 
results. From highest to lowest, the reliability was in the order of Cases 
6, 5, 8, 2, 7, 4, 3, and 1. 

Fig. 5 shows the dispersion of the last value of the robustness indi-
cator SD after applying Algorithm 2 and the mean values obtained in the 
eight cases. The mean values of the SD index for Cases 1–8 were 0.34, 
0.38, 0.34, 0.35, 0.40, 0.39, 0.35, and 0.40 p.u, respectively. The plotted 
results show that the cases had different satisfied demand values at the 
end of the network collapse, indicating that the redistributed flows after 
the initial disturbance differed in each case. However, when averaging 
the set of results for each case, the robustness of Case 8 improved by 
9.43% compared with that of Case 1. That is, the most connected case 
was the most robust to cascading failures. This was reasonable as the 
power lines were less congested. The results also showed that all the 
cases in which one or two lines were added improved the robustness of 
the original system. Cases 3 and 4 had improvements of 0.52% and 
1.17%, respectively, when considering less-connected cases compared 
with Case 1. However, Case 2 improved by 5.71% compared with the 
original system and was even better than Case 7 with two lines. Note that 
Case 2 corresponded to the addition of line 14–15, which was also 
identified as an asset that improved the reliability of the system. The 
robustness of the cases was ordered, from highest to lowest, as Cases 8, 
5, 6, 2, 7, 4, 3, and 1. These findings suggest that complex meshed to-
pologies are more robust against the propagation of cascading failures 
than less meshed topologies, provided that there are vital assets that 
increase the energy transfer or reduce link congestion. 

The curves in Fig. 6 illustrate the general concept and demonstrate 
the advantages of the restoration strategy proposed in Algorithm 3. The 
cases started began with different values of satisfied demand and 
different states of disintegration for greater realism. Numerically, Cases 
1 and 5 began from topologies in which 27 and 32 power lines were lost, 
respectively. The results indicated that each system recovered its dis-
rupted loads; however, some of them were superior because they 
required fewer manoeuvres to restore the load more promptly. The ENS 
indices for Cases 1–8 were 3277.82, 2108.23, 3701.65, 2233.49, 
2564.52, 2371.71, 2110.90, and 1359.00 MWh, respectively. Consid-
ering this indicator, Case 8 was the most resilient because it improved by 

58.53% compared with Case 1, whereas Case 3 was the least resilient 
because it worsened by 12.93% compared with Case. 1. Cases 2 and 7 
improved by 35.68% and 35.60%, respectively, compared with the 
original system, which placed them in the second and third positions, 
respectively. The cases can be ordered from highest to lowest resilience 
as Cases 8, 2, 7, 4, 6, 5, 1, and 3. Note that the order of the cases is not 
directly related to the meshing of the network as it is to the robustness, 
although Case 8 with the addition of three links was the most resilient, 
and Case 3 with the addition of a single link was the least resilient. As far 
as this study is concerned, the cases had between 32 and 33 

Table 1 
Reliability results.   

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 

EENS 127,285.95 124,988.11 125,259.72 125,258.70 124,504.17 124,504.00 125,029.97 124,921.43 
EDNS 14.53 14.27 14.30 14.30 14.21 14.21 14.27 14.26 
EFLC 19.07 18.93 19.06 19.05 18.93 18.93 18.83 18.97 
LOLE 731.41 721.78 726.59 726.60 720.12 720.13 720.79 723.20 
LOLP 8.35 8.24 8.29 8.29 8.22 8.22 8.23 8.26 
ADLC 38.35 38.14 38.13 38.13 38.03 38.03 38.28 38.12  

Fig. 4. Convergence of the EENS indicator for the eight cases.  

Fig. 5. Dispersion of the robustness results for the eight cases.  
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disconnected lines, but their combinations were completely different in 
each case; thus, the subsequent reconnection strongly influenced both 
the recovery and ENS index. This appeared to indicate that resilience can 
be influenced by several factors, such as the topological state of disin-
tegration, load distribution, energy transfer limits, and loss of critical 
assets. Therefore, it is reasonable that the order of the cases obtained 
here was different, which again confirmed the requirement for joint and 
integrated studies to characterise the behaviour of power system to-
pologies. The resilience evaluation demonstrated that the network to-
pology influenced the recovery of the system. For example, Cases 1 and 3 
had different recovery curves, although they began from similar values 
of satisfied demand. In other words, the topology has a fundamental role 
in the design of resilient systems. 

Examining the results more comprehensively, Table 2 shows the 
improvement percentages of the EENS, SD, and ENS indices for reli-
ability, robustness, and resilience evaluations. These values are 
expressed as percentages of the increases or decreases compared with 
the original system (Case 1). Fig. 7 shows a three-dimensional repre-
sentation of these results. On the one hand, the results indicated that 
most of the topologies improved on reliability, robustness, and resil-
ience, except for Case 3, which exhibited the worst performance in terms 
of resilience. Similarly, the topology of Case 8 was the most robust and 
resilient of all the systems but slightly less reliable than the topologies of 
Cases 5 and 6 because it had 0.33% more ENS. The topologies of Cases 2, 
5, and 6 were intermediate among the three attributes. On the other 
hand, although the topologies of Cases 4 and 7 exhibited good perfor-
mance in terms of reliability and resilience, they had a slightly poor 
performance in terms of robustness because their improvement per-
centages were minimal compared with the more robust topologies. 
However, the performance of these two topologies was superior to that 

of Case 3. 
The results integrated into the R3 concept also demonstrated that the 

addition of lines mostly had a positive impact on the operating condi-
tions of the original system because they enabled an increase in the 
power transfer capacity between different zones and reduced congestion 
in the power lines. They also aided in the adaptation to the different 
disturbances simulated in the network and facilitated optimal resource 
management during the recovery process. Generally, and corresponding 
with other related publications, reliability is improved by adding more 
power lines and meshing the network; however, the network can 
become less robust because it is more exposed to cascading failures. 
Similarly, a less robust system implies greater disintegration because of 
a cascading event, which directly influences resilience. However, it is 
important to note that some lines were more beneficial than others; thus, 
the R3 concept can offer a better compromise solution for the design of 
electrical power systems. 

Finally, the results obtained in the R3 framework can be used to 
make investment decisions or improvements in the power grid topology 
from an integrated perspective of the three concepts. For example, a 
decision-maker can determine a compromise solution for a power sys-
tem by weighing reliability, robustness, and resilience in an integrated 
manner, as considering the concepts separately can result in contradic-
tory views on the problem and, to some extent, impact the security of 
supply. Note that these conclusions do not invalidate other transmission 
network planning strategies under other criteria for improving system 
capacity to ensure optimal technical and economic performance. This is 
because the conclusions reached in this manuscript do not replace the 
conclusions obtained with the methods of analysis widely used and 
recognised in the industry, mainly focused on traditional adequacy and 
security criteria. Instead, the R3 framework can be an additional strat-
egy for the traditional tools already used in power systems. 

Additionally, renewable energy sources are an integral part of the 
current process of decarbonisation of power systems and, as such, recent 
articles consider these assets in their studies. Here, the results could be 
different depending on how the simulation is performed, what guide-
lines are considered, or even what percentage of renewable resources 
are available in each case study. For example, in terms of reliability, the 
case study with renewables would be expected to be less reliable than 
the case study with fossil generation, mainly due to the stochastic nature 

Fig. 6. Optimal recovery curves for the eight cases.  

Table 2 
Percentages of increase in the EENS, SD and ENS indicators in the reliability, 
robustness, and resilience evaluations compared with Case 1.   

Reliability [Δ EENS 
(%)] 

Robustness [Δ SD 
(%)] 

Resilience [Δ ENS 
(%)] 

Case 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Case 2 1.81 5.71 35.68 
Case 3 1.59 0.52 − 12.93 
Case 4 1.59 1.17 31.86 
Case 5 2.19 8.61 21.76 
Case 6 2.19 7.58 27.64 
Case 7 1.77 2.02 35.60 
Case 8 1.86 9.43 58.52  

Fig. 7. Results obtained integrated into an R3 concept.  
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of renewable resources. In terms of robustness, the case studies with and 
without renewables could have similar behaviour because cascading 
events can happen irrespective of the type of generation, as they are 
influenced by the operation of the protection devices. However, it would 
be important to note that synchronous generators can remain connected 
during and after a fault; in contrast, challenges arise in maintaining 
adequate frequency response as the share of inverter-based renewables 
increases. In terms of resilience, the case study with renewables could 
recover the load of the system faster than the case study with fossil 
generation because the first one could have distributed generation to 
restore inoperative areas (if sufficient wind or solar resources were 
available). Nevertheless, renewable energy sources do not represent any 
obstacle in the proposal presented here, as it is possible to consider them 
[57,58]. 

Other areas for improvement in this research include the following:  

1. The robustness study could be improved with a more complex 
methodology to capture both the frequency dynamics and the trig-
gering mechanisms of the protection devices in a cascading event. 

2. The integration of indicators could be further extended by consid-
ering multi-criteria techniques for a better ranking of network 
topologies. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper proposes a methodological framework based on data to 
analyse the reliability, robustness, and resilience of a power system from 
an integrated perspective. A sequential Monte Carlo technique was 
applied to evaluate the reliability, a cascading failure procedure was 
used to quantify the robustness, and a recovery procedure based on a 
mixed-integer optimisation problem was used to calculate a resilience 
metric. For this analysis, eight case studies were used based on the well- 
known IEEE 24-bus RTS, in which different indicators of reliability, 
robustness, and resilience were calculated. The results obtained were 
presented both graphically and numerically and were comprehensively 
discussed in a three-dimensional representation that considered the 
ranking of each case in each concept. This representation demonstrated 
the advantage of representing the three concepts in an integrated 
manner rather than separately. The findings showed that most meshed 
topology of an electrical system cannot always be guaranteed as the best 
from the perspective of each criterion, but generally, it offers the best 
optimal results for the security of supply. For example, the reliability 
study indicated that Case 6, with only two lines, was more reliable than 
Case 8 with three lines by 0.33% in relation to the ENS index. Although 
this is a small value, the unavailability of energy has strong economic 
repercussions in modern economies. In contrast, Case 8 was more robust 
and resilient than Case 6 by 2.50% and 42.70%, respectively, which 
could indicate that a meshed topology has advantages because it enables 
higher demand to be satisfied in the event of disturbances or failures and 
the power supply to be restored earlier. The results also showed that a 
power line can have a favourable impact on the security of supply, as 
demonstrated by Cases 1 and 2, where Case 2 had improvements of 
1.81% in reliability, 10.53% in robustness, and 35.68% in resilience. 
The findings presented here clearly and accurately demonstrated the 
requirement for more integrated studies to obtain a much broader view 
of the operational behaviour of power systems. A planner can perform 
this procedure and run it to identify possible investments or improve-
ments in the power system topology. A power system planner can use 
these results to identify possible investments or improvements in power 
system topology. This paper is a starting point for future developments. 
Future work will incorporate other methods of analysis and consider 
other strategies for integrating indicators. 
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Abstract: Power systems face failures, attacks and natural disasters on a daily basis, making robust-
ness and resilience an important topic. In an electrical network, robustness is a network’s ability
to withstand and fully operate under the effects of failures, while resilience is the ability to rapidly
recover from such disruptive events and adapt its structure to mitigate the impact of similar events
in the future. This paper presents an integrated framework for jointly assessing these concepts
using two complementary algorithms. The robustness model, which is based on a cascading failure
algorithm, quantifies the degradation of the power network due to a cascading event, incorporating
the circuit breaker protection mechanisms of the power lines. The resilience model is posed as a
mixed-integer optimisation problem and uses the previous disintegration state to determine both
the optimal dispatch and topology at each restoration stage. To demonstrate the applicability of the
proposed framework, the IEEE 118-bus test network is used as a case study. Analyses of the impact of
variations in both generation and load are provided for 10 simulation scenarios to illustrate different
network operating conditions. The results indicate that a network’s recovery could be related to the
overload capacity of the power lines. In other words, a power system with high overload capacity
can withstand higher operational stresses, which is related to increased robustness and a faster
recovery process.

Keywords: cascading failures; power systems security; resilience; restoration; robustness

1. Introduction

Critical infrastructure systems are integral to the everyday activities of modern life.
Among these systems, power transmission networks are responsible for reliably and safely
meeting power demands at different points in a power system. In daily operation, these
networks can experience attacks, failures, natural disasters, etc., all of which can severely
degrade the entire function of the infrastructure [1]. The transmission system operator
(TSO) must adjust the network topology to increase the power transfer capacity between
different areas.

Figure 1 depicts the behaviour of the power system when it is subject to failures or
natural disasters. In this figure, the variable t represents the transitions in time between the
different phases and P(t) represents variations in the load over time. Note that the sequence
consists mainly of five states. In the normal operation state (t0→ tNO), the power grid
is operating and satisfying the electrical demand safely (PNO) before an unwanted event
occurs. Disruption is the phase experienced by the infrastructure immediately after a failure
or high-impact, low-probability (HILP) event occurs and is followed by severe degradation
of network function (tNO→tD). At this point, the load is only partially maintained (Pd).
In the preparation stage (tD→tFP), the TSO assesses the conditions of the infrastructure
and determines which actions must be implemented during the recovery stage (tFP→tFR).
The process ends once the network returns to the load levels that were present before the
disruptive event (PNO). This final stage can take hours or even days.
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Figure 1. Power system behaviour during failures or natural disasters (representation adapted
from [1,2]).

In the field of electrical engineering, robustness studies assess the performance of a
network against the loss of multiple assets, while resilience studies analyse the ability of a
system to rapidly recover from such disruptive events and adapt its operation and structure
to prevent or mitigate the impact of similar events in the future [3,4]. Both concepts are
important because they describe the performance of a power system during and after a
disturbance or contingency.

Robustness assessment is the most appropriate tool to measure the performance of
infrastructure during extreme events, quantify the structural performance of the entire
network skeleton and identify the weakest buses that require significant reinforcement [5].
Resilience assessment is the most appropriate tool to analyse the capacity of the system to
anticipate, absorb, adapt and recover from such events [6].

Resilience is a novel field of research that requires techniques to solve different prob-
lems associated with the protection and recovery of electrical infrastructure. Some re-
searchers have assessed resilience by considering system topology, link switching capabil-
ities and different human-made disaster scenarios [7]. Other researchers have proposed
optimal design frameworks to improve resilience and protect the network against extreme
weather events such as earthquakes, floods and ice storms [8,9].

Moreover, due to the increasing occurrence of outages and the growing interdepen-
dencies between networks, it is vital to understand the resilience of critical infrastructure
systems. The most notable existing studies have presented improved approaches to mea-
sure resilience and have proposed better decision-making processes for recovery planning
after a disruptive event [10–12]. These works have not only identified faster recovery but
have also proposed mechanisms to improve the responsiveness of a network.

Other works have considered how renewable resources may be essential to improving
the resilience of power systems. In this context, some academics have indicated that the
performance of PV systems and hybrid systems composed of wind, PV and batteries
can increase operational efficiency and improve reliability and resilience after a natural
disaster [13–15].

Similarly, the increase in power outages due to climate deterioration has accelerated
research in this area. Several researchers and decision-makers have indicated that more
coordinated studies are needed to improve grid resilience and reliability [16]. Other
scholars have suggested that optimal restoration strategies that incorporate resilience
indicators are also required [17].

Fundamental changes in generation structure and profiles alongside increased de-
mands for robustness and resilience have created the need for new operational and plan-
ning practices for modern networks. Cicilio et al. [18] reviewed research that explores the
changing generation profile, cutting-edge practices to address resilience and the combi-
nation of both topics. Other scholars have offered integrated decision-making analyses
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to characterise resilience, robustness, restoration agility and load criticality [19,20]. The
objective of this existing work is to evaluate different infrastructure reconfiguration options
and select the optimal solution for implementation in both cases.

Resilience also involves a process of detection, anticipation, learning and recon-
figuration. In this context, some academics have proposed to reconfigure the power
grid using economic model predictive control algorithms [21], deep learning and robust
optimisation [22], data-driven batch-constrained reinforcement learning algorithms [23]
and Markov decision process models [24].

Smart grid resilience is another relatively young field of research which has not yet
been adequately defined. Plotnek and Slay [25] proposed guidelines to orient additional
research in this area of study.

The authors of [26–31] provided a comprehensive classification of definitions, metrics,
guidelines, practical challenges and technical and practical problems in power system
resilience research.

After a contingency or cascading failure, the state of disintegration of the power system
is a function of robustness, whereas resilience depends on robustness and the speed of the
recovery of the lost load. Most works ignore the initial decay of system conditions, which
could be composed of multiple islands and isolated assets. Therefore, new procedures
should consider the extent of initial disintegration to improve the recovery process.

This paper postulates that the concepts of robustness and resilience should be inte-
grated within a sequential decision framework to study the impact of disturbances on
power systems in detail. Joint analysis of robustness and resilience studies can improve
network structural performance, system planning, reliability and even security of supply.
A contingency or event in a power network with low robustness can affect the restoration
time of isolated assets. In such situations, resilience studies must consider the initial state
of disintegration or decay of the infrastructure. The objective of this work is to demonstrate
that disintegration plays an important role in the recovery process, as a large number of
isolated assets makes it difficult to determine the optimal order in which to reconnect
network assets.

Thus, the main purpose of this article is to propose an integrated framework to study
both the robustness and resilience of an electrical power system. A system can function
under normal operating conditions until one element is lost, triggering adverse effects
such as cascading failures that impact a significant portion of the network. Actions are
subsequently taken to recover the lost electricity demand in a coordinated manner both in
the dispatch of generation and in the optimal reconfiguration of the infrastructure topology.

The robustness described in this work is conducted by running an iterative cascading
failure procedure that involves initially removing a link, running direct current power
flows, identifying and eliminating overloaded links, quantifying the number of islands and
isolated elements and measuring whether demand is satisfied within the network with
each iteration of decomposition. On the other hand, the resilience study is a mathematical
optimisation problem that considers the optimal redispatch of generation and optimal
reconfiguration of the topology. In real-world situations, the TSO makes recovery decisions
in sequential time intervals (i.e., the TSO first plans the actions to be taken and, after
their execution, analyses the outcome before proceeding to the next restoration steps).
In this paper, this sequential decision-making process is improved by formulating it as
an optimisation problem to always ensure the best set of redispatch and reconfiguration
actions are selected throughout the entire infrastructure recovery process. This formulation
should recover maximum demand in the shortest possible time.

However, the latter is a complex mathematical problem with multiple possible de-
cisions at each restoration stage, as the number of possible actions grows exponentially
with the number of iterations and has very high computational complexity. The aim of this
work is to provide the first solution to this complex problem by developing a procedure to
determine which power lines should be closed at each recovery stage. The set of lines iden-
tified should not cause overloads on operational links and should maximise the recovered
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load on the network. This process would provide operators with complete information to
make their decisions after a widespread collapse or blackout.

In short, the proposed sequential framework uses the robustness study to determine
the initial state of disintegration of the network and uses this state information as input
data for the resilience study. The resilience study is posed as a mixed-integer optimisation
problem constructed from the direct current power flow equations, where the integer
variables represent the operational state of the power lines (i.e., open or closed). In general
terms, the proposed framework calculates optimal generation dispatches and determines
the links to be closed for optimal recovery of the network topology. The latter process
is limited by the maximum number of lines that can be operated in each iterative step.
During the recovery process, active power flows on power lines are considered to avoid
overloading other assets.

Notably, this proposal does not address the reactive power limits of the generators or
the voltage magnitudes in each of the buses of the electrical network. Instead, the developed
procedure could complement other work already published in the scientific literature.

The simulation framework runs on the well-known IEEE 118-bus test system, from
which different simulation scenarios are built to demonstrate the scope of the proposed
methodology [32]. This network was chosen because it is a sufficiently meshed system and
can be applied to many studies with a reasonable solution time but is sufficiently detailed
to reflect the real complexities of robustness and resilience studies. This system includes
the main generation and transmission facilities, representing a simple and representative
model of a real grid. The basic notion is to best illustrate some configurations that can
be found in a disintegrated power system. Of course, the simulation framework can be
applied and expanded to any other electrical power system.

The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the cascading failure
model for determining the initial disintegration state of a power grid. Section 3 details the
mathematical model of power system restoration based on a mixed-integer optimisation
problem. Section 4 describes the case study and presents the simulation results obtained
after applying the two procedures described in the previous sections. Finally, Section 5
draws the main conclusions of this paper and presents some future research directions.

2. Degradation of the Power System

This section presents the procedure developed to assess the robustness of a power
system. A cascading failure model, which incorporates models of the protection mech-
anisms for power lines, is combined with a graph traversal algorithm. The proposed
framework accurately captures the state of infrastructure degradation resulting from a
failure or HILP event.

Robustness is an internal characteristic of power grids that measures the a system’s
ability to withstand the effects of faults [33] and is often quantified in terms of the largest
connected component, both before and after cascading events [34]. A cascading failure is a
sequence of events that begins with one or more disturbances, causing a series of outages
in other network components [35]. Cascading can be initiated by multiple factors, such
as voltage and frequency instabilities, malfunctioning control devices, human errors, line
overloads or deliberate attacks.

To determine the impact of cascading failures, the performance of the network is mea-
sured as a function of the connected load after several outages. Here, the satisfied demand
(SD) index is used [36,37], and a cascading failure simulation algorithm is proposed.

2.1. Basis of the Cascading Interruption Modelling

The power system can be represented as a graph composed of nodes and links, where
the former represent buses, generators and loads, while the latter represent transformers
and electric transmission lines (see Figure 2a).
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Figure 2. Initial interruption. Operation of power line circuit breakers: (a) initial state; and (b) first
interruption state.

Power flows are a function of Kirchhoff’s laws, where the physical parameters of the
lines and the voltages and angles of the buses determine the flows within the infrastructure.
In this manuscript, the direct current power flow (DCPF) equations are used for simulation
purposes [38].

The maximum power transfer capacity (Pmax
k ) of the lines is generally determined

using stability constraints, voltage drops and thermal effects. This document assumes that
the maximum flow is related to the initial power flow (Pk), as shown in (1), where αk>1.

Pmax
k = αk · Pk ∀k ∈ K (1)

Equation (1) models the protection mechanisms of the power lines by introducing a
tolerance parameter, αk. A circuit breaker generally trips when the power flow on the line
exceeds an overload threshold. Circuit breakers are assumed to operate when Pk>Pmax

k .
Note that the overload tolerance parameter in (1) is defined so that the MVA rating for a
power line is not violated.

Cascading failure propagation can lead to the formation of multiple islands, as shown
in Figure 2b. In these situations, the load flow problem may not converge, so it is necessary
to incorporate a graph traversal algorithm to identify subsets formed in the decomposition
stage. The depth-first search (DFS) algorithm is used to solve this problem [39]. This algo-
rithm identifies and sorts the islands each time one or more power lines are disconnected.

2.2. Cascading Failure Algorithm

Algorithm 1, also depicted in the flowchart in Figure 3, defines the proposed procedure
for evaluating the disruption stage using the simulation assumptions presented above.

The iterative procedure starts by calculating the power flows and determining the
maximum power transfer capacity of the lines with (1). The most loaded power line is then
disconnected due to an HILP event, the changes in Pk are determined and the constraint
|Pk|<Pmax

k ∀k ∈ K is verified. If this constraint is not met, the circuit breakers are tripped
according to the scheme in Figure 2, and the DFS algorithm immediately monitors the
formation of the islands. This technique is used because it is a method for scanning a finite,
undirected graph and is widely recognised as a powerful technique for solving various
graph problems. The algorithm starts at a root node and scans along each branch before
backtracking [39].
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Algorithm 1: Disruption stage. Cascading failures.

Input: Technical data of the electrical network and α
Output: Degradation of the power grid. Set of islands I, state of branches µk, set of
isolated elements E, and satisfied demand SDs
Step 1. Initialisation: E = ∅ and SDbase = ∑d∈Dd;
Step 2. Power flows: calculate Ps

k∈K for all power lines of the infrastructure in stage s;
determine Pmax

k with (1);
Step 3. Starting point: eliminate the most loaded power line, k’; set µk’ = 0;
Step 4. Calculate power flows: determine the increases or decreases in each Ps

k ∀K, using
DC power flows; set s = 1 for the first step;
Step 5. Trigger mechanisms for circuit breakers: evaluate the condition |Ps

k |<Pmax
k ∀K. If

the condition is not met, set µs
k = 0 for the triggered power lines k and go to Step 6;

otherwise, go to Step 10;
Step 6. Graph traversal algorithm: use DFS to determine islands I = {I1, I2, . . . , IN} and
isolated elements E;
Step 7. Energy balance:

(a) for each island Ii with generators, g∈Ii, evaluate
- if ∑g∈Ii

Pg<∑d∈Ii
Pd, set Ds

Ii
= ∑g∈Ii

Pg in stage s;
- if ∑g∈Ii

Pg>∑d∈Ii
Pd, set Ds

Ii
= ∑d∈Ii

Pd in stage s;
(b) for each island Ii without generators, g∈Ii; set Ds

i = 0 and Ei = Mi;

Step 8. Satisfied demand: Calculate SDs =
∑i∈I Ds

Ii
SDbase

for iteration s;
Step 9. Iterations: set s = s + 1 and go to Step 4;
Step 10. Termination: if |Ps

k |<Pmax
k ∀k or E = M, the algorithm ends.

Figure 3. Flowchart of Algorithm 1.

Figure 4 presents the tree structure of the cascading failure process used in Algorithm 1.
Here, islands without generation are considered dead and are marked in red, while islands
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with generation are marked in green. All intermediate islands where cascading failures
continue are marked in blue. The tree structure demonstrates how an island can undergo
changes during the cascading failure process (s) and disintegrate into several islands, some
of which remain operational, and others of which are deeply affected by the disintegration.
The cascading failure continues and is repeated on all the intermediate islands marked in
blue. The redistribution of the power flows may cause additional overloads on other power
lines in the network. Consequently, each intermediate island may result in the formation of
different islands, so the procedure continues simultaneously on these new islands.

The SD index used in Algorithm 1 measures the robustness of the power grid by
quantifying the SD at each stage of network disintegration. This measure varies between 0
and 1; therefore, as the SD indicator decreases, so does the robustness of the infrastructure.

Figure 4. A tree structure of the cascading failure process.

3. Recovery of the Power System

Power system restoration is a highly complex tasks, as the TSO must be prepared with
a restoration plan that enables fast and safe recovery of the system. Moreover, the TSO
must carefully attend to the energy balance, active and reactive power control, voltage
condition and power system stability [40].

Section 3 presents the proposed methodology for recovering a disintegrated electrical
network composed of multiple islands and isolated assets. The developed algorithm is
based on mixed-integer linear programming and uses the DCPF equations. Here, voltage
magnitudes and standing phase angles may not be a major concern, so DCPF studies
provide sufficient accuracy in the results, as indicated in [41].

DC Power Flows with Line Drive Incorporation

DCPF is an estimate of power flows in AC power systems. DCPF only considers
active power flows and neglects reactive power flows. This method is convergent and
non-iterative and is used whenever fast estimates of power flows are required [38]. This
formulation is used and power line switching is also incorporated.

The proposed mixed-integer optimisation problem maximises the recovered satisfied
demand (SDs − SDs−1) at each step s, as shown in Equation (2), by dispatching generation
units and reconnecting power lines.

For each step s:
max (SDs − SDs−1) (2)
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subject to:
Pmin

g ≤ Ps
g ≤ Pmax

g ∀g ∈ G (3)

Pmin
k · µs

k ≤ Ps
k ≤ Pmax

k · µs
k ∀k ∈ K (4)

∆min
n ≤ ∆s

n ≤ ∆max
n ∀n (5)

− ∑
k∈K

Ps
k − ∑

g∈G
Ps

g − ∑
d∈D

Ps
d = 0 ∀n (6)

Bk · (∆s
n − ∆s

m)− Ps
k ≥ 0 ∀k (7)

− Bk · (∆s
n − ∆s

m)− Ps
k ≤ 0 ∀k (8)

∑
k∈K

µs
k ≤ Nc (9)

SDs = ∑ Ps
n ∀n (10)

In this formulation, power lines have binary variables µk, which represent the switch-
ing states of the links (open, µk = 0, and closed, µk = 1). Moreover, Constraint (9) is included
to limit the maximum number of lines to be closed in each recovery iteration.

Constraint (3) limits the power produced by the generators between their maximum
and minimum limits; Constraint (4) controls the power passing through the links; Con-
straint (5) determines the angles of each bus; Constraint (6) incorporates the nodal balance
equations; and Constraints (7) and (8) include the Kirchhoff’s laws. Finally, Constraint (9)
determines the lines operated in each iterative step, as identified by the binary variable
µs

k = {0, 1}∀k ∈ K. There is no industry consensus on the maximum number of lines
that can be switched during each stage of power grid restoration, as the latter depends
on the physical characteristics of the infrastructure and the procedures applied by each
control centre.

The output of the optimisation problem consists of the recovered satisfied demand
(SDs − SDs−1), the energy produced by the generators (Pg) and the switching states of the
power lines (µk) for each restoration stage s.

Algorithm 2 describes the iterative procedure for determining power system recovery.
This algorithm uses the output of Algorithm 1 as its input. Figure 5 presents the flowchart
of Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Recovery process. Mixed-integer optimisation problem.

Input: the output of Algorithm 1 (set of islands I, state of branches µk, set of isolated
elements E and remaining satisfied demand SDremaining) and the number of lines to
be reconnected Nc in each step s.
Output: SDs and µs

k ∀k in each recovery step s
Step 1. Inicialisation: set SDs = SDremaining;
Step 2. Build the problem: set the minimum and maximum parameters of the con-
straints (3)–(5). The thresholds of (4) are initially determined in Algorithm 1;
Step 3. Solve the mixed-integer optimisation problem: maximise (2), subject to the con-
straints in (3)–(10);
Step 4. Solution: save the results of SDs and µs

k; set the restored variables µs
k as

constants µs
k=1 for all subsequent stages;

Step 5. Evaluation: if ∀k ∈ (K−k’): µs
k = 1 and go to Step 7; otherwise, go to Step 6;

Step 6. Iterations: set s = s + 1 and go to Step 3;
Step 7. Termination: if ∀k ∈ (K−k’) and µs

k = 1; the algorithm ends.
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Figure 5. Flowchart of Algorithm 2.

4. Simulation and Results

The simulation results obtained after applying the two developed algorithms to the
well-known IEEE 118-bus test network are presented below. Here, costs of generators
were not considered, line resistances were ignored and power losses were neglected. Both
algorithms were programmed and executed on the MATLAB platform, using a personal
computer with an Intel® CoreTM i7 3.40 GHz CPU and 32 GB of RAM.

4.1. Normal Operation State: IEEE 118-Bus Test System

This IEEE 118-bus test case represents a simple approximation of the American Electric
Power system (in the U.S. Midwest) and contains 54 generators, 186 lines, 14 capacitors
and 99 loads. The technical data of the system can be found in [32].

In the normal operation state, the system safely satisfies a load of 4242 MW, and the
coupled generators can produce up to 9721 MW. A parameter α = 1.5 is applied such that
the maximum capacity of the lines is 1.5 times the base flow; therefore, the lines operate
at about 70% of their capacity. Moreover, the ∆min

n and ∆max
n for the angles are limited to

between −0.6 and −0.6 radians. The Pmin
g and Pmax

g for the generators can be found in [38].
Figure 6 depicts this system condition (State A).
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Figure 6. Degradation of the IEEE 118-bus test network. Results obtained using Algorithm 1.

4.2. Disruption State: Degradation of the Power System

Figure 6 plots the degradation of the studied network (State B) due to the non-trivial
loss of line 141 (89–92) at stage s = 4 (k′ = 141 and µ141

′ = 0). As this line was the most
loaded line, it was assumed that an HILP event occurred there. The plotted results were
obtained after applying Algorithm 1, as described in Section 2.2. The computational time
for Algorithm 1 was 0.12 min.

The curve represents the satisfied demand as a function of the cascading stages s.
When all assets were initially connected, the SD index had a value of 1. Subsequently, the
SD index gradually decreased to a value of 0 as the power system disintegrated due to
circuit breakers operations. At this point, the infrastructure may have been composed of
islands with and without generation and isolated assets.

The results indicate that the IEEE 118-bus test network reached its maximum degrada-
tion point at stage s = 13, at which point approximately 40% of the load remained connected.
Likewise, the damage caused by the loss of link 141 caused the system to disintegrate into
15 islands. Here, four islands had a load of 1092 MW. In parallel, these four islands had a
load shedding of 196 MW to satisfy the conditions of balance between generation and load
(666 MW). Similarly, seven islands with a load of 1000 MW were inoperative, and 71 lines
were open due to overloading. There were 44 isolated buses with a total load of 1288 MW.
Figure 7 presents the topology of the IEEE 118-bus test network and the various islands in
the system.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the power system under study after the cascading failures
took place.

The above results were obtained by applying a tolerance parameter α = 1.5. Depending
on this value, different degradation states of the electrical network can be obtained due to
line overloads. For example, Figure 8 presents the final SD for different values of alpha
between α = 1 and α = 2. Note that, as the overload parameter α increases, the satisfied
demand also increases. Thus, the recovery process is related to the overload capacity
of the power lines, as infrastructure with high overload capability can withstand higher
operational efforts, which is related to less degradation and, consequently, to a faster
recovery process.

Figure 8. Overload tolerance parameter.
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On the contrary, an electrical infrastructure with low overload capability achieves
lower SD percentages at the end of the degradation process, which is related to a slower
recovery process. A tolerance parameter α = 1.5 was chosen in this paper because it is an
acceptable intermediate value for the case studies, as indicated in Figure 8.

4.3. Preparation State

In this phase, the TSO analyses the state of the network after the cascading failure and
prepares the necessary actions or manoeuvres to quickly and safely recover the load and
reconnect the isolated assets.

In the engineering field, the TSO could prioritise the reconnection of some loads or
some generators or utilise all infrastructure facilities [42–45]. Certain assets may not be
available if they have suffered irreversible damage. The TSO carefully evaluates and uses
all available resources to quickly restore the network.

In this case study, the disintegrated power grid consisted of 15 islands, 71 open lines,
44 isolated buses and a disconnected load of more than 2000 MW. Three stages were
considered to plan recovery actions (s = 14 to s = 16).

4.4. Recovery Process

The aim of the recovery process is to develop a methodology to restore the operating
conditions of the electrical infrastructure after a major disruption. This recovery must
comply with several security parameters to avoid further line outages. Algorithm 2 can be
applied to determine the optimal recovery of the network under study.

To obtain different recovery plans, the maximum number of lines Nc to be closed at
each restoration stage is limited. In this case, values of Nc = 1, 3, 5 and 7 were considered.
One or seven lines were closed for simulation purposes only; closing three or five lines
corresponds to the usual number of safe manoeuvres performed by the TSO. Moreover, line
89–92 could not be reconnected during the recovery process because it was badly damaged.

Figure 9 displays the recovery curves for the different plans obtained using Algorithm 2.
Unlike Figure 6, in this case, higher SD values indicate a greater recovered load.

Figure 9. Recovery curves for the IEEE 118-bus test system.

The developed methodology found the optimal solution at each stage to recover the
disconnected loads and reconnect the islands and isolated buses. The plans restored the
operational network conditions fairly quickly. In the proposed system, manoeuvres are
managed in minutes, so the actions that could be taken during this simulation were limited.
For example, only one line was reconnected, and the corresponding generation redispatch
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was performed with Nc = 1. The next action was then executed, and the procedure was
repeated. However, recovery would be faster if more manoeuvres could be performed at
each interval.

Table 1 reports the different recovery plans according to the number of lines recon-
nected in each iteration. For illustration purposes, only the lines corresponding to the first
recovery iteration are shown (i.e., s = 17). The values of recovered load, satisfied demand
and computation times are included for each plan.

Table 1. Optimal recovery plans obtained using Algorithm 2 in stage s = 17.

Number of Lines Closed Recovered Satisfied Computation
Plan to Be Closed Lines Load Demand Times

(Nc) (L) (MW) (SDs) (min)

State C 0.414
1 1 18 1214 0.701 7.357
2 3 18, 63, 80 1243 0.707 37.085
3 5 16, 18, 63, 64, 1320 0.726 67.619

80
4 7 16, 18, 63, 64, 1373 0.738 71.649

80, 91, 114

The first manoeuvre resulted in values of satisfied demand that were similar across
the different recovery plans. However, the topological configuration was not the same
in each case; therefore, generation redispatch influenced the recovery of isolated loads.
Additionally, the calculation time increased with the number of lines to be reconnected
because more combinations had to be considered to find the optimal solution.

Recovery was slow when a power line was reconnected (Plan 1), but the system
quickly recovered the load and the meshed structure of the network when three power
lines were reconnected (Plan 2).

The outcomes of Plans 3 and 4 were almost similar, as were the outcomes of Plans 1
and 2. However, Plans 3 and 4, which involved the reconnection of five and seven lines,
respectively, offered better results than Plans 1 and 2. Some topological configurations
are evidently better for network meshing since line constraints influence the recovered
load. For example, as shown in Figure 9, if the TSO were to follow Plan 3 in the order
indicated, 29 stages would be sufficient to recover almost 100% of the load and bring all
lines into operation. However, if Plan 1 or 2 was followed, approximately 50 stages would
be required.

Table 2 presents the Energy Not Supplied (ENS) results for each recovery plan. The
ENS metric is quantified by measuring the area above the recovery curves and considering
time intervals of 15 min for each stage s and 20 h of repair time for line 89–92. As the
ENS decreases, the recovery plan becomes more efficient. Considering these times and
the number of stages, an average time to restore the infrastructure can be obtained. For
example, Plan 4 required 23 stages, that is, 5.75 h plus an additional 20 h to repair power
line 89–92. In contrast, the proposed study framework obtained the complete solution in
approximately 1.2 h (Table 1), so each set of lines computed per iteration required about
three minutes. The results can therefore be obtained in parallel to the execution of the
corresponding manoeuvres, with an additional 12-min reserve. Of course, other factors
that could influence the speed of the recovery of the power system must be considered;
however, the times between switching, redispatching and repairing the damaged line
correspond to values close to reality. In short, the proposed procedure determined the
required manoeuvres before their execution. The TSO could consequently analyse the
results and determine the most appropriate and accurate actions, which would guarantee
the highest load recovery and the best-operating conditions of the system.
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Table 2. Energy Not Supplied for each recovery plan.

Plan Number of Stages s Energy not Supplied (MWh)

Base network 0
1 52 135.65
2 49 114.56
3 29 77.06
4 23 63.71

4.5. Variations in Generation and Load

To test the usefulness of the developed algorithms under various generation and load
conditions, 10 simulation scenarios were additionally applied, using α = 1.5 and Nc = 5 as
parameters during each recovery stage. Five lines were chosen for this analysis (Plan 3)
because five lines is a safer switching number than seven lines (Plan 4) for the considered
time interval of 15 min.

Table 3 summarises each of the scenarios studied in this analysis. In the case of gen-
eration variation, Scenario G89 evaluated the system’s degradation and recovery without
Generator 89. Scenario G89+80 corresponds to the same system, but without Generators
89 and 80. The rest of the scenarios followed the same scheme as above, eliminating the
generators with the highest capabilities in descending order. Meanwhile, in the case of
load variation, Scenario L+5% evaluated the system’s degradation and recovery with a 5%
load increase, while Scenario L+10% evaluated the system’s performance with a 10% load
increase. This process was repeated successively for subsequent scenarios until the load
increased reached 25%.

Table 3. Study scenarios.

Variation Scenarios

Generation G89 → G89+80 → G89+80+69 → G89+80+69+10 → G89+80+69+10+66
Load L+5% → L+10% → L+15% → L+20% → L+25%

Figure 10 indicates that the base case maintained a satisfied demand of more than 40%
after the cascading event. In the rest of the cases analysed with variations in generation
and load, the networks collapsed more significantly. The 10 scenarios studied had worse
performance than the base case, as the curves always went below in both degradation and
recovery. These scenarios show that the IEEE 118-bus test system in its base case is more
robust than when it has less generation or more load.

Similar robustness values were obtained in the generation and load scenarios. For ex-
ample, the satisfied demand after the system degradation process was close to 20% for both
the lowest generation scenario (G89+80+69+10+66) and the highest load scenario (L+25%).

The curves in Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate that the developed study framework
provides optimal recovery strategies for collapsed networks composed of multiple islands
and isolated elements. The results also indicate that generation availability conditions
could severely affect cascading failures propagation and electrical network recovery.

The conducted simulations demonstrate that the developed procedures can be applied
to different operating conditions and disintegration states of power systems. Although
the procedures are applied to scenarios of variation in generation and demand, the robust-
ness and resilience models could be combined with other proposals to extend the results
presented here.
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Figure 10. Process of disintegration and recovery of the IEEE-118 bus test system with variations in: (a) generation; and (b) load.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a joint framework for assessing both the robustness and resilience
of electric power systems. A cascading failure procedure id used to determine the state
of disintegration of a power grid and a mixed-integer optimisation problem id applied
to identify the optimal dispatch and topology during the network recovery process. The
cascading failure procedure considers the dynamic disintegration of the infrastructure
due to the tripping of the circuit breakers of the power lines. The restoration procedure
determines the level of generation and the power lines to be closed or opened at each stage
of system recovery. In both cases, the satisfied demand index is measured to quantify the
power supply within the infrastructure.

The effectiveness and applicability of the proposed framework, which aims to quantify
robustness and resilience, was verified using the IEEE 118-bus test system. This paper
provides a detailed discussion of the numerical results, demonstrating the efficacy of the
proposed procedures and their benefit to end-users and utilities. The TSO could apply
different strategies or plans to recover a disconnected load after a high impact event,
depending on the switching actions taken.

Renewable energies are becoming increasingly important in the current energy transi-
tion scenario of power systems. This considerable increase in renewable generation could
affect the performance of a network in the case of a high-impact, low-probability event.
Thus, future research and development efforts should explore computationally efficient
mathematical methodologies to assess the robustness and resilience of power systems with
a high share of renewable energy. The random nature of renewable energies necessitates
stochastic models to analyse different operating conditions of a power grid. The resulting
models should integrate both indicators and provide solutions for transmission system
planners and operators.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Indices
n,m Nodes or buses
k Lines
g Generators
d Loads
j Number of closed power lines
i Islands
s Steps

Variables
∆n Voltage angle at node n (radians)
Pk, Pg, Pn Power flow through line k, generator g, and power demand at node n
µk Binary variable indicating the open or closed state of the power line

(open, µk = 0, closed, µk = 1)
Di Demand on each island i
SDs Satisfied demand in step s (MW)

Parameters
Pmax

k , Pmin
k Maximum and minimum capacity of the power line k (MW)

Pmax
g , Pmin

g Maximum and minimum capacity of the generator g (MW)
∆max

n , ∆min
n Maximum and minimum voltage angle at node n (radians)

Bk Susceptance of the power line k
Nc Maximum number of power lines to be closed at each step s
αk Overload tolerance parameter of the power line k

Sets
D System loads
E Isolated assets
G Generators
I Islands
K Power lines
L Closed power lines
M Nodes or buses
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A B S T R A C T   

Natural gas infrastructures play a key role in the transition towards the new energy model, with a high share of 
renewable energies, both ensuring the firm capacity of electric power systems and integrating all energy vectors. 
The European Union (EU) strongly depends on external natural gas suppliers and is thus particularly vulnerable. 
In the event of supply problems due to natural phenomena, technical failures or other threats, cooperation be-
tween EU countries would be essential to best solve a supply crisis. This study proposes an EU cooperative model 
to meet the gas demand over a fourteen-day crisis, using a mathematical optimisation approach for resources and 
infrastructure. The model considers the dynamic management of underground gas storage facilities, limiting 
daily withdrawal based on the amount of working gas available in each storage facility. The ability of the model 
to make quick decisions is illustrated in six gas-demand case studies of the European cold wave in January 2017 
and hypothetical supply disruptions.   

1. Introduction 

As part of the new international policy to reduce pollutant emissions, 
most developed countries are closing coal-fired power stations. These 
power stations are being replaced by other, more modern, power pro-
duction technologies, which mainly use natural gas and renewable en-
ergy sources. The International Energy Agency estimates that replacing 
coal-with gas-fired power stations could reduce up to 1.2 gigatons of 
CO2 because the latter emit 50% less pollutants than the former [1]. The 
creation of international emissions markets and regulations has 
remarkably raised the cost of coal-fired power generation, rendering 
gas-fired power generation increasingly attractive. In fact, low natural 
gas prices have accelerated this trend in 2020 [2]. 

While many countries are setting ambitious decarbonisation targets 
for 2030 and 2050, the transition towards 100% renewable energy re-
quires power generation technologies that provide electric power sys-
tems with firm capacity. Until commercially viable, large-scale 
electricity storage technologies are available, electric power systems 
will depend on predictable and reliable energy generation sources like 
gas-fired power plants [3]. In addition, gas infrastructures do allow 
seasonal energy storage, which also provides significant value in 
ensuring electricity supply through combined-cycle gas plants. There-
fore, these stations play a key role in the security of electricity supply. 

Notwithstanding the importance of natural gas as a transition fuel for 
supporting renewable energy development in the short and medium 
term, the demand for gas is expected to decline in the long term [4,5]. 
This perspective can limit future investments in new gas transmission 
and storage infrastructure projects even though the gas sector is pro-
moting alternatives for the use of existing networks with new energy 
vectors, such as hydrogen, to address its decreasing importance from 
2030 [6,7]. 

As the world’s largest importer of natural gas and, therefore, highly 
dependent on other countries, the European Union (EU) is a very unique 
case. Its annual consumption is approximately 500,000 million m3, and 
its dependence on external suppliers reached 90% in 2019 [8]. Russia is 
the main natural gas supplier to the EU (45%), followed by Norway 
(21%) and Algeria (12%) [9]. Liquefied natural gas (LNG) imports to the 
EU increased for geopolitical reasons of supply diversification, reaching 
22% of total gas imports in 2019. However, pipeline gas imports remain 
the main source of foreign gas entry into the EU, and some major pro-
jects for new international gas pipelines running from Russia and Cas-
pian countries to Europe are under development, such as Nord Stream 2, 
TurkStream and TANAP-TAP (Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline - 
Trans Adriatic Pipeline). 

In addition to improving the natural gas supply infrastructures, the 
EU has proposed new cooperative mechanisms to reduce the impact of 
supply crises by increasing cross-border pipeline gas exchange when 
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necessary [10,11]. These regulations do not aim to replace the national 
energy policies, but rather to facilitate mutual support between natural 
gas-producing countries, LNG-importing countries, pipeline gas transit 
countries and the other EU countries. Similar cooperative mechanisms 
have also been proposed for risk-preparedness in the electricity sector 
[12]. 

Intentional attacks, cold waves, or technical failures can affect gas 
supply. However, when operators of national transmission systems face 
these crises, they usually make decisions considering their endogenous 
resources, overlooking possible collaborative actions with neighbouring 
countries. In turn, given the dynamic nature of gas production, storage 
and flows in networks, establishing contingency plans for all possible 
scenarios during an energy supply crisis is practically impossible. In 
addition, such a crisis may require continuously updating the in-
terventions in the infrastructure, especially if the crisis lasts for a long 
period. 

Thus, this study proposes a novel approach to developing strategies 
to optimally respond to possible crises, beyond the classical simulation 
approach for risk assessment. For this purpose, mathematical optimi-
sation tools are used to apply cooperative strategies towards meeting as 
much as possible the demand in all EU-28 member states and in some 
neighbouring countries. The mathematical problem is formulated 
considering the daily production and storage capacities, cross-border 
interconnections and third-party country LNG or gas pipeline imports 
of each country. The EU network model of gas transmission in-
frastructures captures the different characteristics of national systems 
and manages gas exchange between countries to determine the best 
possible solution for global EU supply. 

Another novelty of this research is the application of the proposed 
mathematical model to identify the best strategy for a two-week winter 
gas supply crisis by calculating the most adequate daily use of resources 
and infrastructures while maximising the satisfied demand over the 
entire fourteen-day period. The effects of emptying gas reservoirs and 
reducing the daily withdrawal with the decrease in stored working gas 
volume are analysed. The two-week case study is a common research 
strategy in studies simulating the security-of-supply of natural gas 
conducted by the European Network of Transmission System Operators 
for Gas (ENTSO-G) in Europe because this design makes it possible to 
capture the effect of a cold wave on gas supply and, especially, on gas 
storage [13]. 

This article is organised as follows: Section 2 presents a review of the 
main gas system models. Section 3 describes the optimisation model 
proposed to determine the optimal management of a fourteen-day nat-
ural gas supply crisis in the EU. Section 4 presents six case studies based 
on possible supply outages in the European gas transmission network. 
Section 5 discusses the findings, and, last, Section 6 outlines the main 
conclusions of this paper. 

2. Modelling of gas systems for the security of supply: state of 
the art 

The most widely used approach in risk assessment studies for inter-
connected natural gas systems is the set of probabilistic methods known 
as Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo method has been used to evaluate the 
behaviour of natural gas networks in different events [14,15]. This 
method is based on repetitive simulations of how the system operates 
under different assumptions of accidental or intentional contingencies in 
gas supply and transportation infrastructures. Each possible contingency 
is assigned a specific probability. Hence, the method makes it possible to 
evaluate all possible consequences by estimating the input uncertainties 
of the model, running the model under different values of input pa-
rameters and by describing the consequences in statistical terms [16]. 

The risk assessment studies for interconnected gas systems 
frequently rely on a simplified mass balance model in which the equa-
tions are obtained by applying the principle of mass conservation at each 
network node [14,15], rather than on a dynamic hydraulic model of the 
gas transmission system [17] since the latter requires extensive knowl-
edge of the parameters and technical characteristics of the networks. If 
this information would be available, specific software programs such as 
SAInt can simulate the dynamic operation of gas networks for assessing 
the security of supply [18]. 

While simulation models analyse the consequences of different sys-
tem contingencies, there is a lack of research providing strategies to 
optimally respond to possible gas supply crises. Using mathematical 
optimisation rather than probability-based approaches may be appro-
priate if the time frame for making decisions about available resources is 
limited because traditional probabilistic simulation models used to 
determine the impact of disturbances on gas supply take a long time to 
run. Therefore, a mathematical optimisation approach makes it possible 
to obtain the best possible operation of an interconnected gas infra-
structure under different supply disruption conditions. 

Some models apply optimisation in gas systems, but they aim to 
examine how markets function, to reduce costs or to analyse the impact 
of different changes in regulatory frameworks on market participants. 
Among these, the GASMOD model is formulated as a two-stage game of 
natural gas exports and wholesale trade within Europe [19]. Other 
works propose multilevel models for the gas market, including infra-
structure constraints under perfect competition and assuming interac-
tion between the operator and traders [20]. Similarly, the European Gas 
Market Model (EGMM) is a market equilibrium model for analysing the 
production, trade, storage, and natural gas consumption in Europe [21]. 
Meanwhile, the Global Gas Model is a model for studying European gas 
markets, which maximises the profit of market players and the behav-
iour of operators, and includes security of supply concerns [22,23]. 
Additionally, a minimum cost dispatch for the gas supply chain can be 
found in Ref. [24]. 

On the other hand, other studies propose models based on mathe-
matical programming techniques to evaluate investments in new infra-
structure within the EU. For example, the GASTALE model uses game 
theory, and the EUGAS and MAGELAN models use dynamic program-
ming to optimise investments in production and infrastructure capacity 
on a yearly basis [25,26]. Likewise, the COLUMBUS model optimises 
production, transport and storage capacities based on monthly resolu-
tion [27], the TIGER model minimises supply-demand transmission 
costs also with monthly granularity [28,29], and the GASMOPEC model 
enhances the decision-making process from a market perspective [30]. 

Despite analysing gas markets and infrastructures, these optimal 
models do not solve supply crises in the short term, but rather aim to 
assess the adequacy of the infrastructure in the long term. Therefore, it is 
essential to propose an optimal cooperative management model for the 
security of supply, which allows establishing the best strategies for 
dealing with crisis scenarios in case of disruptions in gas supply to the 
EU. 

Nomenclature 

Ci,d daily gas demand satisfied in country i (GWh/d) 
Pi,d daily gas production of country i (GWh/d) 
STi,d daily working gas available in storage every day in 

country i (GWh) 
SWRi,d daily gas storage withdrawal from underground storage 

in country i (GWh/d) 
IMPi,d daily gas pipeline imports from third-party countries to 

country i (GWh/d) 
LNGi,d daily gas injected from regasification plants into the 

pipes of country i (GWh/d) 
Xij,d daily gas flow through cross-border pipelines between 

countries i and j (GWh/d)  
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3. Proposed mathematical model 

Contingency plans to recover critical energy infrastructure after a 
severe failure are developed primarily at the national level. However, 
European energy infrastructures are interconnected between countries, 
and intentional attacks, natural hazards or limited third-party country 
supply can lead to restrictions on demand. In these cases, cooperative 
strategies may be implemented, instead of individual solutions, to 
jointly meet as much as possible the demand of all countries. 

The EU has proposed regulations to prepare and establish preventive 
and emergency action plans, seeking a cooperative approach among 
member states to reduce the impact of severe disruption scenarios. 
Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 on measures to safeguard the security of gas 
supply is currently being implemented to develop joint measures and 
facilitate the bi-directional capacity of cross-border interconnections 
under a cooperation framework between EU countries [11]. 

Given the dynamic nature of gas production flows, storage and net-
works, establishing contingency plans for all possible scenarios during a 
power supply crisis is practically impossible. In addition, infrastructure 
interventions may require updating, especially if the crisis lasts for a 
long period. This study proposes a formulation for managing inter-
connected natural gas infrastructures towards improving resilience 
when facing a supply crisis, that is, maintaining the maximum amount of 
gas supply to consumers during a two-week study period. Gas storage 
facilities and exchange between countries play a key role in this problem 
because they can extend gas supply for more days if used optimally. 
Using mathematical optimisation techniques instead of probabilistic 
approaches is appropriate when decisions concerning available re-
sources need to be quick since traditional probabilistic simulation 
models used for determining the disturbance impact on gas supply are 
more time-consuming. 

The proposed model maximises the daily coverage of the natural gas 
demand for fourteen days in a group of interconnected countries by 
providing collaborative solutions to supply crises due to technical, po-
litical or natural phenomena. Later, in Section 4, this model is applied to 
a series of case studies in the European gas transmission network. The 
mathematical equations of the model are derived by applying the 
principle of mass balance at each node of the network. Each country is 
represented by a node in a graph, following the Monte Carlo-based Gas 
Energy Network for Europe, Russia, and the Commonwealth of Inde-
pendent States (MC-GENERCIS) and Gas Emergency Flow (GEMFLOW) 
models proposed by the Joint Research Centre of the European Com-
mission [14,31]. Such models can be applied to draw significant con-
clusions about gas system capacities even when a hydraulic model of the 
system is not used. They are used to assess the security of natural gas 
supply in the event of disruptions in the external supply of natural gas to 
the EU through cooperative mechanisms between member countries. 
Hydraulic models cannot be used due to the lack of detailed information 
on the infrastructures of these countries. 

In the model presented here, each country i is represented as a node 
in the natural gas transmission system. The resources involved every day 
d are the demand, Ci,d, the production, Pi,d, the daily storage facility’s 
withdrawal rate, Si,d, natural gas pipeline imports, IMPi,d, LNG shipping, 
LNGi,d, and the interconnection capacities between neighbouring 
countries Xij,d. 

The mathematical model uses the available capacities of each 
country once the internal demand has been met to identify the best 
solution for the fourteen days of the case study, that is, to get as close as 
possible to meeting the demand of the countries belonging to the 
interconnected natural gas system. Cross-border interconnections have a 
physical capacity that limits the flow and they can be uni-o bi-direc-
tional. Previous optimisation models for this problem have only solved 
gas supply for one day, and without sharing gas stored in the countries 
[32]. 

The mathematical optimisation problem is defined by the objective 

function of eq. (1) and by the set of constraints that are shown in eqs. 
(2)–(10). Cmax

i,d is the natural gas demand that the system seeks to meet 
every day, d, in each country, i, and Ci,d is the demand that is actually 
met. 

The maximum technical capacity for endogenous natural gas pro-
duction in each country (Pmax

i,d ) is a value which generally remains 
relatively stable over time and which is not affected in the two-week 
case study. The withdrawal rate of gas storage in each country results 
from solving the mathematical problem, and a different value is calcu-
lated for each day of the fourteen-day study period. 

The amount of third-party country pipeline natural gas imports is 
defined as the daily maximum available technical capacity from gas 
pipelines, in the direction of entry, to the countries in the network. 

The countries of the system with access to the sea may have receiving 
terminals and regasification plants for liquefied natural gas (LNG) sup-
ply. The possibility of using the nominal capacity of a regasification 
plant (LNGmax

i,d ) to supply the gas entry to natural gas transmission net-
works for fourteen days depends on the ability to maintain the supply 
flow to the terminal through LNG tankers because the storage capacity 
of LNG maritime terminals is usually limited to a few days. 

max
∑14

d=1

∑n

i=1
Ci,d (1)  

when 

0≤Ci,d ≤ Cmax
i,d (2)  

0≤Pi,d ≤ Pmax
i,d (3)  

0≤ IMPi,d ≤ IMPmax
i,d (4)  

0≤LNGi,d ≤ LNGmax
i,d (5) 

The amount of natural gas exchanged between countries helps to 
solve the possible shortage of domestic gas supply in some countries. 
The may vary with the direction of gas flow, as indicated in eq. (6). 
Balancing all possible gas resources in each country is expressed in eq. 
(7). 

− Xmax
ji,d ≤ Xij,d ≤ Xmax

ij,d (6)  

Pi,d + SWRi,d + IMPi,d + LNGi,d − Ci,d −
∑

Xij,d = 0 (7) 

Gas storage is a strategic resource for each country. However, under 
a cooperative scheme, gas storage can be decisive in supporting other 
countries in the system during a crisis. The underground gas storage 
capacity differs considerably between countries because it depends on 
the geological conditions and on the investments in infrastructure. There 
are three main types of underground storage: aquifer, salt cavern and 
depleted gas reservoir. The amount of gas available each day from an 
underground gas storage is characterised by the maximum withdrawal 
rate, SWRmax

i,d , and varies with the amount of working gas, STi,d, available 
in storage every day. In this model, the relationship between SWRmax

i,d and 
STi,d was estimated by linear regression, as mathematically expressed in 
eq. (9). The daily storage balance is indicated in eq. (10). 

0≤ SWRi,d ≤ SWRmax
i,d (8)  

SWRmax
i,d = aiSTi,d + bi (9)  

− SWRi,d− 1 + STi,d− 1 − STi,d = 0 (10) 

The mathematical optimisation problem defined in eqs. (1)–(10) is 
linear because the objective function is linear, the constraints are linear, 
and all variables are continuous. The optimisation problem is pro-
grammed and solved using the Optimisation Toolbox™ of Matla-
bR2019a by applying the linear programming function linprog and the 
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interior-point algorithm. The simulation framework runs on a computer 
with a 3.40 GHz CPU Intel® Core™ i7 processor and with 16 GB of RAM. 

The data on the technical capacities of different variables are sub-
jected to a pre-treatment before solving the optimisation problem. In 
reality, each country tries to meet its demand by first using its own re-
sources and then, under the cooperative scheme of the proposed model, 

making its surplus capacities available to the other countries in the 
system. Usually, the countries use their own resources in the following 
order: production, imported LNG and imported pipeline gas. Gas in 
underground storage is always the last resort since it is a more strategic 
resource. 

Table 1 
Mean data from the European natural gas system from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017, and peak gas consumption on the 18th of January of 2017 (GWh/d).   

Daily averages from the 14th to the January 27, 2017 UGS Cross-border capacity Gas demand on the January 18, 2017 

Cmax  Pmax  IMPmax  LNGmax  STd=1  SWRd=1  Xmax
ij  Xmax

ji  Cmax  

Austria 517 44 0 0 23,657 998 2382 2290 550 
Belgium 929 0 488 225 2046 170 2380 2658 988 
Bosnia 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 11 
Bulgaria 142 3 766 0 1463 36 158 362 151 
Croatia 150 37 0 0 1383 58 0 129 159 
Czechia 511 5 0 0 9358 682 1923 1690 543 
Denmark 135 170 0 0 3075 194 33 61 144 
Estonia 21 0 48 0 0 0 0 63 22 
Finland 101 0 249 0 0 0 0 0 107 
France 2964 0 570 615 33,638 2205 695 1667 3152 
Germany 4347 189 3280 0 65,072 6657 5111 5384 4623 
Greece 215 0 49 75 0 0 0 109 229 
Hungary 598 68 605 0 16,781 812 270 283 636 
Ireland 181 120 0 0 0 0 0 432 192 
Italy 3840 171 1695 272 46,894 2703 41 1807 4084 
Latvia 62 0 179 0 6380 287 128 68 66 
Lithuania 89 0 325 61 0 0 68 65 95 
Macedonia 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 16 
Netherlands 1960 1936 0 218 37,700 2400 4288 2009 2084 
Poland 745 74 1336 79 8300 528 932 194 792 
Portugal 222 0 0 178 893 78 80 144 236 
Romania 624 314 370 0 8165 315 364 73 664 
Serbia 83 15 0 0 1133 52 15 142 88 
Slovakia 268 0 2080 0 9002 436 2285 1111 285 
Slovenia 45 0 0 0 0 0 75 141 48 
Spain 1412 3 732 956 7905 129 369 245 1502 
Switzerland 206 0 0 0 0 0 635 828 219 
UK 3612 2007 1499 823 12,703 1324 1062 1297 3841  

Table 2 
Capacity of the cross-border interconnections of the European natural gas system in January of 2017.   

Capacity max Capacity min  Capacity max Capacity min 

Unidirectional Belgium France 870 0 Bidirectional Spain France 225 − 165 
Germany France 571.8 0 Spain Portugal 144 − 80 
France Switzerland 260.4 0 Belgium Germany 313.1 − 320.1 
Belgium Netherlands 122 0 Netherlands Germany 889.7 − 1615.9 
Germany Switzerland 554.4 0 UK Belgium 630.1 − 803.4 
Switzerland Italy 634.7 0 Germany Austria 581.3 − 638.7 
Netherlands Germany 1466.8 0 Czechia Slovakia 696.8 − 400.4 
Netherlands UK 494 0 Latvia Lithuania 65.1 − 67.6 
Netherlands Belgium 1041.5 0 Austria Slovakia 320.2 − 1684.7 
UK Ireland 431.7 0 Belgium Netherlands 271.2 − 396 
Germany Austria 24.2 0 Italy Slovenia 28.5 − 21.5 
Slovenia Croatia 53.3 0 Germany Denmark 60.6 − 32.7 
Austria Italy 1150.5 0 Germany Poland 166.3 − 931.6 
Austria Slovenia 112.5 0 Hungary Romania 51.5 − 2.5 
Austria Hungary 153.1 0 Slovakia Czechia 73.1 − 93.9 
Latvia Estonia 63 0 Bulgaria Romania 21.6 − 1.6 
Czechia Germany 906.9 0 Germany Czechia 135.5 − 197.5 
Hungary Croatia 76 0     
Hungary Serbia 142.1 0     
Romania Bulgaria 751.2 0     
Bulgaria Greece 109.3 0     
Bulgaria Macedonia 27.4 0     
Serbia Bosnia 15 0     
Germany Czechia 1081.2 0     
Czechia Poland 28 0     
Slovakia Hungary 127 0     
France Belgium 270 0     
Italy Switzerland 12.9 0     
Austria Germany 6.9 0      
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4. Case studies 

The sharp demand in gas that occurred during the European cold 
wave of January 2017 lasting several weeks was used as an application 
example to show the utility of the proposed model. The demand for gas 
shows a strong seasonal pattern in Europe, with a higher demand in 
winter. These variations are largely due to the temperature-related 

demand for heating in the residential and tertiary sectors. 
As mentioned in Section 1, the two-week case study is a common 

design among simulation studies on the security of natural gas supply in 
Europe. Other studies analyse system capacities in the very short term, 
on the day of peak gas demand [32], and in the very long term, assuming 
supply crisis from one to three months [33]. However, the most inter-
esting case is that of two weeks because this period makes it possible to 
assess the effect of a cold wave [13]. 

Almost 90% of the natural gas consumption in the EU derives from 
third countries [8]. If, in addition to a high demand for natural gas in 
several countries, additional constraints are imposed on natural gas 
imports, the system may enter into severe stress. This extreme situation 
may be exacerbated if the underground gas storage is low, which usually 
occurs in late winter. Therefore, to demonstrate the applicability of the 
mathematical model for optimal management presented in Section 3, 
the consumption data recorded from the 14th to the 27th of January of 
2017 was used here together with the scenarios of total or partial 
disruption of gas imports to the EU. 

The average demand during the fourteen-day peak demand period 
from the 14th to January 27, 2017, was 24,000 GWh/d. The peak gas 
demand in the EU was reached on the January 18, 2017, which was 
25,521 GWh/d [34]. Interestingly, the peak electricity demand in the 
EU, that is, 581,276 MW, was also reached on the same day [35]. The 
interaction between the gas system and the electric power system must 
be considered because combined-cycle gas-fired power stations play a 
key role in maintaining the electricity supply as a backup for renewables 
during dark doldrums, a cold period such as a two-week cold wave with 
very low renewable electricity generation. 

Another reason for selecting the cold wave of the 2017 Winter is that 
the storage inventory level in January and February 2017 was at historic 
lows, reducing the contribution from underground gas storage (UGS) to 
safeguarding the supply in the event of additional unforeseen 

Fig. 1. Natural gas transmission system of the European Union in 2017.  

Fig. 2. Withdrawal capacity versus UGS inventory level of some EU coun-
tries [41]. 
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contingencies [34]. 
Data from the European natural gas system in January 2017 are 

outlined in Tables 1 and 2. The gas demand values were retrieved from 
Ref. [36], while the values of natural gas production, imports, LNG and 
cross-border capacity were gathered from Ref. [37]. The UGS data were 
collected from Ref. [38]. In the case study, EU countries and the 
following neighbouring countries were considered: Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
North Macedonia, Switzerland and Serbia. 

The natural gas system represented in Fig. 1 includes 28 countries, 
which, in 2017, were connected by 35 cross-border interconnections, 18 
of which were bi-directional. These infrastructures have been expanded 
in recent years to improve the European security of natural gas supply. 

A few EU countries, such as Italy, France, Germany and the 
Netherlands, have the highest underground gas storage capacity. For 
geological reasons, Eastern and South-Eastern European countries have 
only a small gas storage capacity [39]. Therefore, properly using inter-
connection capacities between countries by optimally managing 
cross-border gas pipelines for trading gas from underground storage can 
improve the ability of EU and other neighbouring countries to meet the 
gas demand. 

In this study, a model of underground gas storage is applied, 
assessing the UGS inventory effect on the withdrawal rate using deliv-
erability curves. The amount of gas that can be withdrawn from a 
storage facility decreases with the decrease in stored gas [40]. Fig. 2 
shows the curves of three EU countries built using the data provided by 
the Gas Storage Europe [41]. These curves represent a weighted average 
of the facilities in each country (salt caverns, aquifers or depleted gas 
reservoirs). 

Fig. 2 shows an inflexion point in the curves when storage is higher 
than 50% inventory level, and the relation between the withdrawal rate 
and the stored gas is approximately linear when this level continues to 
decrease. For this reason, in the mathematical model of Section 3, a 
linear equation was proposed to relate the withdrawal rate to the UGS 
inventory between 0% and 50% of the UGS stock, as shown in eq. (9). 
The parameters of the equations for each country, calculated in Table 3, 
were determined by linear approximation in two sections of the data 
provided in Ref. [41] for UGS lower than 50% inventory level. The 
representation of eq. (9) in Fig. 3, for the same countries of Fig. 2, shows 
the goodness-of-fit of the linear approximation. 

The mathematical optimisation tool developed in this research 
identified the best daily solution for gas resources (especially the use of 
UGS and cross-border capacities between countries) to meet as much as 
possible the natural gas demand for two weeks, not by maximising the 
demand met each day but by maximising the demand over the entire 
fourteen-day period. That is, a global solution to the problem was 
offered, instead of providing daily solutions that may not be optimal in 
the medium term. In addition, the solution ensures the best cooperation 
between the EU countries with the common goal of supplying natural 
gas to their end consumers, thereby meeting the demand. 

Case studies were defined to assess the impact of various scenarios of 
gas supply disruption coupled with a low initial storage level during very 
high demand events:  

• Case 1. Demand from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017 and 
50% initial storage  

• Case 2. Russian pipeline gas supply disruption and 50% initial 
storage  

• Case 3. LNG supply disruption and 50% initial storage  
• Case 4. Demand from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017 and 

20% initial storage.  
• Case 5. Russian pipeline gas supply disruption and 20% initial 

storage.  
• Case 6. LNG supply disruption and 20% initial storage. 

Case 1 analyses the capacity of the gas system to cope with a situa-
tion of high demand and half empty gas storage, that is, 50% inventory 
level. This was the real scenario in January of 2017 because an unusu-
ally cold winter quickly emptied UGS facilities, which only had 50% 
working gas stored at the beginning of the second half of January [34]. 

Cases 2 and 3, in addition to the situation of high gas demand, 

Table 3 
Parameters ai and bi of eq. (9), modelling UGS inventory lower than 50% for 
each country.  

Country i ai bi 

Austria 0.01953 535.52 
Belgium 0.06297 40.68 
Bosnia 0.00000 0.00 
Bulgaria 0.01584 13.03 
Croatia 0.03593 8.48 
Czechia 0.04585 253.18 
Denmark 0.04425 58.32 
Estonia 0.00000 0.00 
Finland 0.00000 0.00 
France 0.03427 1052.52 
Germany 0.06491 2433.92 
Greece 0.00000 0.00 
Hungary 0.02246 435.46 
Ireland 0.00000 0.00 
Italy 0.03483 1069.20 
Latvia 0.02716 113.40 
Lithuania 0.00000 0.00 
Macedonia 0.00000 0.00 
Netherlands 0.03850 948.89 
Poland 0.03666 223.91 
Portugal 0.05280 30.84 
Romania 0.02335 124.76 
Serbia 0.02768 20.52 
Slovakia 0.02929 172.57 
Slovenia 0.00000 0.00 
Spain 0.00651 77.22 
Switzerland 0.00000 0.00 
UK 0.06301 523.89  

Fig. 3. Withdrawal capacity versus UGS inventory level of some EU countries 
upon linear approximation. 
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included a hypothetical disruption of either gas imports from Russia to 
Central Europe by pipeline (Case 2) or LNG supply by sea (Case 3) during 
the fourteen-day study period. These situations are unlikely, but not 
impossible as similar events have already been recorded on different 
occasions in the past, particularly disruption of gas supply from Russia 
[42]. Any problem related to gas supply from Russia greatly impacts the 
downstream EU countries because Russia is the main supplier, with a 
40% import quota for pipeline gas and 17% for LNG [43]. Russian 
natural gas is exported to the European market through five main 
pipelines, of which the two most important transit the Ukraine. Tense 
relations between Russia and Ukraine result in a high-risk scenario [44]. 

On the other hand, a global LNG supply crisis is possible, as recent 
events in January 2021 demonstrated when LNG shipments were 
diverted from Europe to Asia for commercial reasons in an unprece-
dented event during a severe cold snap. Europe had to increase the gas 
extraction from its storage reserves and use the import capacity of 
pipeline gas to overcome the lack of LNG supply. As a result, current gas 
storage levels in Europe decreased to a minimum after winter and in-
ventory levels required for next winter were at risk. 

To illustrate the behaviour of the mathematical model proposed for 
the European natural gas infrastructure, the previous cases were 
repeated in the scenario with the lowest level of gas storage (20%), that 
is, Cases 4, 5 and 6. These scenarios are not that unlikely because, for 
example, UGS stock levels reached 18.4% by the end of the 2018 winter 
[45]. 

5. Simulation results 

This section presents the results of the six case studies defined above 
to illustrate how the tool proposed in this research can facilitate stra-
tegies for the best use of resources and infrastructures in the event of a 

two-week gas supply crisis. In each case, the formulation of the linear 
optimisation problem defined by eqs. (1)–(10) was applied to data from 
the European gas system outlined in Table 1 and to the 2017 capacities 
of the unidirectional and bidirectional gas pipelines of the in-
terconnections of Fig. 1 and Table 2.  

• Case 1 (demand from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017 and 
50% initial storage) 

Table 4 outlines the results of the base case, defined with the gas 
demand data recorded from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017. 
During this period, the storage inventory level in European countries 
was approximately 50%, that is, 294,000 GWh. The results indicate that 
the best solution to cooperatively meet the demand for gas during those 
two weeks, under the assumptions explained in Section 3, would consist 
of using 100% of the available gas production resources of countries 
from the system (mainly the Netherlands and the United Kingdom), 96% 
of the resources contributed by LNG terminals and 69% of the capacity 
of pipeline gas imports. Underground gas reservoirs would be emptied to 
37% storage level. 

The use rate of cross-border interconnections would average 37% of 
the available capacity in unidirectional and bidirectional gas pipelines 
(see Table 9); that is, to meet the average daily demand of 24,000 GWh/ 
d during the two-week study period, 8700 GWh/d would have to be 
exchanged between the countries of the system, highlighting the 
importance of gas transit for ensuring the availability of each country to 
the other members of the system. 

Underground gas storage also plays a key role in the optimal strategy 
to meet the demand. The results from using UGS outlined in Table 5 
showed that withdrawal would increase in the first five days but would 
decrease in the following days. These findings are consistent because the 

Table 4 
Breakdown of the main results by country in Case 1.   

Demand satisfied Production used LNG imports used Pipeline imports used UGS ST 100% UGS ST 50% UGS SWR 50% UGS ST final 

GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh GWh GWh/d GWh % 

Austria 7274 100% 616 100% 0  0  47,315 23,657 998 19,760 42% 
Belgium 13,066 100% 0  3143 100% 6832 100% 4092 2046 170 1610 39% 
Bosnia 145 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Bulgaria 1997 100% 42 100% 0  2499 23% 2926 1463 36 1312 45% 
Croatia 2103 100% 518 100% 0  0  2765 1383 58 1056 38% 
Czechia 7181 100% 70 100% 0  0  18,715 9358 682 7979 43% 
Denmark 1904 100% 2031 85% 0  0  6150 3075 194 2920 47% 
Estonia 291 100% 0  0  291 43% 0 0 0 0  
Finland 1415 100% 0  0  1415 41% 0 0 0 0  
France 41,684 100% 0  8610 100% 7980 100% 67,275 33,638 2205 24,408 36% 
Germany 61,138 100% 2646 100% 0  45,926 100% 130,144 65,072 6657 30,986 24% 
Greece 3028 100% 0  1050 100% 680 100% 0 0 0 0  
Hungary 8411 100% 952 100% 0  7730 91% 33,563 16,781 812 15,957 48% 
Ireland 2539 100% 1680 100% 0  0  0 0 0 0  
Italy 54,010 100% 2394 100% 3801 100% 23,730 100% 93,787 46,894 2703 35,303 38% 
Latvia 873 100% 0  0  873 35% 12,760 6380 287 6380 50% 
Lithuania 1256 100% 0  854 100% 402 9% 0 0 0 0  
Macedonia 212 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Netherlands 27,560 100% 27,104 100% 1217 40% 0  75,399 37,700 2400 30,630 41% 
Poland 10,474 100% 1036 100% 1106 100% 9701 52% 16,601 8300 528 7113 43% 
Portugal 3121 100% 0  2492 100% 0  1785 893 78 623 35% 
Romania 8781 100% 4396 100% 0  4385 85% 16,329 8165 315 7714 47% 
Serbia 1160 100% 211 100% 0  0  2265 1133 52 962 42% 
Slovakia 3769 100% 0  0  6398 22% 18,003 9002 436 7799 43% 
Slovenia 635 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Spain 19,864 100% 42 100% 13,377 100% 7281 71% 15,810 7905 129 7388 47% 
Switzerland 2896 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
UK 50,796 100% 28,098 100% 11,515 100% 12,483 59% 25,406 12,703 1324 11,031 43%  

TOTAL 337,583 100% 71,836 100% 47,165 96% 138,606 69% 591,090 295,548 20,064 220,931 37%  
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Table 5 
Optimal UGS management in Case 1.  
• Case 2 (demand from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017, 50% initial storage and Russian pipeline gas supply disruption)   

Withdrawal rate - SWR (GWh/d) 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 

Austria 143 238 252 269 328 294 303 317 329 341 352 362 369 240 
Belgium 25 25 26 28 31 31 33 35 36 38 40 43 45 57 
Bosnia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bulgaria 13 11 11 11 12 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 13 
Croatia 26 25 25 25 29 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 26 
Czechia 13 57 71 89 110 105 108 114 122 132 143 154 163 201 
Denmark 12 11 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 12 
Estonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Finland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
France 467 591 629 632 820 662 692 708 748 790 817 833 839 898 
Germany 3493 3200 3064 2944 3110 2696 2579 2469 2349 2232 2109 1975 1865 1537 
Greece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hungary 53 64 64 64 74 64 64 64 64 63 63 63 62 55 
Ireland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Italy 732 766 798 814 1053 874 901 926 936 941 946 953 951 985 
Latvia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lithuania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Macedonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Netherlands 344 448 468 490 590 529 545 561 574 585 615 646 673 732 
Poland 18 44 65 74 91 87 92 99 106 115 123 132 140 155 
Portugal 19 17 17 18 22 20 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 27 
Romania 32 34 34 34 40 34 34 34 35 35 35 35 35 33 
Serbia 13 12 12 12 14 13 13 13 13 14 14 14 15 17 
Slovakia 21 56 61 73 97 90 95 101 108 116 123 129 133 145 
Slovenia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Spain 30 31 32 35 44 39 41 42 43 44 45 45 46 47 
Switzerland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
UK 46 84 88 104 165 141 147 151 154 154 150 147 141 183  

TOTAL 5500 5714 5728 5727 6642 5727 5716 5703 5688 5671 5647 5603 5551 5363   

UGS level - ST (GWh) 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 

Austria 23,657 23,514 23,277 23,024 22,755 22,427 22,133 21,829 21,513 21,184 20,843 20,491 20,129 19,760 
Belgium 2046 2021 1996 1970 1943 1911 1880 1847 1813 1777 1738 1698 1655 1610 
Bosnia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Bulgaria 1463 1450 1439 1428 1416 1405 1393 1382 1371 1359 1347 1336 1324 1312 
Croatia 1383 1357 1332 1308 1283 1254 1229 1204 1179 1155 1130 1105 1081 1056 
Czechia 9358 9344 9288 9217 9128 9019 8914 8806 8692 8570 8439 8296 8142 7979 
Denmark 3075 3063 3052 3041 3029 3017 3005 2993 2981 2969 2957 2945 2932 2920 
Estonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Finland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
France 33,638 33,170 32,579 31,950 31,318 30,498 29,836 29,144 28,435 27,687 26,897 26,080 25,247 24,408 
Germany 65,072 61,579 58,379 55,315 52,371 49,262 46,566 43,987 41,518 39,168 36,936 34,827 32,851 30,986 
Greece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Hungary 16,781 16,729 16,665 16,601 16,537 16,463 16,399 16,336 16,272 16,208 16,145 16,082 16,019 15,957 
Ireland 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Italy 46,894 46,162 45,396 44,598 43,783 42,730 41,856 40,955 40,029 39,093 38,152 37,207 36,254 35,303 
Latvia 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 6380 
Lithuania 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Macedonia 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Netherlands 37,700 37,355 36,907 36,439 35,949 35,359 34,830 34,285 33,724 33,150 32,565 31,950 31,304 30,630 

(continued on next page) 
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gas demand of the European system peaked on the 18th of January. In 
the breakdown of the data by country outlined in Table 4, the extensive 
use of UGS in Germany stands out. As a result, its storage stock would 
reach 24% at the end of the study period, a very low value that could 
compromise supply in the remaining weeks of winter. Germany is a 
country with a large storage capacity and a strategic position in Central 
Europe, with many gas pipelines interconnecting with neighbouring 
countries. For these reasons, Germany represents 45% of total deliver-
ability from natural gas storage in the EU during the two-week period. 

Table 6 outlines the results of Case 2, considering a total disruption 
of the pipeline gas supply to Central Europe from Russia. The main 
conclusion of this hypothetical case study is that, even with the best 
possible strategy for gas supply, it would not be possible to meet the 
demand in five countries, and South-Eastern European countries would 
be the most affected (see Fig. 4). This supply crisis would occur despite 
increasing the use of all available resources: 100% own production, 97% 
LNG regasification capacity and 86% available capacity to import 
pipeline gas (mainly from Norway and Algeria because importing gas 
from Russia would not be available in this case). Underground gas 
storage use would also increase, leaving the available UGS working gas 
reserves at 29% by the end of the fourteen-day study period. 

These results are in line with the forecasting studies conducted by 
operators of the European networks at the beginning of the 2016/2017 
winter [46]. Those studies predicted a possible gas supply drop in 
South-Eastern European countries if the Russian gas transit through 
Ukraine was disrupted. In our case study, the situation is even more 
critical because supply through Belarus is also disrupted. 

• Case 3 (demand from the 14th to the 27th of January of 2017, 50% 
initial storage and LNG supply disruption). 

This case illustrates a scenario of prolonged disruption of LNG 
shipping, which could occur for commercial or meteorological reasons. 
The results outlined in Table 7 show that Spain, Portugal and Greece 
would not meet their demand for natural gas. In other words, the LNG 
shortage would affect only the three countries located in the corners of 
the continent as they are more dependent on LNG and have weak gas 
pipeline interconnections with their European neighbours. The analysis 
of the results from Spain in more detail shows that, surprisingly, only 
20% storage is used because gas withdrawal is limited by a low daily 
deliverability due to the type of underground storage existing in the 
country [41]. 

• Cases 4, 5 and 6 (20% instead of 50% initial storage). 
As indicated in the description of the case studies, the calculations 

made in three new scenarios are repeated assuming that the UGS in-
ventory status is 20% instead of 50% at the beginning of the fourteen- 
day study period. 

The mathematical tool provides the best possible solution to meet the 
demand, optimising the management of all capacities of the European 
natural gas system. As expected, the results clearly showed an increased 
use of available resources (see Table 8) and cross-border capacities be-
tween the countries of the system (see Table 9). In particular, UGS would 
be intensively used, leaving the inventory levels of working gas of the 
storage facilities at minimum values, lower than 8%. Nevertheless, only 
10 of the 28 countries would be able to meet the national demand for 
natural gas, while five countries would not be able to meet 80% of the 
demand. Bulgaria and Bosnia would be the most affected countries, 
meeting only 50% of consumer needs during the two-week study period 
(see Fig. 5). In order to graphically present some of the findings, Fig. 6 
shows the main comparative results of the case studies. 

The analysis of Cases 2 and 5 shows some relevant differences in the 
use of cross-border interconnections from the other cases. The disrup-
tion of the Russian pipeline gas supply forces the internal gas pipelines in 
the EU system to reconfigure, reducing the use of unidirectional pipe-
lines and increasing the use of bidirectional pipelines (see Table 9). This 
shift occurs because some unidirectional pipelines of the EU system are 
designed for gas transit from Russia to other European countries. 
However, in Cases 2 and 5, bidirectional pipelines gain prominence by Ta
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compensating for the loss of the Russian supply and by rebalancing in-
ternal gas flows in the EU system with the increase in the use of UGS and 
other sources of natural gas supply. 

6. Conclusions 

This article proposed a mathematical tool to maximise the coverage 
of global demand for natural gas during a fourteen-day supply crisis in 
the European natural gas system. The tool offers collaborative solutions 
to crises spurred by political events or natural phenomena, facilitating 
strategies for the optimal use of available resources and facilities, such as 
liquefied natural gas, underground storage and cross-border in-
terconnections. The tool makes it possible to quickly update the 
decision-making process in the event of a supply crisis because its 
computation only requires seconds, while other techniques take hours or 
days to reach solutions as those based on simulation methods. 

Six case studies were applied evaluate the impact of various gas 
supply disruption scenarios considering two different levels of initial 
storage during high-demand events. The findings demonstrated the 
applicability of the proposal, identifying optimal solutions throughout 
the entire interconnected gas infrastructure. 

The mathematical model developed here can be applied to any 
interconnected gas system but is particularly relevant for the EU. Gas 
shortages can have significant economic and social effects in the EU, as it 
is highly dependent on external supplies. Therefore, the proposed tool 
offers means to meet the challenging objectives of Regulation (EU) 
2017/1938, i.e. to provide a more cooperative approach, reduce the 
impact of gas supply disruptions and address the potential vulnerabil-
ities in some member states revealed in this research for a two-week 
supply crisis. As observed in the case studies, South Eastern European 
countries are highly vulnerable to gas disruptions from Russia, while the 
Iberian Peninsula and Greece are more exposed to LNG shortages. These 
findings are quite similar to those already obtained in other studies 
developed by the European Network of Transmission System Operators 
for Gas (ENTSO-G) [47]. 

Table 6 
Breakdown of the main results by country in Case 2.   

Demand satisfied Production used LNG imports used Pipeline imports used UGS ST 100% UGS ST 50% UGS SWR 50% UGS ST final 

GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh GWh GWh/d GWh % 

Austria 7274 100% 616 100% 0  0  47,315 23,657 998 17,434 37% 
Belgium 13,066 100% 0  3143 100% 6832 100% 4092 2046 170 1475 36% 
Bosnia 145 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Bulgaria 1304 65% 42 100% 0  0  2926 1463 36 1035 35% 
Croatia 2103 100% 518 100% 0  0  2765 1383 58 1011 37% 
Czechia 7181 100% 70 100% 0  0  18,715 9358 682 6174 33% 
Denmark 1904 100% 2028 85% 0  0  6150 3075 194 2914 47% 
Estonia 291 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Finland 1415 100% 0  0  1415 41% 0 0 0 0  
France 41,684 100% 0  8610 100% 7980 100% 67,275 33,638 2205 20,964 31% 
Germany 61,138 100% 2646 100% 0  23,943 100% 130,144 65,072 6657 20,661 16% 
Greece 2510 83% 0  1050 100% 680 100% 0 0 0 0  
Hungary 8411 100% 952 100% 0  0  33,563 16,781 812 10,078 30% 
Ireland 2539 100% 1680 100% 0  0  0 0 0 0  
Italy 54,010 100% 2394 100% 3801 100% 23,730 100% 93,787 46,894 2703 30,566 33% 
Latvia 873 100% 0  0  0  12,760 6380 287 4925 39% 
Lithuania 1256 100% 0  854 100% 0  0 0 0 0  
Macedonia 130 61% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Netherlands 27,560 100% 27,104 100% 1387 45% 0  75,399 37,700 2400 24,247 32% 
Poland 10,324 99% 1036 100% 1106 100% 0  16,601 8300 528 3179 19% 
Portugal 3121 100% 0  2492 100% 0  1785 893 78 606 34% 
Romania 7207 82% 4396 100% 0  0  16,329 8165 315 4593 28% 
Serbia 1160 100% 211 100% 0  0  2265 1133 52 877 39% 
Slovakia 3769 100% 0  0  0  18,003 9002 436 6748 37% 
Slovenia 635 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
Spain 19,864 100% 42 100% 13,377 100% 7368 72% 15,810 7905 129 7293 46% 
Switzerland 2896 100% 0  0  0  0 0 0 0  
UK 50,796 100% 28,098 100% 11,515 100% 12,550 60% 25,406 12,703 1324 8958 35%  

TOTAL 334,566 99% 71,833 100% 47,335 97% 84,498 86% 591,090 295,548 20,064 173,738 29%  

Fig. 4. Demand met by country in Case 2 study.  
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Given the dynamic nature of demand, production, storage and 
network flows, it is challenging to establish contingency plans in 
advance for all possible scenarios during a supply crisis. In fact, it may be 
necessary to continuously update the actions to be taken on the infra-
structure, even if the crisis continues for an extended period. The 
cooperative solution resulting from the proposed mathematical model 
would enable rapid recovery of transnational gas infrastructures after a 

Table 7 
Breakdown of the main results by country in Case 3.   

Demand satisfied Production used LNG imports used Pipeline imports used UGS ST 100% UGS ST 50% UGS SWR 50% UGS ST final 

GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh GWh GWh/d GWh % 

Austria 7274 100% 616 100% 0 0% 0  47,315 23,657 998 19,212 41% 
Belgium 13,066 100% 0  0 0% 6832 100% 4092 2046 170 1538 38% 
Bosnia 145 100% 0  0 0% 0  0 0 0 0  
Bulgaria 1997 100% 42 100% 0 0% 2580 24% 2926 1463 36 1293 44% 
Croatia 2103 100% 518 100% 0 0% 0  2765 1383 58 1035 37% 
Czechia 7181 100% 70 100% 0 0% 0  18,715 9358 682 7059 38% 
Denmark 1904 100% 2029 85% 0 0% 0  6150 3075 194 2921 47% 
Estonia 291 100% 0  0 0% 291 43% 0 0 0 0  
Finland 1415 100% 0  0 0% 1415 41% 0 0 0 0  
France 41,684 100% 0  0 0% 7980 100% 67,275 33,638 2205 15,976 24% 
Germany 61,138 100% 2646 100% 0 0% 45,926 100% 130,144 65,072 6657 30,127 23% 
Greece 2210 73% 0  0 0% 680 100% 0 0 0 0  
Hungary 8411 100% 952 100% 0 0% 7702 91% 33,563 16,781 812 15,831 47% 
Ireland 2539 100% 1680 100% 0 0% 0  0 0 0 0  
Italy 54,010 100% 2394 100% 0 0% 23,730 100% 93,787 46,894 2703 32,592 35% 
Latvia 873 100% 0  0 0% 873 35% 12,760 6380 287 6380 50% 
Lithuania 1256 100% 0  0 0% 1256 28% 0 0 0 0  
Macedonia 212 100% 0  0 0% 0  0 0 0 0  
Netherlands 27,560 100% 27,104 100% 0 0% 0  75,399 37,700 2400 28,145 37% 
Poland 10,474 100% 1036 100% 0 0% 11,658 62% 16,601 8300 528 6561 40% 
Portugal 1274 41% 0  0 0% 0  1785 893 78 145 8% 
Romania 8781 100% 4396 100% 0 0% 4385 85% 16,329 8165 315 7642 47% 
Serbia 1160 100% 211 100% 0 0% 0  2265 1133 52 955 42% 
Slovakia 3769 100% 0  0 0% 8236 28% 18,003 9002 436 7375 41% 
Slovenia 635 100% 0  0 0% 0  0 0 0 0  
Spain 13,840 70% 42 100% 0 0% 10,248 100% 15,810 7905 129 6295 40% 
Switzerland 2896 100% 0  0 0% 0  0 0 0 0  
UK 50,796 100% 28,098 100% 0 0% 20,987 100% 25,406 12,703 1324 9233 36%  

TOTAL 328,894 97% 71,834 100% 0 0% 154,779 77% 591,090 295,548 20,064 200,315 34%  

Table 8 
Main results of the case studies.   

Demand satisfied Production used LNG imports used Pipeline imports used UGS final 

GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh % GWh % 

Case 1 Base case, UGS level at 50% 337,583 100% 71,836 100% 47,165 96% 138,606 69% 220,931 37% 
Case 2 Disruption from Russia, UGS level at 50% 334,566 99% 71,833 100% 47,335 97% 84,498 86% 173,738 29% 
Case 3 LNG disruption, UGS level at 20% 328,894 97% 71,834 100% 0 0% 154,779 77% 200,315 34% 
Case 4 Base case, UGS level at 20% 337,583 100% 71,830 100% 47,329 97% 143,463 72% 47,926 8% 
Case 5 Disruption from Russia, UGS level at 20% 327,797 97% 71,929 100% 49,000 100% 191,689 96% 9053 2% 
Case 6 LNG disruption, UGS level at 20% 326,759 97% 71,835 100% 0 0% 166,150 83% 35,268 6%  

Fig. 5. Demand met by country in Case Study 5.  Fig. 6. Comparative results of the case studies.  
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partial or total outage caused by intentional threats, technical failures or 
natural disasters. In this way, the proposal could be helpful for trans-
mission system operators, public authorities, utilities and other stake-
holders. Moreover, measures taken for the security and resilience of gas 
systems could also benefit electrical infrastructure and minimise 
cascading effects across the energy sector as natural gas and power 
systems become increasingly interconnected. 
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Table 9 
Average daily use of cross-border capacities.   

Unidirectional Bidirectional Average 

GWh/d % GWh/d % % 

Capacity max 11,558  4674   
Capacity min   − 7453   

Case 1 6193 54% 1661 36% 37% 
− 897 12% 

Case 2 5603 48% 2709 58% 36% 
− 233 3% 

Case 3 6418 56% 1342 29% 39% 
− 1517 20% 

Case 4 6283 54% 1588 34% 38% 
− 1060 14% 

Case 5 5251 45% 2975 64% 36% 
− 284 4% 

Case 6 6539 57% 928 20% 40% 
− 2067 28%  
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A B S T R A C T

Power flow analyses are essential for the correct operation of power grids, however, electricity systems
are becoming increasingly complex to analyze with the conventional numerical methods. The present work
proposes a typed graph neural network based approach to solve the power flow problem. The neural networks
are trained on benchmark power grid cases which are modified by varying the injections (load and generation),
branch characteristics and topology. The solution to the power flow analysis is found when all voltage values
are known. The proposed system infers the voltage magnitude and phase and is trained so that the obtained
values minimize the violation of the physical laws that govern the system, this way the training is achieved in
an unsupervised manner. The proposed solver has linear time complexity and is able to generalize to grids with
considerably different conditions, including size, from the grids available during training. Though the training
is unsupervised and does not suppose any ground truth data, the solutions obtained are found to have a close
correlation with the conventional Newton–Raphson method. The results are additionally validated by finding
the root mean square deviation from the Newton–Raphson method, and the faster, though less accurate, DC
approximation method.
. Introduction

For correct power system operation, power flow analyses must
e executed frequently, as they are necessary for many procedures
uch as power systems planning, security assessment, management and
ptimization, Glover et al. (2012). Conventionally, the power flow
nalysis is carried out by determining and solving a set of non-linear
lgebraic equations with iterative numerical analysis methods; most
nown methods of this type have been tested at some point to solve
he power flow problem, Stott (1974) and van Amerongen (1989). In
ecent years both the importance and complexity of software modeling
f the electrical grid have increased due to higher electrical demand
nd the need to increase the sustainability of the conventional power
rid, Smith et al. (2022). These issues arise from the ambitious, yet nec-
ssary, goals for emission reduction. Electrification of diverse energy
ectors, such as heating and transport, has become a strategy for decar-
onization, this phenomenon has consequently increased the demand
nd the dependence on electricity, Xie et al. (2021). In parallel, the use
f variable renewable energy sources (VRES), such as solar and wind,
s expanding. VRES are non-dispatchable and require power systems
o become more flexible; they may cause loading in sections of the
rid where it is usually not expected and cause instability, Babatunde
t al. (2020). Many of the methods currently used for power system
odeling were developed before widespread integration of VRES and

he electrification of transport and heating, furthermore, most are

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: lopez.200916947@gmail.com (T.B. Lopez-Garcia), jadona@unizar.es (J.A. Domínguez-Navarro).

computationally intensive. The increasing complexity of the electricity
system may become too convoluted to describe in a timely and precise
manner with conventional PF analysis approaches, thus requiring the
investigation of new tools for power system modeling (Tovar-Facio
et al., 2021).

With the emergence of artificial intelligence, many systems such
as decision trees, neural networks and fuzzy logic methods have been
applied to power system problems, Vankayala and Rao (1993) and
Lopez-Garcia et al. (2020). Amongst these approaches, artificial neural
networks (NNs) have shown promise to a certain extent, due to their
ability to synthesize complex mappings accurately and rapidly, along
with the possibility to continuously learn. However, most NNs used for
power system modeling, such as in Hu et al. (2021) and Fikri et al.
(2018), implement multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). MLPs usually suffer
from local minima and over-fitting issues, in addition to not scaling
well to larger power grids; MLP based models cannot be used for grids
of different size or configuration from the ones they are trained on.

Recently, graph neural networks (GNNs) have gained popularity for
learning structured data and transferring learned information beyond
training conditions (Battaglia et al., 2018). These methods convey
strong relational inductive biases by establishing the GNN architecture
directly on the structure of the analyzed system, which guides these
approaches towards learning not only about the elements of the system,
but also the relationships between them. By basing the proposed solver
on GNNs, several advantages are introduced, such as scaling well to
ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.engappai.2022.105567
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larger power grids, and having the ability to generalize decently on
grids of different size and configuration from the grids seen during
training.

There are a few other works that apply GNNs (or NNs in general)
for power grid analysis. The work in Owerko et al. (2020) uses GNNs
but is based on imitation learning, and thus the GNN is burdensome to
train and does not generalize well outside similar cases to those seen in
training. A pioneering work by Donon et al. (2020) also applies GNNs,
and training is carried out in an unsupervised manner, however the
model is complicated and does not consider changes in grid topology
during training.

The proposed model presents a simple GNN based solver to calculate
the AC power flow in a way that allows to solve many different scenar-
ios in parallel, considering the continuously changing balance between
energy supply and demand, and does this in linear time as opposed
to the exponential time needed for conventional methods that solve
Jacobian matrices. The proposed solver is based on a generalization
of GNNs called typed graph networks (TGNs) (Avelar et al., 2019),
which allows different types of elements to be defined instead of the
usual nodes and edges. The use of TGNs allows to obtain more faithful
representations of the different elements present in electrical grids, such
as the branches and the different types of buses, by considering each of
them as different node types in the corresponding graph representation.
Like other GNN based models, the presented solver can generalize to
electrical grids of different sizes and parameters, yet it additionally
considers changes in the grid topology during training, making it
specially adequate for analyzing different scenarios of possible line
outages, which is essential for security assessments. Additionally, the
training is carried out in an unsupervised manner, applying physics-
informed neural networks by incorporating information of the physical
system in the loss function and aiming to minimize the violation of
the physical laws that govern the system, thus eliminating the time
consuming need of solving the training cases beforehand with other
solvers to produce targets. The solver is modular in nature, allowing to
connect different node types in any desired configuration. Additionally
the time complexity of the proposed solver is linear, in contrast with
common methods, such as the Newton–Raphson, which has exponential
time complexity.

In summary, the proposed method consists of a TGN based sys-
tem that abstracts the relationship between the different elements
in the electrical grid to solve the steady state power flow problem
for dynamical networks, i.e. considering different grid configurations,
injections and branch characteristics. Thus, the presented work presents
a valuable step towards developing a machine learning based system
that is able to assist in analyzing flexible electrical grids of increasing
complexity, while improving speed and reducing the computational
burden of essential power flow analyses.

2. Preliminaries

In this section the basic components and power flow formulation
are described, along with a general description of TGNs, which are the
basis of the proposed model and solver. The description of the variables
used to describe the electrical grid can be found in Table 1, and the
definition of the main components used in the proposed solver are
found in Table 2.

2.1. Power flow formulation

This work focuses on solving the power flow problem of power
grids in a steady-state condition. Power grids are basically formed by
buses, branches, loads and generators. The buses are the nodes to which
the other elements are connected. Branches connect two buses and are
modeled internally using the standard 𝜋 transmission line model. The
branch series impedance is given by the complex value: 𝑧𝑘 = 𝑟𝑘 + 𝑖𝑥𝑘,

where the resistance of the branch model constitutes the real part, and

2

Table 1
Power grid nomenclature.

Variable Units Definition

𝑛 – Bus ID index
𝑚 – Generator bus ID index
𝑘 – Branch ID index
from𝑘 – Sender bus ID of branch 𝑘
to𝑘 – Receiver bus ID of branch 𝑘
𝑉𝑛 kV Voltage magnitude at bus 𝑛
𝜃𝑛 rad Voltage phase at bus 𝑛
𝑃𝑑𝑛 MW Active power load at bus 𝑛
𝑄𝑑𝑛 MVAr Reactive power load at bus 𝑛
𝑃𝑔𝑚 MW Active power generation at generation bus 𝑚
𝑉 𝑔𝑚 kV Voltage magnitude setpoint at generation bus 𝑚
𝑟𝑘 Ω Series resistance for branch 𝑘
𝑥𝑘 Ω Series reactance for branch 𝑘
𝑏𝑘 𝑆 Total line charging susceptance for branch 𝑘
𝜏𝑘 – Transformer tap ratio
𝜃shift
𝑘 rad Transformer phase shift

the equivalent reactance, the imaginary part. The shunt susceptance of
the equivalent branch model is represented by 𝑏𝑘; this general model
can include an ideal phase shifting transformer located at the sender
end of the branch. The objective of the power flow analysis is to
determine the voltage magnitude and phase at all buses for a given
load, generation, and grid configuration state.

The power that flows through the grid depends on the power
imbalances at the buses and the impedance of the branches, while
the power balance at each bus is determined by the possible loads,
generators and branches attached to it. Loads and generators constitute
the external injections of the power grid, loads as a specified power
demand, and generators as a specified power source. Given the grid
topology, the specified values of the injections and line characteristics,
the proposed power flow solver computes the resulting voltages in
the buses and hence the current flow through the branches can be
determined. The relationship between the branch characteristics, the
voltages of the buses and the currents is given by:
[

𝑖from𝑘
𝑖to𝑘

]

= 𝑌𝑏𝑟,𝑘

[

𝑣from𝑘
𝑣to𝑘

]

(1)

where 𝑖from𝑘
and 𝑖to𝑘 represent the complex current injections at the

ender and receiver sides of branch 𝑘, respectively; 𝑣from𝑘
and 𝑣to𝑘 are

he complex voltage values at the sender and receiver sides of branch
, respectively; the 𝑘 branch admittance matrix 𝑌𝑏𝑟,𝑘 given by:

𝑏𝑟,𝑘 =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

(

𝑦𝑘 + 𝑖 𝑏𝑘2
)

1
𝜏2𝑘

−𝑦𝑘
1

𝜏𝑘𝑒
−𝑖𝜃shift

𝑘

−𝑦𝑘
1

𝜏𝑘𝑒
−𝑖𝜃shift

𝑘
𝑦𝑘 + 𝑖 𝑏𝑘2

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(2)

where the series admittance element 𝑦𝑘 is denoted by 𝑦𝑘 = 1
𝑧𝑘

.
It should be noted that before the load flow is solved, the network

osses are unknown, thus, a generator bus, called the slack bus, is
esignated to compensate for these losses. The voltage magnitude and
hase are given beforehand for the chosen slack bus (𝑛 = 0), and

the power needed to compensate for the total grid losses must be
determined. In addition to the slack bus, two other types of buses are
defined: 𝑃𝑉 buses constitute the set of buses directly connected to a
generator (that are not the slack bus); the remaining non-generation
buses are classified as 𝑃𝑄 buses. For each 𝑃𝑉 bus 𝑛𝑃𝑉 , the voltage
magnitude is given by 𝑉 𝑔𝑛𝑃𝑉 and the generated active power is given
by 𝑃𝑔𝑛𝑃𝑉 ; for these buses the voltage phase 𝜃𝑛𝑃𝑉 , and the generated
reactive power 𝑄𝑔𝑛𝑃𝑉 , must be determined. For each 𝑃𝑄 bus 𝑛𝑃𝑄, the
active and reactive powers are given by: 𝑃𝑛𝑃𝑄 = −𝑃𝑑𝑛𝑃𝑄 and 𝑄𝑛𝑃𝑄 =
−𝑄𝑑𝑛𝑃𝑄 ; for these buses both voltage magnitude and phase, 𝑉𝑛𝑃𝑄 and
𝜃𝑛𝑃𝑄 , must be found.

For a solution to be obtained, the power balance in all nodes must
be achieved by solving a non-linear equation system of the form 𝛥𝑆 = 0,
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Fig. 1. Relationship between a power grid toy example and the corresponding TGN layer.
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Table 2
Proposed solver components.

Component Definition

 A graph
𝜁 Set of node types
𝑖 Set of type 𝑖 nodes
𝑑𝑖 Embedding dimension of type 𝑖 nodes
𝐀 Adjacency matrix
𝐿 Total message passing iterations
𝑇 Total TGN layers

which is deconstructed into nodal power balance equations as functions
of unknown voltage values, as shown below for a bus 𝑛:

𝛥𝑃𝑛(𝑉𝑛, 𝜃𝑛) = 𝑃𝑔𝑛 − 𝑃𝑑𝑛 − Re

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

∑

𝑘∈ (𝑛)
𝑛=from𝑘

𝑖from𝑘
+

∑

𝑘∈ (𝑛)
𝑛=to𝑘

𝑖to𝑘

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⋅ 𝑣𝑛

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(3)

𝛥𝑄𝑛(𝑉𝑛, 𝜃𝑛) = 𝑄𝑔𝑛 −𝑄𝑑𝑛 − Im

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

∑

𝑘∈ (𝑛)
𝑛=from𝑘

𝑖from𝑘
+

∑

𝑘∈ (𝑛)
𝑛=to𝑘

𝑖to𝑘

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

⋅ 𝑣𝑛

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(4)

here 𝑘 ∈  (𝑛) represents all the branches that are connected to bus
.

There are 𝑁𝑝𝑣 + 2𝑁𝑝𝑞 voltage values that must be found (only
hase for 𝑃𝑉 buses and both phase and magnitude for 𝑃𝑄 buses),
here 𝑁𝑝𝑣 and 𝑁𝑝𝑞 are the number of 𝑃𝑉 and 𝑃𝑄 buses, respectively.
fterwards, 𝑁𝑝𝑣 + 1 reactive power balance equations are solved to

ind the generator reactive power injections, and this way all unknown
ariables are found.

.2. Typed graph networks

It results straightforward to represent a power grid as a graph, the
pproach taken in this work is illustrated with a toy example in Fig. 1.
he toy power grid shown in Fig. 1(a) includes 𝑃𝑉 , 𝑃𝑄 and slack
odes, the branches that connect them and the external injections;
ig. 1(b) shows how the proposed solver architecture is directly related
o the grid structure. The goal of the presented system is to infer the
oltage values by representing the power grid as graph structured data
nd learning the relationships between the different elements; in other
ords, the proposed system takes a relational data graph as input,
nd outputs nodal voltage predictions. To achieve said goal, TGNs are
mployed; a brief description is found below.

Normally, a graph is defined as  = ( , ), with  = {1,… , 𝑁} a
inite set of nodes, and  = {1,… , 𝐾} ⊆  ×  a set of edges defined
s nodal pairs. In a single sample of a graph signal, an input vector

from the graph input 𝐱 ∈ R𝑁 is assigned to each node in  . The
𝑛

3

raph structure, or topology of the graph, is represented in matrix form,
ypically by an adjacency matrix 𝐀 ∈ R𝑁×𝑁 , defined as:

𝑖,𝑗 =

{

1, if (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 
0 otherwise

(5)

The generally accepted graph network model proposed by Battaglia
t al. (2018) projects the nodes, edges, and possibly the entire graph to
𝑑-dimensional space. The nodal embedded states iteratively add infor-
ation from their 𝑘-hop neighborhood over numerous message-passing

teps, in which nodes are updated as a function of the embedded values
f neighboring nodes and their own previous state. Information is
ropagated between nodes, edges and possibly the whole graph (Gilmer
t al., 2017). The broadcasting of signals on the graph is computed
s a series of local operations, commonly matrix multiplications with
djacency matrices are employed. Taking 𝑧(𝑙)𝑛 ∈ R𝑑 as the embedded
tate of node 𝑛 on iteration 𝑙, the embedding, updating and outputting
teps are:

𝐳(0) = 𝐱 (6)
(𝑙+1) = 𝑓

(

𝐳(𝑙), �̄�
)

(7)

𝐳(𝐿) = 𝐲 (8)

here 𝐳 represents the embedded state of the graph, 𝐲 the nodal
rediction output, 𝑓 a non-linear state update function that depends
n the accumulated messages of neighboring nodes and the previous
tate of the nodes themselves; �̄� = 𝐀 + , with  as the identity
atrix, is an adjacency matrix augmented with self loops (to allow the

ncorporation of information from the nodes themselves, and not just
rom neighboring nodes) (Kipf and Welling, 2017).

The elements of the power grid are related through the grid topol-
gy, and the state of the grid depends on both external injections and
his configuration, it is thus evident that a natural correspondence
etween power grids and graph networks exists. However, the defined
us types are fundamentally different in that each has different char-
cteristics and a different number of expected outputs. Furthermore,
he branch characteristics are important factors in determining the
esulting voltages, such that they cannot be treated as simple edges,
ut are not expected to produce an output. In essence, the different grid
lements should be treated as distinct node types, as shown in Fig. 1(b).

TGNs are a generalization of GNNs, in that instead of defining
odes and edges as the graph elements, the concept of node types is
dopted. This way the edges can be defined as a type of node, and a
inite number of additional node types can be designated. This outlook
resents several advantages; each node type can have different output,
rojected state dimensions, and update function parameters.

This way a relevant difference with respect to conventional GNNs is
he way the message-passing and update iterations are computed. For a
GN with a 𝜁 set of node types, message passing functions are defined
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for node types that have at least one pair of adjacent nodes, to compute
messages from one projection dimension to the other:

 = {𝜇 ∶ R𝑑𝑗 → R𝑑𝑖
| 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝜁, 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 ≠ 𝟎} (9)

The outputs from the message passing functions are propagated via
atrix multiplication with adjacency matrices that indicate the sparsity
attern between the different node types, e.g. an adjacency matrix
etween types 𝑖 and 𝑗 nodes is represented as 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 ∈ R𝑑𝑖×𝑑𝑗 . For each
ode type 𝑖, their corresponding update function, 𝜙𝑖 concatenates their
revious state with the propagated messages from neighboring node
ypes, such that:

𝑖 ∶ R𝑑𝑖+𝐷𝑖 → R𝑑𝑖 (10)

𝑖 =
∑

𝜇∶R𝑑𝑗 →R𝑑𝑖
𝑗∈ (𝑖)

𝑑𝑖 (11)

here  (𝑖) represents the set of all node types that directly interact
ith type 𝑖 nodes, and 𝐷𝑖 is the dimension of the final accumulation
f messages that are concatenated from the neighboring node types.
hus the update function input for each node consists of the final
ccumulation of messages concatenated with their previous node state.

This way, the TGN structure takes as input a feature vector for every
ode of every node type, i.e. 𝐱𝑖 ∈ R𝑓𝑖 , for a node type 𝑖, where 𝑓𝑖 is

the dimension of the input features. All nodes are projected to their
corresponding embedding space through a linear function, 𝛾𝑖 ∶ 𝐱𝑖 →
𝐳𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑖 . Then message passing and node update functions are repeated
iteratively for 𝐿 message passing steps. The nodal outputs are obtained
from a final mapping, 𝜑𝑖 ∶ 𝐳𝑖 → 𝐲𝑖 ∈ R𝑜𝑖 ; where 𝑜𝑖 is the desired output
dimension for 𝑖 type nodes.

3. Methodology

In this section a description of how the TGN framework is applied
to solve the power flow problem is presented. It is shown that by
training four small MLPs, the power flow problem can be solved in
linear time, robust to changes in topology (in particular to single
branch line outages) and different branch characteristics. The training
is not supervised, but physics-informed, and the solver architecture is
modular in nature. First a description of the proposed TGN based model
is reported, and then the training mechanism is explained.

3.1. TGN based power flow solver

In the proposed method, a predefined number 𝑇 of TGN layers is
used to iteratively approximate the missing voltage values at every
node of the power grid. The message passing and update functions, 𝜇
and 𝜙, are small fully connected neural networks; their parameters are
the only ones that must be learned. These functions are the same for
all nodes of the same type in the same layer, supporting the concept of
combinatorial generalization, this way, the same TGN architecture can
operate with input graphs of different sizes and shapes.

While the embedding, message passing, update and output functions
of each TGN layer are independently parameterized, the layers are
structurally the same; each one is defined by four types of nodes:
branch nodes (𝐸) to include branch characteristics, 𝑃𝑉 nodes (𝑃𝑉 )
for generator buses, 𝑃𝑄 nodes (𝑃𝑄) for load buses, and slack nodes
(𝑆 ) for slack buses. Different input features are defined for each type
of node, as shown below for a layer 𝑡:

𝐱𝑃𝑉

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑉𝑖(𝑡)
𝜃𝑖(𝑡)
𝛥𝑃𝑖(𝑡)
𝑄𝑔𝑖(𝑡),

𝐱𝑃𝑄

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑉𝑗 (𝑡)
𝜃𝑗 (𝑡)
𝛥𝑃𝑗 (𝑡)
𝛥𝑄𝑗 (𝑡),

𝐱𝑆

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎩

𝑉𝑠
𝜃𝑠
𝑃𝑔𝑠(𝑡)
𝑄𝑔𝑠(𝑡),

𝐱𝐸

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

𝜌(𝑟𝑘, 𝑥𝑘)
𝛿(𝑟𝑘, 𝑥𝑘)
𝑏𝑘

(12)
∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑉 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝑄, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 , ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐸
 c

4

As was mentioned in Section 2.1, the branch series impedance is
given by the complex value: 𝑧𝑘 = 𝑟𝑘 + 𝑖𝑥𝑘 = |

|

𝑧𝑘||∠𝜑, however, making
reference to the conventional admittance matrix, the branches admit-
tance magnitude and phase are chosen as features. The admittance is
given by: 𝑦𝑘 = 1

𝑧𝑘
= 1

|𝑧𝑘|
∠−𝜑 = 𝜌∠𝛿. Defining the magnitude and phase

of the series admittance of each branch as 𝜌 and 𝛿, respectively, the first
two branch node features are thus established as:

𝜌(𝑟𝑘, 𝑥𝑘) =
1

√

𝑟2𝑘 + 𝑥2𝑘

(13)

𝛿(𝑟𝑘, 𝑥𝑘) = − arctan(
𝑥𝑘
𝑟𝑘

) (14)

The last branch node feature 𝑏𝑘 corresponds to the total line
charging susceptance. These branch input features remain unchanged
throughout all TGN layers. Concerning the other features, the rotating
angle of the buses is measured relative to the chosen slack bus, as
is common in power flow analyses, i.e. 𝜃𝑛 = 𝜃𝑠, ∀𝑛 ∈

(

𝑃𝑉
⋃

𝑃𝑄
)

.
Apart from this, an initial ‘flat’ guess of voltage magnitude values is
established, with 𝑉𝑗 = 1 (per unit), ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝑄. This initial voltage state
is used for the first TGN layer, and the following TGN layers receive the
voltage approximation of the previous layer; after each approximation,
the power balance error (𝛥𝑃 and 𝛥𝑄) is calculated at each bus and is
used as part of the input features for the next TGN layer. The reactive
power at generator buses is locally compensated, such that 𝛥𝑄𝑗 = 0,
this does not provide additional information and is thus excluded from
the 𝑃𝑉 input features. A similar situation happens with the slack
node where both active and reactive powers are compensated; thus, the
calculated powers generations are used as input features. Furthermore,
the same adjacency matrices are used for every layer of the TGN based
solver since the configuration of the power grid is not altered between
layers.

For the message-passing steps three distinct adjacency matrices are
defined: between 𝐸 nodes and 𝑃𝑉 , 𝑃𝑄 and 𝑆 nodes, as shown
n Eq. (15). Only three adjacency matrices are needed because bus
ype nodes cannot be directly connected to each other, but instead are
lways connected through branch type nodes. The adjacency matrices
ay be transposed depending on whether information is moving from
branch node to a bus node, or vice versa.

𝑃𝑉 , 𝐸 ∈ R|𝑃𝑉 |×|𝐸 |

𝐀𝑃𝑄, 𝐸 ∈ R|𝑃𝑄|×|𝐸 | (15)
𝐀𝑆, 𝐸 ∈ R1×|𝐸 |

A predefined number 𝐿 of message passing and state update steps
s set; for this procedure, the same NNs 𝜇 and 𝜙, are applied at each
teration to propagate and aggregate information across the graph,
nd update the graph state. At the final update step, each node has
hared information with neighboring nodes 𝐿−hops away (Battaglia
t al., 2018). This iterative message-passing and updating process is
llustrated in Fig. 2. The output of each TGN layer is obtained by
ecoding the final states of the 𝑃𝑉 and 𝑃𝑄 node types. The layer
utputs correspond to the inferred change in voltage values, 𝛥𝑉 and
𝜃, with respect to the input voltage values, for the corresponding TGN

ayer, as shown below:

𝑃𝑉

{

𝛥𝜃𝑖 , 𝐲𝑃𝑄

{

𝛥𝑉𝑗
𝛥𝜃𝑗

, (16)

𝑖 ∈ 𝑃𝑉 , ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑃𝑄

The voltage values after every TGN layer are updated by:

̂ (𝑡 + 1) = 𝛥𝑉 + 𝑉 (𝑡) (17)

�̂�(𝑡 + 1) = 𝛥𝜃 + �̂�(𝑡) (18)

With the updated voltage values, Eqs. (3) and (4) are used to
alculate the power balance error in each bus, the reactive power
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compensation in generator buses, and both active and reactive power
compensation in the slack bus. If the last layer has not been reached, the
voltage values and power balance error values are used to determine
the graph input for the next TGN layer, otherwise, they are used to
evaluate the cost function. The iterative portion of the proposed power
solver structure is summarized by Algorithm 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3.
If the model is being trained, the final voltage inference is used with the
power equilibrium equations to calculate the loss function and then the
Adam optimization algorithm is applied to find new NN parameters, as
is explained in Section 3.3. If the model is not being trained, the process
ends with the final voltage inference values.

Algorithm 1 TGN based PF solver

Require:  =
⋃

𝑖∈𝜁
𝑖, 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 ∈ R𝑑𝑖×𝑑𝑗

|𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝜁 , 𝜁 = {𝑃𝑉 , 𝑃𝑄, 𝑆, 𝐸}

Input:  = grid state (injections, branch characteristics,
topology)

1: 𝑉 (0)
𝑃𝑄 = 1, �̂�(0)𝑃𝑉 ,𝑃𝑄 = 0 ⊳ Flat start

2: 𝑡 = 0
3: while 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇 do ⊳ Iterate over a predefined number of TGN layers
4: 𝛥𝑃 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑔 − 𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑏𝑢𝑠(𝑉 (𝑡), �̂�(𝑡)) ⊳ Power balance error
5: 𝛥𝑄(𝑡) = 𝑄𝑔 −𝑄𝑑 −𝑄𝑏𝑢𝑠(𝑉 (𝑡), �̂�(𝑡))
6: for each 𝑖 ∈ 𝜁 do ⊳ For all node types
7: 𝐱𝑖 = 𝐟𝑖(𝑉 (𝑡), �̂�(𝑡), 𝛥𝑃 (𝑡), 𝛥𝑄(𝑡),) ⊳ Input features: 𝐱𝑖 ∈ R𝑁𝑖×𝑓𝑖

8: 𝐳(0)𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖(𝐱𝑖) ⊳ Node embedding: 𝐳𝑖 ∈ R𝑁𝑖×𝑑𝑖

9: 𝑙 = 0
0: while 𝑙 ≤ 𝐿 do ⊳ 𝐿 message-passing steps
1: �̄�𝑖 = concat

(

𝐴𝑖,𝑗 ⋅ 𝜇𝑖
(

𝐳(𝑙)𝑗
))

,∀𝑗 ∈  (𝑖) ⊳ Message
aggregation

2: 𝐳(𝑙+1)𝑖 = 𝜙𝑖

(

𝐳(𝑙)𝑖 , �̄�𝑖
)

⊳ Update ∀𝑖 ≠ 𝑆
3: 𝑙 ← 𝑙 + 1

14: end while
15: end for
16: 𝑉 (𝑡)

𝑃𝑉 = 𝜑𝑃𝑉

(

𝐳(𝐿)𝑃𝑉

)

⊳ Outputs: 𝐲𝑖 ∈ R𝑁𝑖×𝑜𝑖

17: 𝑉 (𝑡)
𝑃𝑄, �̂�

(𝑡)
𝑃𝑄 = 𝜑𝑃𝑄

(

𝐳(𝐿)𝑃𝑄

)

𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1
18: end while

Output: �̂�(𝑇 )𝑃𝑉 , 𝑉
(𝑇 )
𝑃𝑄 , �̂�(𝑇 )𝑃𝑄 ⊳ Final voltage inference

3.2. Model computational complexity

Each TGN layer is composed of four main functions: encoding,
message passing, updating and decoding. The four functions are defined
by small MLPs, with either one or two layers. All MLPs with two layers
have one layer with a hyperbolic tangent activation function, and a
linear layer; the MLPs with a single layer are linear. Different instances
of the encoding MLPs are defined for each of the four node types (𝑃𝑉 ,
𝑃𝑄, 𝐸 , 𝑆 ); these MLPs have a single layer of size 𝑓𝑥 × 𝑑𝑥 for each
ode type 𝑥, where 𝑓𝑥 and 𝑑𝑥 are the corresponding feature vector size
nd embedding dimension, respectively. Five message passing functions
re defined: two to exchange information to and from 𝑃𝑉 and 𝐸 ,
wo to exchange information between  and  , and one for passing
𝑃𝑄 𝐸 T

5

nformation from 𝑆 to adjacent 𝐸 nodes. The message passing MLPs
ave two layers, the first of size 𝑑𝐼𝑁 × 𝑑𝐼𝑁 , and the second of size
𝐼𝑁 × 𝑑𝑂𝑈𝑇 . When a type 𝑥 node casts information unto a type 𝑦 node
𝑥 → 𝑦), 𝑑𝐼𝑁 and 𝑑𝑂𝑈𝑇 represent the embedding size of the type 𝑥
nd type 𝑦 nodes, respectively. Only 𝑃𝑉 , 𝑃𝑄 and 𝐸 are updated; 𝑆
odes pass their corresponding information through the 𝐸 nodes but
o not need to be updated, as no information is sent to them and no
utput is required from them. 𝐸 nodes receive information from 𝑆 ,
𝑃𝑉 and 𝑃𝑄; 𝑃𝑉 and 𝑃𝑄 nodes only receive information from 𝐸 .
he aggregating and update function for 𝐸 has two layers, one of size
𝑑𝐸 + 𝑑𝑃𝑉 + 𝑑𝑃𝑄 + 𝑑𝑆 ) × 𝑑𝐸 , and the other of size 𝑑𝐸 × 𝑑𝐸 . The update
unctions for generator and load bus type nodes also have two layers,
ne of size (𝑑𝑥 + 𝑑𝐸 ) × 𝑑𝑥, and the other of size: 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑑𝑥, where 𝑥 = 𝑃𝑉
r 𝑥 = 𝑃𝑄. Only 𝑃𝑉 and 𝑃𝑄 require an output, their decode MLPs
onsist of a single layer of size 𝑑𝑥 × 𝑜𝑥, where 𝑜𝑃𝑉 = 1 and 𝑜𝑃𝑄 = 2. In
otal, each TGN layer has the following number of trainable parameters
:

= (4𝑑𝑃𝑉 + 4𝑑𝑃𝑄 + 4𝑑𝐸 + 2𝑑𝑆 )𝑑𝐸 + 3𝑑2𝑃𝑉 + 3𝑑2𝑃𝑄 + 𝑑2𝑆
+(𝐹𝑃𝑉 + 𝐺𝑃𝑉 )𝑑𝑃𝑉 + (𝐹𝑃𝑄 + 𝐺𝑃𝑄)𝑑𝑃𝑄 + 𝐹𝐸𝑑𝐸 + 𝐹𝑆𝑑𝑆 (19)

If all embedding dimensions are the same 𝑑 value, then:

= 21𝑑2 + (𝐹𝑃𝑉 + 𝐺𝑃𝑉 )𝑑 + (𝐹𝑃𝑄 + 𝐺𝑃𝑄)𝑑 + 𝐹𝐸𝑑 + 𝐹𝑆𝑑 (20)

In this particular case, for simplicity, all nodes were embedded to
he same dimension, with 𝑑 = 16, so that 𝑃 = 5648. This value is
ndependent of the size of the electrical grid.

With 𝑁𝑥 representing the cardinality of a type 𝑥 node set, the encod-
ng function for a type 𝑥 node has complexity (𝑓𝑥𝑁𝑥𝑑𝑥), and since 𝑓𝑥
nd 𝑑𝑥 are predefined constants, this translates to a (𝑁𝑥) complexity.
imilarly, each decoding and message passing function has complexity
(𝑁𝑥). The update function includes an aggregation procedure which

nvolves the multiplication of sparse adjacency matrices, with dense
atrices that represent messages passed from one type of node to

nother. The total amount of values in all sparse matrices is 2𝑁𝐸 , the
omplexity of the aggregation multiplications for a type 𝑥 node is at
ost (2𝑁𝐸𝑑𝑥). The total amount of nodes 𝑁 = 𝑁𝑃𝑉 +𝑁𝑃𝑄+𝑁𝑆 +𝑁𝐸
epends on the particular case of electrical grid, but as all operations
ave at most (𝐷𝑁) = (𝑁) complexity (with 𝐷 being some constant
ependent on the chosen hyperparameters), the time complexity of the
roposed solver is linear with respect to the size of the electrical grid.

.3. Model training

The proposed TGN solver is trained in batches, the independent NNs
f the TGN layers are trained simultaneously based on a cost function
hat only considers the final voltage inference and the resulting power
alance error. The cost function is given by:

1
𝐻

𝐻
∑

ℎ=1

(

1
𝑁

𝑁
∑

𝑛=1

(

𝛥𝑃 2
𝑛,ℎ + 𝛥𝑄2

𝑛,ℎ

)

)

(21)

here 𝑁 represents the total number of buses, and 𝐻 the total number
f samples (𝑛 and ℎ being the node and sample indices, respectively).
he gradients of this cost function with respect to the parameters of the
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Fig. 3. TGN based power solver structure.
mbedding, message-passing, update and output NNs is calculated with
he backpropagation algorithm. These gradients are used to modify the
alues of the NN parameters via the Adam optimization algorithm,
fterwards a new batch of data is introduced to the TGN model and
he process is repeated until the cost function converges to a minimum
alue. This way, as is evident, the learning is unsupervised; the goal of
he cost function is to enforce Kirchhoff’s current law by minimizing
he power balance error in all nodes.

. Numerical tests and discussion

In this section the design of the experiments performed to validate
he proposed TGN based power flow solver is described, along with the
esults obtained.

.1. Dataset

The data for all experiments is based on benchmark IEEE test
ases, similar to the default test cases available for Matpower (Zim-
erman et al., 2011); perturbations are added to the injections, branch

haracteristics and grid topology for each sample.
The information of the IEEE test cases is imported through three

wo dimensional arrays, with information for the buses, generators,
6

and branches, respectively. From the bus array, the values of the
active and reactive power demand are extracted, and a proper ID
number is assigned to each substation. Uniform noise is added to the
value of the active and reactive power loads, 𝑃𝑑 and 𝑄𝑑, so that the
resulting values vary between 50% and 150% of the original value. The
power load is restricted so that the rare case of the total load demand
being higher than the sum of the maximum power generation limits
is avoided. From the branch array, the indices of the buses at each
side of the branch is collected, as well as the resistance, reactance,
susceptance and tap ratio values of the branch. Similarly as with the
bus perturbations, uniform noise is added to these values so that they
are between 90% and 110% of the test case value. An important aspect
of the presented work is the introduction of change to the electrical grid
topology in the different samples during training of the system; to this
effect, in each sample a different random branch is disconnected. This
way both injection and topology changes are involved during training.
From the generator array, the ID of the generator bus is considered,
along with the maximum permitted active power generation and the
nominal voltage magnitude of these buses. The voltage magnitude is
uniformly sampled between 90% and 110% of the nominal value, the
active power generation is uniformly sampled between 25% and 75%
of the allowed range. All voltage magnitude values from load buses are
initialized to 1 P.U. and all voltage phase values are set to the slack bus
angle reference.
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This way, a group of objects that represent a batch of electrical grid
samples is formed. Said representation is structured so that it is ready to
be used to calculate adjacency matrices and the inputs to the proposed
TGN based model.

4.2. Model construction

In the following tests, three electrical grid sizes are employed based
on the case 30, case 57 and case 118 standard IEEE power grids. For
this reason, three instances of the proposed solver are generated, each
trained on an electrical grid of fixed size. The three instances of the
TGN based power solver share the same hyperparameters: number of
TGN layers, number of message passing and update steps, embedded
dimension of node types, and learning rate. The number of TGN lay-
ers is empirically chosen to produce a precise enough solution while
maintaining the overall size of the solver relatively small; this number
is set at 𝑇 = 15. Furthermore, to avoid the distortion of messages being
ropagated from distant nodes (Topping et al., 2022), only two message
assing and update steps are defined (𝐿 = 2) for each TGN layer. As
nce mentioned previously, the embedded dimension for all types of
odes is set to 𝑑 = 16. The optimizer used is the Tensorflow (Abadi
t al., 2015) implementation of the Adam algorithm, with a learning
ate of 1𝑒−4, and all other parameters are left with the default values.
he three instances are trained relatively quickly, with only 1250, 1500
nd 1500 learning iterations for the TGN instances trained on case 30,
ase 57 and case 118 grids, respectively.

.3. Conventional test

The first experiment consists of testing the three instances of the
roposed solver on electrical grids of the same size as the ones they are
rained on, changing power grid injections and disconnecting random
ranches. For each grid size, 20 power grid states are generated; the
orresponding TGN instance is applied to infer the missing voltage
alues at each node. To validate the obtained results, they are com-
ared with the solutions calculated with the trusted and conventional
ewton–Raphson (N–R) method using Matpower (Zimmerman et al.,
011). Because of the way the batch samples are generated, some input
amples result in non-feasible grid states that do not converge with
he N–R method, for these cases the proposed solver does infer some
olution, but in the presented results only those that converged with
he N–R method are considered.

To further explain the inference procedure, Fig. 4 shows the ab-
olute difference between the final N–R based result and the outputs
btained at distinct TGN iterations of the proposed method, for a single
ample of the case 118 grid. This way, 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 0 corresponds to the output
f the first TGN layer; 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡 represents an intermediate layer, in this case
= 7; 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑇 represents the final output, with 𝑇 = 15. The abundance of

low error vertices on the magnitude side of the first layer is due to the
quantity of generator (𝑃𝑉 ) nodes, for which the voltage magnitude is
known from the original state of the grid. As the iterations advance, it
is shown that the output of each node approaches the N–R output, even
though the learning is not supervised and the N–R result is not known
during training.

To exemplify the similarity between the resulting voltage values
obtained with the N–R method and the proposed TGN based solver
Figs. 5 to 7 illustrate the final voltage magnitude and phase results
of a single sample, obtained with the proposed TGN based solver and
the N–R method. Fig. 5 shows the results for a sample state of case 30
grids, displaying the voltage magnitude and phase of each substation
on the left and right graphs, respectively. Figs. 6 and 7 show similar
experiments for case 57 and case 118 grids, respectively. These are
purely illustrative graphs, since they only show the outputs of a single
power grid instance.

In order to show a more general perspective of the precision of

the proposed solver, Figs. 8 to 10 show scatter plots with the N–R t

7

Table 3
Voltage magnitude RMSE.

Test size

Case 30 Case 57 Case 118

DC 0.040139 0.045667 0.028195
TGN Trained on case 30 2.5092e−04 3.9902e−03 1.7344e−03
TGN Trained on case 57 8.5203e−03 2.3706e−03 2.0319e−03
TGN Trained on case 118 3.6260e−04 3.9346e−03 2.3699e−04

Table 4
Voltage phase RMSE.

Test size

Case 30 Case 57 Case 118

DC 0.012974 0.016247 0.079729
TGN Trained on case 30 2.2852e−03 0.068866 0.017480
TGN Trained on case 57 0.01229 4.4389e−03 1.2320e−03
TGN Trained on case 118 6.1418e−03 0.01686 0.010423

based solutions and the proposed solver solutions, for test batches with
20 samples. The value of the correlation coefficient between the two
results is also shown in the bottom right of the scatter plots. Fig. 8
shows the correlation between the proposed solver solution and the
N–R based solution, for magnitude (PU) on the left and for phase on
the right (radians). That is, the N–R based solutions, for all the buses
in all the samples of the test batch, are compared to the corresponding
values obtained with the proposed method. Figs. 9 and 10 show similar
plots for case 57 and case 118, respectively. In all cases, there is a
high level of correlation with all coefficients being above 0.98; the least
correlated case is the one corresponding to the voltage phase solution of
the case 118 grids. The most correlated case corresponds to the voltage
magnitude solution of the case 118 grids, although this can be partly
explained by the high rate of generator nodes in that specific case (the
voltage magnitude values are known beforehand).

4.4. Extrapolation to different grid sizes

One of the crucial points of the proposed model is the capability to
be tested on grids of different size from the ones they are trained on,
due to the graph structure representation of the system. To evaluate
the generalization performance of the proposed solver when faced with
different grid sizes, each of the three TGN instances is tested on batches
of the other two grid sizes that do not correspond to the ones they
were trained on. Each grid in the test batch is obtained as described
in Section 4.3, with varying injections, line characteristics and grid
configuration through the elimination of a random branch.

To add another point of comparison to the results, the test samples
are additionally solved using the DC approximation method, which
does not consider the reactive power in the electrical grid and uses
linear network equations that relate real power to bus voltage angles
(instead of complex bus voltages). The DC approximation is simple
and robust, and for these reasons, sometimes used for contingency or
real-time dispatch analyses (Van Hertern et al., 2006).

In Tables 3 and 4, the solutions obtained with the proposed method
and the DC approximation are compared to the results obtained with
the N–R method, which is considered the correct solution. The compar-
ison is measured using the root mean square error (RMSE):

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

√

√

√

√

∑𝐻
𝑖=1

(

∑𝑁
𝑗=1(𝑥𝑖,𝑗 − �̂�𝑖,𝑗 )2

)

𝑁𝐻
(22)

where 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 represents the solution obtained with the newton raphson
method for a bus 𝑗 at test sample 𝑖, �̂�𝑖,𝑗 represents the corresponding
solution obtained with either the DC approximation method or the
proposed TGN based method, 𝑁 represents the total number of buses
of the tested grid and 𝐻 represents the total number of samples in the
est batch.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the absolute difference between the proposed method outputs throughout the TGN layers and the final N–R based output, for a single sample of the case 118
grid, showing voltage phase difference in radians (left) and voltage magnitude in P.U. (right).

Fig. 5. Voltage magnitude and phase solutions for a single sample of the case 30 grid.

Fig. 6. Voltage magnitude and phase solutions for a single sample of the case 57 grid.
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Fig. 7. Voltage magnitude and phase solutions for a single sample of the case 118 grid.
Fig. 8. Correlation of TGN based power solver with Matpower’s Newton Raphson solution for case 30 V magnitude (left) and phase (right).
Fig. 9. Correlation of TGN based power solver with Matpower’s Newton Raphson solution for case 57 V magnitude (left) and phase (right).
Fig. 10. Correlation of TGN based power solver with Matpower’s Newton Raphson solution for case 118 V magnitude (left) and phase (right).
The first row of Table 3 shows the voltage magnitude RMSE of the
C approximation results and the N–R method results, tested on grids

rom the three different test case sizes. The following rows show the
MSE of the solutions obtained with different instances of the proposed
ethod, trained on case 30, case 57 and case 118 power grids, and

ach of them tested on all grid sizes. Table 4 is similar, but comparing
oltage phase values.

The best results for each test case are marked in bold; as would be
xpected, most of the best results are obtained from grids tested on
9

grids of the same size as the ones they were trained on. The results of
the TGN instances tested on grids of the same size as the ones they are
trained on are the same as in Section 4.3. As shown in Table 3, even
when tested on grids of different size, the proposed method performs
better than the DC approximation method when calculating voltage
magnitude, this is expected as the DC approximation method considers
all voltage magnitudes constant at 1 PU. Table 4 shows that in most
cases, the proposed TGN based method performs better than the DC
approximation when calculating voltage phase as well. At times the
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Fig. 11. Time in seconds needed to solve different numbers of power grid scenarios,
for the case of 118 buses, using the TGN based solver and the N–R based Matpower
approach.

results are very similar, like with the TGN instance trained on case
57 and tested on case 30 grids, and with the TGN instance trained
on case 118 but tested on case 57 grids. In the worst case, which is
with the TGN trained on case 30 but tested on case 57 grids, the DC
approximation obtained a smaller error, however the TGN solution is
still quite decent. As shown, the worst results are obtained when testing
the case 57 grid, this can be explained by the wide range of values
the injection parameters can take for this particular grid case, which
presents values very different from the ones seen in the other two cases.
Still, the errors in the worse case are considerably small, and it is shown
that smaller grids are able to generalize to bigger grids, and vice versa.

4.5. Time considerations

As was mentioned in Section 3.2, the time complexity of the model
is linear, and thus the calculation time does not increase as sharply
as the N–R method with respect to the size of the electrical grid. To
illustrate this, Fig. 11 shows the time in seconds needed to run a
different number of scenarios of the 118 bus test case power grid. The
number of power flow iterations is shown on a logarithmic scale. In
this case, running 𝑛 scenarios multiplies the number of inputs by 𝑛
or the proposed solver, and the scenarios are solved in parallel. With
he N–R based approach, the 𝑛 scenarios are processed sequentially. It
s shown that although for a small number of inputs the N–R based
ethod is faster, as the number of inputs grows, the time required is

ubstantially shorter with the proposed method. These considerations
how an important reduction in the time needed to carry out numerous
ower flow iterations, which in combination with the robustness to
ingle branch outages and differences in branch characteristics, make
t a beneficial tool for power grid planning and risk assessment.

. Conclusion

The proposed TGN based power flow solver takes advantage of
he intuitive connection between the electrical grid data and graph
epresentations to learn the relationships and dynamics between the
ifferent types of elements present in electrical grid models to ana-
yze power flow. An important aspect of the presented work is the
eneralization capability to infer decent results for essentially different
rids (varying injection, branch characteristics and topology). As far as
he authors know, there is no other work that solves the power flow
roblem by training neural networks with both different injections and
ifferent grid configurations. The proposed method does not imitate

ny other existing method, but rather is based on minimizing the active

10
and reactive power imbalance at each node of each sample during the
training of the parameters.

The proposed method exploits several benefits of GNNs, e.g. they
scale linearly with the number of edges and embedding size. Further-
more, since the voltage variables are not directly modified by the
proposed method, we completely avoid the computation of Jacobian
matrices and their inverse, which is necessary in the N–R method.
These two characteristics are key reasons as to why the proposed model
computation time scales in a more linear way with respect to the test
grid size than the N–R method. It is worth mentioning that the testing
of different grid sizes is not possible for conventional MLP methods, and
that these methods are inefficient for larger grids as their size depends
on the grid size, whereas the presented method does not, due to it being
based on local operations and shared modules.

Through the shown numerical tests, it is shown that the proposed
TGN based method obtains results very close to those obtained with a
conventional Newton–Raphson based method, even when the learning
is unsupervised. The tests are carried out in batches, with each sample
of the batch representing an independent electrical grid from the rest.
However, in future work, steps can be taken to capture sequentiality in
time, i.e. instead of the samples being autonomous from each other, if
each sample represents the state of the grid over a certain time duration
𝛥𝑡, then 𝐻 samples would represent the grid state evolution over a
total time of 𝐻 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡 (assuming reliable injection forecast information
is available). Additionally, the framework of the proposed model can
be improved to continuously learn and adapt to the environment.

The results presented constitute a beneficial step toward a NN based
system that can be applied for contingency analysis, real-time dis-
patch and techno-economic analyses, or as an aid to improve different
stages of power system planning, optimization, operation and control
of electrical grids.
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A B S T R A C T   

Renewable energy sources and cross-border electrical interconnections can significantly impact the security of 
the supply of power systems. This article jointly analyses the reliability and vulnerability of electrical networks to 
quantify systems’ performance by increasing and decreasing renewable resources and the degree of coupling of 
electrical infrastructures. This comparison seeks to measure the influence of renewable generation and the 
impact of interconnection lines on the operational behaviour of systems under different types of contingencies or 
disturbances. The reliability assessment is performed using PLEXOS, and the vulnerability assessment is carried 
out with a network disintegration procedure implemented in MATLAB. Here, different statistical indices of the 
networks are measured. The procedures are applied sequentially in six case studies with different generation 
mixes and interconnection lines based on the well-known IEEE RTS-96 and IEEE RTS-GMLC test networks. From 
the analysed cases, the resulting tables and graphs obtained from the simulation are presented, and the joint 
impact from the two perspectives is compared. The results obtained show that renewable sources have a greater 
impact on reliability and that electrical interconnections impact both reliability and vulnerability. These con-
clusions highlight the importance of analysing the operational security of infrastructures taking into account 
both approaches simultaneously.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, electrical power systems have become increasingly 
interconnected, complex and interdependent. Electrical networks can 
fail not only because of the complexity of their technical operation but 
also because of their interdependence with other critical systems. These 
infrastructures are often interrupted by recurring and nonrecurring 
disturbances, which significantly impact the services they provide to 
society. Recurrent disturbances correspond to asset failures or mal-
functioning of protective devices while nonrecurring disturbances 
involve extreme events such as natural disasters or pernicious human 
actions. Both events degrade system components and interrupt opera-
tions in much of the infrastructure [1]. 

More recently, the increasingly frequent adoption of renewable en-
ergy sources within power systems has brought substantial new chal-
lenges by integrating them into existing networks [2]. Renewable 
generators introduce uncertainties and expose systems to unexpected 
power outages [3]. These new problems, combined with the previous 
ones, force operators to more closely monitor the security levels of their 

electrical infrastructure to respond to these undesirable events. 
On the other hand, the coupling of two or more electrical systems 

reduces the uncertainty associated with the new energy vectors and 
facilitates the optimal management of renewable resources. However, 
the interconnection of infrastructures with different generation mixes 
also poses great challenges for independent network managers, since the 
behaviour of one of the systems could affect the operation of the other 
joint network, or an inadequate connection could seriously impact the 
operational security of the system. 

Based on the above, transmission system operators (TSO) must ask 
themselves what concepts can be used to measure the joint performance 
of electrical networks interconnected with different generation mixes 
against disturbances and contingencies, how to quantify both concepts 
in practice, and what are the similarities and differences between the 
concepts used. 

In the field of electrical engineering, reliability studies analyse the 
continuity of operations in the event of failure of one or two infra-
structure assets, while vulnerability and robustness studies assess the 
network performance against the loss of multiple assets [4,5]. The first 
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type of study is related to the system’s ability to meet customer demand, 
and the second type of study is associated with the ability to maintain, at 
least partially, the energy supply within the network [6]. Robustness is 
the inverse of vulnerability. Both are important concepts that can 
describe in a representative way the performance of the coupled elec-
trical infrastructure during and after a disturbance or contingency. 

On the one hand, a reliability study is the most appropriate tool for 
the operator to evaluate the power system’s performance, measure the 
frequency, duration and cost of interruptions, and compare different 
levels of coupling and integration of renewable energies in the infra-
structure [7,8]. The procedures for evaluating reliability are the Monte 
Carlo simulation approach and the analytical approach [9]. The first 
uses statistical information on failures and repairs of components to 
randomly verify the state of the network assets, and the second uses 
mathematical formulations to analyse the problems associated with 
reliability indices. 

On the other hand, a vulnerability or robustness study is the most 
appropriate tool for the operator to measure the infrastructure’s ca-
pacity to respond to extreme events, quantify the entire network skele-
ton’s structural performance, and identify the weakest buses that require 
significant reinforcement [10,11]. Similar to the reliability study, 
vulnerability is classified into functional vulnerability and structural 
vulnerability [12]. The first type quantifies the system’s technical and 
operational characteristics during critical contingency scenarios, and 
the second type measures the topological characteristics of the infra-
structure throughout the network disintegration process. Unlike the 
reliability procedure, the vulnerability study does not consider the 
probabilities of failure of the assets during contingency events but rather 
considers the iterative removal of all network elements. 

TSO face challenges in daily operations of electrical power systems. 
Power quality, voltage and frequency stability, generation and demand 
balance, and generation and transmission capacity problems are some of 
the main targets of network managers and planners [2]. These attributes 
in the presence of renewable energy sources must be studied to maintain 
the stability of the entire electrical network. The high penetration of 
renewable sources, therefore, creates many technical challenges in 
power systems. The general behaviour of electrical networks with 
renewable generation differs from that of systems with dispatchable 
generation. For this reason, TSOs must react instantly to the increasing 
penetration rates of renewables, modifying system planning and 
operation. 

For example, electrical networks may face failures or contingencies 
that jeopardise the normal operation of the infrastructure. Failures can 
be symmetrical and asymmetrical, and short-circuits to ground can 
occur for both types [13]. In conventional electrical power systems, 
synchronous generators can remain connected during and after a failure 
because they have inherent characteristics to provide a stable system 
operation and participate in generation balance. Conversely, in elec-
trical systems with a high proportion of renewable energies, renewable 
generators influence the security of supply because they do not exactly 
replace the functional behaviour of conventional generators. To over-
come these challenges, grid codes dictate that renewable sources must 
contribute to voltage and frequency stability, responding with synthetic 
inertia, primary frequency control, voltage regulation, and damping of 
power swings [14]; that is, renewable generators must remain con-
nected during failures, instead of disconnecting, to maintain the balance 
between active and reactive power. 

The effect of the high penetration of renewable energies on the 
reliability and vulnerability of interconnected electrical systems is a new 
field of research, which requires proposing integrated methodological 
frameworks to study different interrelated attributes of both concepts. 
Renewable resources and interconnections play a key role in the security 
of supply, which is why their study and analysis is a growing concern 
[15,16]. 

Electrical grids with a high proportion of renewable energy sources 
must adjust their production in a timely and adequate manner according 

to uncertain changes in these energy sources [17,18]. To mitigate the 
adverse implications of intermittencies in renewable resources, some 
studies propose long-term scheduling strategies for generators consid-
ering the criticality of the sources and developing contingency tests [19, 
20]. Other studies list the benefits and challenges of integrating 
renewable energy resources and present different control strategies 
responsible for this incorporation [21]. 

The operation of electrical grids is also affected by the intermittency 
of renewable resources and the operational status of infrastructure assets 
and components. Accordingly, some studies propose procedures to 
analyse potential threats and vulnerabilities, considering changes in 
operating status and the variability of renewable sources [22,23]. 

Other researchers indicate that various types of renewable energy 
could make the system more vulnerable and less reliable due to their 
uncertainty and availability [24]. In this context, some academics pro-
pose models based on linear programming to evaluate and increase the 
reliability of integrated energy systems [25]. These authors consider 
that wind and photovoltaic generators could mitigate interruptions 
caused by possible contingencies. Similarly, other authors propose 
analytical approaches highlighting the capacity of energy systems to 
adopt different levels of reliability according to the theoretical output 
powers of renewable generators [26]. 

In turn, one of the most important challenges in studying the 
vulnerability of integrated energy systems is the analysis of cascading 
events. Blackouts are highly difficult to analyse and mitigate because 
these events can start for countless reasons and operating conditions. 
Consequently, studying them all is practically unfeasible. Graph theory 
could be a viable approach to model dynamic behaviour, to analyse the 
propagation of these events, and to quantify the structural robustness of 
an electrical network [27–30]. Some relevant studies in the area identify 
critical assets [31–33] and possible cascading failure-initiating events 
[34–36]. Other documents establish vulnerability indices based on 
short-circuit studies and centrality measures of graph theory [37,38]. 
These studies seek to identify and classify critical components according 
to their consequences, determine undesirable events and potential vul-
nerabilities, and propose countermeasures to reduce the power grid’s 
vulnerability [39,40]. 

Similarly, other studies consider that power outages caused by 
adverse weather conditions must be examined in reliability and 
robustness studies. Some studies analyse this problem in detail and 
propose new protection metrics and techniques for systems integrated 
with renewable sources [41,42]. Other scholars propose theoretical 
frameworks to quantify the performance of a system under different 
types of events or contingencies [43,44]. Furthermore, some studies 
analyse the benefits and limitations of using power flow-based ap-
proaches to assess the vulnerability and reliability of integrated systems 
[45,46]. 

Renewable energy vectors may also decrease the reliability of an 
electrical system because poor performance could lead to power outages 
that would inevitably harm a nation’s economy and society [47,48]. In 
this context, some academics propose methodologies based on energy 
hub-based methods [49], model order reduction [50], metaheuristic 
searching genetic algorithms [51] and multi-criteria decision analysis 
[52] for assessing the adequacy of renewable generation. In reference 
[53], a complete review of the improvements obtained in reliability, 
thanks to renewable sources, can be consulted. 

The concepts of reliability and vulnerability/robustness are dis-
cussed from different perspectives in a wide range of studies in the 
scientific literature. However, few studies have considered the two 
concepts in an integrated manner and addressed the remaining two 
questions raised by the system operator in the context of the research 
problem described at the beginning of this work [54]. Due to the 
arduous process of decarbonisation of current power systems, this 
manuscript considers that vulnerability and reliability should be ana-
lysed together to assess in more detail the impact of renewable energy 
sources on interconnected electrical systems. Joint vulnerability and 
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reliability studies could help to improve the structural performance, 
planning and energy security of integrated power grids. A contingency 
or disturbance in a system with a high proportion of renewable energies 
could slightly impact reliability levels but simultaneously severely 
impact vulnerability levels. The latter, combined with an increase in the 
number of interconnections between different power systems, could 
increase interdependencies and propagate disturbances between 
different infrastructures. This motivates the specific objective of this 
study, which is to develop a theoretical and data-driven methodological 
framework to explore the characteristics and relationships between both 
concepts in interconnected and integrated power systems with renew-
able energy sources. This comparison seeks to quantify the degree of 
influence of renewable sources and couplings on the joint reliability and 
structural vulnerability assessments. 

To achieve this, first, a reliability study is performed by applying the 
Sequential Monte Carlo method and calculating the indices of expected 
energy not supplied (EENS), expected demand not supplied (EDNS), 
expected frequency of load curtailment (EFLC), loss of load expectancy 
(LOLE), loss of load probability (LOLP) and average duration of load 
curtailment (ADLC). The variability of the renewable resource is 
included to more precisely estimate the statistical indices in the inte-
grated system with renewable energies. Then, a structural vulnerability 
study is carried out by executing a network disintegration procedure, 
which consists of randomly removing each of the buses of the inter-
connected infrastructures, running direct current optimal power flows, 
measuring the disconnected load (DL) index in each disintegration step 
and quantifying the damage area (DA) index of the total decomposition 
of the infrastructure [55]. Given the random nature of the results, 1000 
independent experiments are performed to obtain an ideal statistical 
sample [56]. The results obtained are discussed, in the end, both 
graphically and numerically in an integrated risk assessment framework. 
This allows transmission system operators to have complete information 
to make their expansion planning decisions for electrical systems. 
Renewable sources and interconnections could contribute to improving 
the operating conditions of the infrastructure but at the same time 
worsen both the joint reliability and the vulnerability of the entire sys-
tem. These procedures take into account the basic guidelines found in 
the scientific literature. Numerical tests to investigate the similarities 
and differences between the two concepts are carried out in six case 
studies built with the IEEE RTS-96 and IEEE RTS-GMLC test systems [57, 
58]. The latter is an updated version of the first infrastructure that in-
corporates renewable energy. 

Reliability evaluation of electric power systems assumes that failed 
assets are immediately disconnected and that the electrical infrastruc-
ture returns to a steady state with adequate generation for minimal load 
reductions. Although the study of power flows converges on a feasible 
solution representing a steady-state operating point, a stable transition 
to other equilibrium points is not guaranteed after a failure. The eval-
uation of transitory stability can be a key factor in reliability studies and 
even in vulnerability studies. However, the evaluation of transient sta-
bility is computationally expensive, and therefore system dynamics are 
often ignored in reliability studies [59]. This study disregards this 
attribute in the reliability and vulnerability procedures; however, the 
proposed study framework could be combined with transient stability 
evaluations and cascading failure simulators for electrical power sys-
tems. A probabilistic hybrid model of optimal power flows and transient 
stability for mitigating cascading failures is already available in the 
literature [60]. 

The main contributions of this work are summarised below:  

• A combined study of the concepts of vulnerability and reliability is 
performed to quantify the operational status of coupled and inte-
grated power systems with thermal generation and coupled and in-
tegrated power systems with a high penetration of renewables.  

• The impact of interconnections on the reliability and vulnerability of 
power systems with a high share of renewable energy is analysed.  

• The interconnections are analysed in order to design reliable and 
robust systems. 

This article is organised as follows: Section 2 details the reliability 
and robustness approaches used to evaluate the operating status of 
coupled electrical systems with renewable energy sources in the event of 
contingencies. Section 3 describes the six case studies created with the 
IEEE RTS-96 and IEEE RTS-GMLC test networks. Section 4 presents the 
simulation results obtained after applying the two procedures described 
in the cases studied. Section 5 discusses the reliability and vulnerability 
results jointly. Finally, Section 6 draws the main conclusions of this 
document. 

2. Simulation framework for the analysis of reliability and 
vulnerability of power systems 

This section describes the simulation procedure to assess both the 
reliability and vulnerability of electrical grids integrated with renewable 
energy sources. The simulation framework uses the elementary patterns 
found in the scientific literature. The reliability analysis is carried out by 
applying the sequential Monte Carlo method, and the vulnerability 
analysis is performed by running a network disintegration procedure, 
which consists of the random and iterative removal of each of the buses. 

2.1. Reliability assessment 

The electrical power system, which is the backbone of modern so-
cieties, must meet the population’s needs with adequate, stable and 
reliable energy. Statistical reliability indices are the most appropriate 
tool used by the transmission system operators to measure and quantify 
the electrical infrastructure’s performance. Reliability considers n-1 
contingencies, that is, the non-trivial loss of an asset from the power 
grid. This study aims to prevent emergencies, including the propagation 
of incidents in the infrastructure. Failures are considered statistically 
independent because interruptions in elements are not related to other 
contingencies in the network [61]. 

The reliability assessment is used to measure the frequency, dura-
tion, and annual costs of interruptions as well as system availability to 
compare different network designs, couplings and generation mixes [2]. 
The sequential Monte Carlo method is a procedure to realistically 
simulate the actual chronological process of the network, study the 
system’s random behaviour, and measure different reliability indices of 
the infrastructure [62,63]. This procedure can be summarised in the 
ordered and systematic steps shown in Fig. 1 and described below: 

Step 1. Establish the operational state of the network assets, that is, 
normal or failure. At the beginning, all the elements function within 
their established limits. 

Step 1. Model different events that cause interruptions in the elec-
trical infrastructure. Typical disturbances include power line outages, 
transformer problems and electrical substation failures. These events 
can be evaluated using two important parameters: the mean time to 
failure, MTTF, and the mean time to repair, MTTR. These are defined for 
all network assets and are inversely related to failure and repair rates. 

MTTF =
1
λ
;Unit : [hours] (1)  

MTTR =
1
μ;Unit : [hours] (2)  

where λ is the failure rate and μ is the repair rate. 
Step 1. Quantify the time spent in normal (up time) and failed (down 

time) states, that is, the time to repair, TTR, and the time to failure, TTF, 
calculated as 

TTR = − ln(r) × MTTR (3)  
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TTF = − ln(r)/λ × 8760 (4)  

where r is a random number uniformly distributed between [0,1] and 
calculated using congruential generators [4]. This step is repeated for a 

specific time, usually one year. 
Step 2.Computes the overlapping times of elements failures, i.e., 

when various components are simultaneously out of service, for a tem-
poral resolution of 1 hour in a 1-year horizon, that is, 8760-time steps of 

Fig. 1. Procedure to perform the reliability assessment.  
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1 hour each. 
Step 3.Conducting a power flow study to measure power supply and 

to specify normal system operations after asset failure. Here, a direct 
current optimal power flow (DCOPF) is used to consider the operational 
limits of an infrastructure and stochastic models of wind and solar 
generation are considered to assess different active power levels. 

Step 4.Assess the suitability and security of the electrical system 
through reliability indices, using the power flow results from the pre-
vious step. The measurements used in this study are presented below:  

• The EENS index is the sum of the energy not supplied in each of the 
8760 1-hr steps. 

EENS =

∑Ny
i=1

∑Ni
j=1Ej,i

Ny
;Unit : [MWh / year] (5)   

where Ej,i is the energy not supplied in the interruption j of iteration i, Ny 
is the total number of simulated years and Ni is the total number of 
interruptions in year i.  

• The EDNS index is the average energy not supplied in each of the 
8760 1-hr steps. 

EDNS =
EENS
8760

;Unit : [MW] (6)    

• The EFLC index is the frequency of the transitions from zero to zero 
of power not supplied. 

EFLC =

∑Ny
i=1Ni

Ny
;Unit : [outages / year] (7)    

• The LOLE index is the expected number of hours in a given period 
that the energy not supplied is above zero. 

LOLE =

∑Ny
i=1

∑Ni
j=1Dj,i

Ny
;Unit : [hours / year] (8)   

where Dj,i is the duration of interruption j in iteration i.  

• The LOLP index is the expected percentage of hours that the energy 
not supplied is above zero. 

LOLP =
LOLE
8760

;Unit : [%] (9)    

• The ADLC index is the average number of hours of load curtailment. 

ADLC =
LOLE
EFLC

;Unit : [hours / outage] (10)   

Step 1. Repeat the previous steps until reaching a covariance less 
than 6% in the EENS index [64]. 

In electrical systems with a high penetration of renewable energy, 
the role of wind generators and photovoltaic plants can be examined 
from different perspectives. However, appropriate models must be 
defined to perform the different analyses. Renewable energy sources can 
not only improve infrastructure performance but also have negative 
effects on the entire network [2]. 

To consider renewable energies in reliability analysis, the random 

nature of resources is taken into account by calculating the error of 
power prediction through the statistical metrics Root Mean Squared 
Error (RMSE), Maximum Absolute Error (MaxAE), Mean Absolute Error 
(MAE), Mean Bias Error (MBE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error 
(MAPE) [65,66]. These measurements are expressed as follows:  

• The RMSE index is a measure of the global error over the entire 
forecast period. 

RMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1
N

∑N

i=1
(p̂i − pi)

2

√
√
√
√ (11)    

• The MaxAE index is an indicator of local deviations of forecast errors. 

MaxAE = maxi=1,2,…,N|p̂i − pi| (12)    

• The MAE index is a global error metric, which is useful for evaluating 
forecast performance. 

MAE =
1
N

∑N

i=1
|p̂i − pi| (13)    

• The MBE and MAPE indices indicate the mean bias of the forecasts. 

MBE =
1
N

∑N

i=1
(p̂i − pi) (14)  

MAPE =
1
N

∑N

i=1

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

p̂i − pi

Capacity

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (15)   

In all equations, pi represents the current power generation of the 
renewable resource over time i, p̂i is the power generation of the 
renewable resource estimated in the forecasting period and N is the 
estimated number of points in the forecast period. 

The closer the forecast is to the actual value, the smaller the 
dispersion of the metrics will be. These considerations are examined in 
step five. 

2.2. Vulnerability assessment 

Most electrical networks are interconnected for security and reli-
ability reasons. The high demand for electrical energy places the system 
in a state of operational stress, which could easily cause a drop in 
network performance. Interconnections play a key role in the robustness 
of infrastructure but at the same time, affect the propagation of con-
tingencies between different coupled transmission systems [67]. 

Vulnerability is a concept used to characterise the lack of robustness 
of a system, that is, the ability to maintain its function intact when 
subjected to disturbances or threats [68]. Vulnerability is measured as a 
function of the size of the largest connected infrastructure, both before 
and after events [69]. Here, a statistical index is required to measure the 
functionality of the coupled network during such events. In this work, a 
disconnected load (DL) index is used to measure the system’s func-
tionality during contingency events [70]. 

DL = 100 −

(
Li

LBC
total

× 100
)

;Unit : [%] (16)  

where LBC
total is the total load of the infrastructure in its base case and Li is 

the total remaining load connected to the largest network in iteration i. 
The DL index varies between 0 and 100 and is measured as a function 
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of the fraction of removed buses, f. As the DL index increases, the impact 
on the loads connected in the interconnected network increases. 

Fig. 2 shows the proposed procedure to assess the vulnerability of 
interconnected power systems through the evolution of the DL index. 

The first step consists of collecting technical data on the electrical 
networks, considering the models shown in Fig. 3 and assuming that 
coupled systems have generators, buses, loads, transmission lines, 
switches, and interconnection lines that represent the two-way de-
pendencies between infrastructures. Here, DCOPFs are run to quantify 
the total base load of the coupled system, LBC

total. 
The electrical networks are decomposed by randomly and iteratively 

eliminating the buses, one by one, and by assuming that the buses fail 
during the iterative process. This random sequence of buses is deter-
mined by a uniform, pseudo-random number generator, which contains 
a permutation of integers without repetitions. The default Mersenne 
Twister algorithm is used in Matlab [71]. Random events include 
random hazards, such as natural phenomena, involuntary human fail-
ures or technical failures in network equipment and hardware. 

The algorithm begins by randomly removing a bus from the coupled 
network. If it is a slack bus, it reconnects, and the procedure is repeated 
with another random bus. The slack bus is not eliminated because it 
balances energy in a power grid. Removing a bus implies eliminating all 
the power lines connected to it and forming a new topological structure 
of the coupled system. In this step, the algorithm determines the subnets 
using a depth-first search algorithm [72] and identifies the island or 
islands with slack buses to run the DCOPF. Here, the total remaining 
connected load, Li, is quantified, and the DL index is measured. 

After each successive bus removal, the constant reconfiguration of 
the electrical network can lead to divergent results when executing a 
routine of AC power flows. Therefore, this procedure uses DCOPF 
because it is a convergent and non-iterative method, which generates 
linear constraints that lead to solutions in a short time. In addition, it is a 
useful and accurate method to quickly estimate active power flows, 
considering the operating limits of the electrical network [30]. The latter 
is important given the various resulting topologies and the number of 
runs. 

Subsequently, another bus is randomly removed from the previous 
subnet, leaving out all those islands that do not contain the reference 
generator. The goal is to have a single electrical network during the 
decay process. The above procedure is repeated iteratively until the 
system is completely disintegrated and no more buses are left to remove. 
All of the above is considered a simulation sample. According to the 
central limit theorem, each experiment must be repeated more than 30 
times to obtain an ideal statistical sample [56]. Here, 1000 samples of 
independent experiments are performed. 

Last, once the desired number of experiments is reached, the DL 
index results are averaged. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the process of disintegration of the coupled net-
works of Fig. 3. Note how, by randomly removing node b3 at t = 1, the 
coupled system is divided into two independent islands, one of which 
has no links. The next bus in the group containing the slack bus (island 1) 
is then randomly removed, that is, node b6 at t = 2. The procedure is 
repeated identically both at t = 3 and at t = 4, eliminating nodes b4 and 
b7, respectively. Last, node b2 is eliminated at t = 5, ending the iterative 
process. In each iteration, DCOPFs are run to measure the DL indicator. 
All the above process is repeated up to 1000 times, albeit changing the 
order in which the buses are removed, to obtain a statistical sample. 

The proposed vulnerability procedure assumes that an electrical 
network integrated with renewable energies operates with the pro-
grammed wind and photovoltaic resources; that is, it considers an 
operating condition of a full day and a forecast interval of 3 h [73]. 
However, given the dynamics of the network decomposition process, the 
disintegration time is of seconds or minutes; thus, the variability of 
renewable resources is not a determining factor in the vulnerability 
study. 

3. Test systems used 

This section presents the IEEE RTS-96 and IEEE RTS-GMLC test 
networks used to construct the six case studies analysed in this work [57, 
58]. The first network represents an electrical system with coal-fired 
power plants, while the second network is based on the same infra-
structure but with greater renewable generation. The objective is to use 
the two infrastructures with different percentages of renewables but 
interconnect them with different coupling degrees. 

3.1. Description of the case studies 

The IEEE RTS-96 test system corresponds to a power system 
composed of three equal power grids merged. In this work, only one 
(hereafter Network 1) of the three electrical networks is used. This 
electrical infrastructure is composed of 24 buses, 33 generators and 38 
power lines and transformers. The peak load for a one-year period is 
2850 MW. The fundamental data of the system under study, including 
the parameters of the lines, the general characteristics of the load and 
the input data for the stochastic failure model for buses, transformers 
and lines, can be found in [57]. Fig. 5a) shows the topological config-
uration of this test network. This system is chosen because it is well 
documented and analysed in the scientific literature [54]. 

The IEEE RTS-GMLC test system is an updated version of the IEEE 
RTS-96 test system but with renewable energy sources. This network is 
identically formed by three equal power systems with different degrees 
of renewable penetration. Here, one (hereafter Network 2) of the three 
electrical networks is also used to maintain accuracy in the models. The 
new network contains large-scale photovoltaic (PV) generators at buses 
1–4, 13 and 19, low-power rooftop PV (RTPV) generators at bus 18 and 
wind generation (WIND) at bus 22. Generator capacities for these 
sources are 404, 94 and 713.5 MW, respectively. Fig. 5b) shows the 
topology of the system under study. The system data, such as the length 
of the lines, the load characteristics and the updated parameters of the 
generators, are given in [58]. The failure rates and repair times of 
renewable generators are considered similar to those used in hydro-
electric plants. This network is located in the southwestern United 
States, which is an area with good solar and wind resources. The demand 
profiles and the data for photovoltaic and wind generation are obtained 
from the Low Carbon Study [74] and the Western Wind and Solar 
Integration Study Phase 2 [75], respectively. The wind turbines were 
assumed to be 80 m high. Fig. 6 shows the monthly demand in two time 
zones, and Fig. 7 shows the estimated production of wind generation at 
bus 22. On the one hand, it can be observed that the demand remains 
stable most of the time, presenting slight increases in the summer 
months; in contrast, the wind resource is the inverse, presenting pro-
duction losses in the same period. 

To analyse the effect of connecting power systems with different 
generation mixes and different degrees of coupling on reliability and 
vulnerability, six different case studies are proposed using the previous 
test networks. The cases are as follows:  

• Case one. IEEE RTS system coupled to the IEEE RTS-GMLC system 
through interconnection links 23-17, 13-15 and 7-3.  

• Case two. IEEE RTS system coupled to the IEEE RTS-GMLC system 
through interconnection links 23-17 and 7-3.  

• Case three. IEEE RTS system coupled to the IEEE RTS-GMLC system 
through interconnection links 23-17. 

• Case four. Two IEEE RTS-GMLC systems coupled through intercon-
nection links 23-17, 13-15 and 7-3. 

• Case five. Two IEEE RTS-GMLC systems coupled through intercon-
nection links 23-17 and 7-3. 

• Case six. Two IEEE RTS-GMLC systems coupled through intercon-
nection links 23-17. 

The 23-17, 13-15 and 7-3 power lines are rated at 608, 608 and 208 
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Fig. 2. Procedure to perform the vulnerability assessment.  
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MW, respectively. 
The first three cases correspond to the coupling of an entirely ther-

mal system with an integrated system with renewable resources, while 
the remaining three cases are purely renewable networks but with 
different degrees of coupling between them. The aim is to quantify the 
total effect of renewable sources during the proposed evaluations. Fig. 8 
depicts the coupling of case one. 

4. Simulation results of the case studies 

In this section, the simulation results obtained after applying the 
reliability and vulnerability procedures in the six case studies described 
above are presented. The reliability indices EENS, EDNS, EFLC, LOLE, 
LOLP and ADLC are calculated using PLEXOS, while the DL index is 

measured through the disintegration algorithm implemented using 
MATLAB. The two proposed simulation frameworks run in parallel on a 
personal computer with a 3.40 GHz Intel® Core™ i7 CPU and 16 GB of 
RAM. 

4.1. Effect of renewable sources and interconnections on the reliability of 
power systems 

The reliability assessment can be performed after applying the pro-
cedural steps described in the previous sections to all the components of 
the networks studied. Here, it was considered that the renewable sources 
PV and WIND regulated their generation according to the maximum 
capacity of the resource available at a given time, while the RTPV 
sources fed into the system all the available energy according to the 

Fig. 3. Interconnected power system. (a) Power grid one and (b) power grid two.  

Fig. 4. Disintegration process of an interconnected power system.  
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resource. Additionally, to make the model more realistic, some vari-
ability was given to the historical generation included in the IEEE RTS- 
GMLC system, calculating the error in the forecasting of the renewable 
resource through the statistical metrics of RMSE, MaxAE, MAE, MBE and 
MAPE [65,66]. 

Table 1 shows that the prediction of solar technologies is more 

accurate than that of wind technologies and that the larger the plant is, 
the lower the dispersion of the values. Thus, the generation value 
available for each photovoltaic plant or wind farm was the average 
value, and the MAPE index calculated for each technology was the 
standard deviation. This allowed the resulting values to oscillate ac-
cording to their forecast error. 

Table 2 shows the simulation results of the reliability indices for the 
six case studies. Five hundred iterations of one year were run in each 
network, obtaining covariance values (COV) less than 6% in all cases 
[64]. 

For the simulations performed here, the findings showed that sys-
tems with higher thermal generation (cases 1 to 3) are more reliable 
than systems with higher renewable generation (cases 4 to 6) and that 
the EENS index increased as the degree of interconnection between in-
frastructures decreased. In cases 1 to 3, generation in area 2 did not 
depend on the availability of wind and solar resources, so area 1 was 
better supported in times of stress. However, the decrease in the level of 
interconnection translated into more non-supplied energy, going from 
3984.86 to 4468.60 MWh/year due to the lack of power-sharing be-
tween the two infrastructures. In cases 4 to 6, the EENS index was almost 
identical between the two areas, and the remaining reliability indices 
also increased as the interconnection links between the infrastructures 
were reduced. These three cases, being systems with high integration of 
renewable resources, maintain the lowest reliability levels compared to 
the first three cases that incorporate thermal resources. 

On the other hand, the EENS index increased only 2.9% for area 1 
when comparing cases 1 and 3; however, this same index increased by 
26.70% for area 2 when the same cases were considered. This indicates 
that although the integrated system with renewables is less reliable 
overall, the interconnections with the thermal system improved its 
reliability due to the surplus energy of the attached infrastructure. This 
behaviour was not observed in cases 4 and 6 since there was not the 
same availability of energy resources in the coupled network to be 
exported through interconnection links. For greater detail, Table 3 
shows the energy exchanged through interconnection lines 23-17, 13-15 
and 7-3. Here, the indices of net transfer capacity (NTC), exchanged 
energy (EE), maximum line capacity (MLC), maximum percentage of 
line capacity (MPLC) and percentage of exchange energy (PEE) were 
calculated, according to the definitions found in [76]. These indices are 
presented below: 

Fig. 5. Test systems under study. (a) IEEE RTS network (Network 1) and (b) IEEE RTS-GMLC network (Network 2).  

Fig. 6. Monthly demand in two-hourly intervals of the IEEE RTS- 
GMLC network. 

Fig. 7. Production of wind energy at bus 22 of the IEEE RTS-GMLC network.  
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• The NTC index is the maximum exchange capacity between areas in 
MW; that is, the sum of the individual capacities of each intercon-
nection line.  

• The EE index is the total energy exchanges from one area to another 
during a year. 

EE =

∑Ny
i=1

∑L
j=1

∑8760
k=1 F

Ny
;Unit : [MWh / year] (17)   

where Ny is the total number of simulated years, L is the total number of 
interconnecting power lines, and F is the active power. 

• The MLC index is the maximum exchange capacity of an intercon-
nection line in MW. This measure is related to the NTC indicator and 
measures the congestion of the links.  

• The MPLC is the percentage of congestion of the interconnection 
links. 

MPLC =
MLC
NTC

× 100;Unit : [%] (18) 

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of case one.  

Table 1 
Deviation in the prediction of renewable resources in the IEEE RTS-GMLC 
system.   

Wind PV RTPV 
RMSE (MW) 181.43 10.72 2.71 
MaxAE (MW) 710.73 76.02 20.00 
MAE (MW) 113.57 5.06 0.31 
MBE (MW) 12.53 0.35 9.40 
MAPE (%) 15.92 5.40 6.91  

Table 2 
Results of the reliability indices for the case studies.   

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 
EENS (MWh/year) 3984.86 4170.12 4468.60 6204.61 7375.17 7759.00 
EENS-Area 1 (MWh/year) 2439.92 2478.80 2510.70 3179.16 3765.11 3954.30 
EENS-Area 2 (MWh/year) 1544.95 1691.32 1957.90 3025.45 3610.07 3798.52 
EDNS (MW) 0.45 0.48 0.51 0.71 0.84 0.89 
EFLC (occurrences/year) 8.01 7.53 7.06 11.74 12.15 13.38 
LOLE (h/year) 51.52 51.59 55.37 70.28 76.54 84.45 
LOLP (%) 0.59 0.59 0.63 0.80 0.87 0.96 
ADLC (h/year) 6.44 6.85 7.85 5.99 6.30 6.31 
COV EENS (%) 1.49 3.42 2.86 2.62 2.64 2.48 
Computation time (h) 20.31 22.66 18.30 22.08 22.75 20.61  

Table 3 
Use of interconnection lines in the case studies.    

NTC(MW) EE 1→2 (MWh/year) EE 2→1 (MWh/year) MLC (MW) MPLC (%) PEE (%) 
Case 1 Total exchange 1424 367,935.12 − 1,404,490.21 517.05 36.31 11.89  

23-17 608 300,782.93 − 232,210.49 212.07 34.88 3.58  
13-15 608 56,130.02 − 813,704.71 238.56 39.24 5.84  
7-3 208 11,022.17 − 358,575.01 97.01 46.64 2.48 

Case 2 Total exchange 816 311,833.57 − 1,454,868.98 521.86 63.95 11.85  
23-17 608 286,185.26 − 880,640.19 424.38 69.80 7.83  
7-3 208 25,648.32 574,228.79 144.95 69.69 4.02 

Case 3 23-17 608 231,384.52 − 1,417,972.08 414.61 68.19 11.06 
Case 4 Total exchange 1424 534,093.19 − 537,023.36 329.74 23.16 7.19  

23-17 608 516,090.32 − 10,154.14 139.81 23.00 3.53  
13-15 608 1748.42 − 374,736.66 168.59 27.73 2.53  
7-3 208 16,254.45 − 152,132.55 71.57 34.41 1.13 

Case 5 Total exchange 816 273,040.77 − 330,817.11 412.19 50.51 4.05  
23-17 608 266,691.14 − 78,868.83 306.92 50.48 2.32  
7-3 208 6349.63 − 251,948.28 116.40 55.96 1.73 

Case 6 23-17 608 102,980.38 − 196,491.69 398.12 65.48 2.01  
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• The PEE index is the ratio of energy exchanged between areas during 
a year. 

PEE =
EE

Annual demand
× 100;Unit : [%] (19)   

In cases 1 to 3, it was observed that the PEE index was higher than in 
cases 4 to 6 and that the three infrastructures with coupled thermal and 
renewable generation were less sensitive to the removal of intercon-
nection lines, as evidenced by the EE index. On the other hand, in cases 4 
to 6, there was a significant decrease in the energy exchanged as the 
degree of coupling of the networks decreased. This behaviour was due to 
both the high capacity of the interconnection links and the large 
generating capacity. In other words, the power system with thermal 
generation had sufficient generating capacity to support the integrated 
system with renewable sources. In contrast, the EE index decreased 
significantly when connecting integrated networks with renewable 
sources through a single link. This was due to the lower reliability of the 
systems, caused by the variability or outage of the renewable resource. 

Fig. 9 more graphically shows the flows in the interconnection lines 
for case 1. It was observed that the power system with thermal gener-
ation directly supported the system with a high proportion of renew-
ables. The flows of lines 23-17 were distributed equally in both 
directions, although area 1 supported more than area 2. The non- 
renewable generator at bus 23 was rated at 670 MW, so it was able to 
support area 2 through bus 17. This bus depended on the availability of 
the hydroelectric plants at bus 22. Flows from the lines 13-15 and 7-3 
were distributed from area 2 to area 1. Bus 13, depending on the 93 
MW of photovoltaic energy, required the contribution of the thermal 
generator connected to bus 15. Bus 7, due to the topological configu-
ration, turned out to import energy at bus 3 in all the case studies. 

Identically, Fig. 10 shows the results for case 4. In general, areas one 
and two exchanged the same amount of energy, with the EENS index 
being almost the same in all cases. Lines 23-17 distributed the energy 
from area 1 to area 2. Bus 17, despite not having its generation, was 
connected to buses 18 and 22, which had 94 MW of unmanageable 
rooftop photovoltaic production and 713 MW of wind production, 
respectively. This made it sensitive to variations in renewable resources 
and random failures of infrastructure elements. Lines 13-15 and 7-3 had 
similar behaviour to case 1, although the amount of exchanged energy 
was lower. 

4.2. Effect of renewable sources and interconnections on the vulnerability 
of power systems 

The decomposition curves in Fig. 11 correspond to the six case 
studies analysed, obtained by averaging a total set of 1000 samples from 
independent experiments. The DL index had a value of 0 when the 
networks were initially connected; then, the DL index progressively 
increased until reaching a value close to 100 as the systems dis-
integrated. This indicated that the loads were disconnecting. The 
computation times for the six case studies were 9.47, 7.23, 6.64, 9.41, 
8.65 and 7.02 min, respectively. 

In general terms, the curves for the most connected coupled systems, 
cases 1 and 4, showed that the two infrastructures disintegrated with the 
removal of approximately 75% of the buses. In the rest of the cases 
analysed with interconnected topologies, the networks disintegrated 
with removing 65% of the buses during the disintegration events. It was 
also observed that the cases presented a worse structural performance as 
the degree of coupling between the infrastructures decreased since the 
curves were always above those of the most coupled networks in their 
respective comparisons. In other words, the systems with combined 
thermal and renewable generation and the systems with greater shares 
of renewable generation interconnected with three lines had a more 
robust structural performance when analysed compared to the other 
networks or cases. 

Given that the vulnerability assessment included multiple measure-
ments in each stage of infrastructure decomposition and not a single 
index, it was also proposed to measure the vulnerability index called the 
damage area index, DA, to accurately assess each vulnerability index’s 
behaviour curves of Fig. 11. The damage area index is defined as the 
region under the disintegration curves [55]. It is calculated by evalu-
ating the integrals of the curve functions from the minimum and 
maximum limits of the fraction of removed buses. Note that a high DA 
represents a greater disconnected load in the network and implies 
greater damage to the interconnected infrastructure. 

Table 4 shows some results corresponding to the removal of a given 
number of elements (f), their impact on the disconnected load (DL) of 
the network, and the damage area (DA) index for each of the six case 
studies. 

On the one hand, DL was slightly lower in case 4 than in case 1 for 
both f = 12.50% and f = 25.00%; however, this behaviour changed in 
the rest of the fractions considered, making this network slightly more 
vulnerable than its counterpart, as evidenced by the DA index. This 
showed that the system with the highest share of renewable generation, 
case 4, was less robust than the system with higher thermal generation, 
case 1. 

Fig. 9. Diagram of the flows in the interconnection lines of case one.  
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Likewise, the other topological configurations showed very similar 
results during the network disintegration processes. When comparing 
cases 2 and 5, corresponding to systems with the same degree of 
coupling but with a different percentage of generation mix, it was 
observed that the infrastructure with the highest thermal generation, 
case 2, was less vulnerable than the system with the highest renewable 
generation. In contrast, the infrastructure integrated with renewables in 
case 6 was more robust than the infrastructure with higher thermal 
generation in case 3 up to f = 25.00%; however, it suffered a drop at the 
end of the disintegration process, which increased the vulnerability of 

this system. These results were also observed in the DA measure, since 
the systems with higher thermal generation, cases 2 and 3, presented 
less damage than those obtained in cases 5 and 6. 

On the other hand, the findings showed that highly interconnected 
systems were more robust than less connected systems and that different 
topological configurations played a key role in the operational security 
of networks. In the latter, the systems coupled with two lines showed 
variations throughout the study, but in any case, the vulnerability was 
always better than the networks coupled with a single power line. Sys-
tems with three interconnection links improved their vulnerability re-
sults. Although electrical interconnections improve the networks’ 
operational and economic aspects, they are elements that can propagate 
disturbances and affect any coupled infrastructure, regardless of the 
existing generation mixes in the systems. Similarly, the infrastructures 
with the highest thermal generation were more robust than the in-
frastructures with the highest renewable generation in global terms, 
since the decomposition curves and the damage areas of cases 1 to 3 
were always slightly above or below the decomposition curves and 
damage areas for cases 4 to 6, respectively. This was due to the gener-
ating capacity of renewable sources, which influenced the load they 
could maintain during disintegration events. 

5. Joint discussion of the results 

This section comprehensively analyses the results of reliability and 
vulnerability. Here, the effect of renewable sources and the impact of 

Fig. 10. Diagram of the flows in the interconnection lines of case four.  

Fig. 11. Disintegration curves for the six case studies.  

Table 4 
Impact of bus removal on disconnected load (DL) for the case studies.   

f =
12.50% 

f =
25.00% 

f =
37.50% 

f =
50.00% 

f =
62.50% 

Vulnerability 
(DA) 

Case 
1 

16.94 43.38 71.40 86.21 90.61 3491.72 

Case 
2 

19.52 51.33 77.21 86.49 90.73 3703.92 

Case 
3 

30.31 60.66 78.20 86.74 89.01 3965.88 

Case 
4 

16.72 42.92 71.99 86.32 90.07 3494.66 

Case 
5 

20.16 52.47 77.10 86.72 91.17 3735.42 

Case 
6 

30.10 60.55 79.80 86.98 90.87 3982.91  
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cross-border interconnection lines on interconnected electrical systems 
are studied. 

5.1. Integration of reliability and vulnerability 

During the last two decades, the use of renewable energy sources and 
cross-border interconnections has increased in electric power systems 
due to environmental and energy security risk concerns [2]. Renewable 
energy sources are sustainable energy resources with environmental 
benefits, and interconnections are critical assets for the mutual sharing 
of energy and have operational benefits. However, there are substantial 
challenges both for integrating and evaluating them in existing power 
grids. Reliability and vulnerability assessments have been the slogans of 
electric utilities to address the above problems. This study considers that 
both concepts should be taken into account within a joint-decision 
framework to compensate for the limitations of some of the ap-
proaches used in studying the effect of renewable sources and the impact 
of cross-border interconnection lines. These evaluations should also be 
complemented to improve long-term planning, analyse structural per-
formance, and evaluate the security conditions of these critical infra-
structure systems, amongst many other things. 

Previously, reliability and vulnerability were assessed separately in 
Sections 4.1 and 4.2, measuring statistical indices that quantified the 
network’s operational conditions after an n-1 contingency and plotting 
disintegration curves obtained from measuring disconnected load in the 
network as a result of n-k contingencies, respectively. The EENS reli-
ability index found in Table 2 and the DA vulnerability index found in 
Table 4 were used here to compare both concepts effectively. 

On the one hand, Table 5 compares the impact of the in-
terconnections on the reliability and vulnerability of power systems with 
thermal and renewable generation (cases 1 to 3) and purely renewable 
generation (cases 4 to 6). Here, the EENS reliability index and the DA 
vulnerability index were used, and the percentage increase in both 
indices was quantified with respect to the most connected case for its 
generation type. That is, cases 2 and 3 versus case 1 and cases 5 and 6 
versus case 4. The objective was to determine the impact of the degree of 
interconnectedness between the systems from both perspectives. 

In general terms, fewer interconnections significantly impacted both 
the reliability and vulnerability of the integrated systems studied. In 
infrastructures with thermal and renewable generation, cases 1 to 3, the 
increase in the EENS reliability index was 5 and 12% and for the DA 
vulnerability index 6 and 14%. In infrastructures with a higher share of 
renewables, cases 4 to 6, the increases were 19 and 25% in the reliability 
index and 7 and 14% in the vulnerability index. That is, the fewer the 
interconnection lines there are, the greater the impact on the reliability 
and vulnerability of the interconnected electrical systems. Likewise, 
when comparing the increases of both concepts together, cases 1 to 3 
versus cases 4 to 6, it was seen that interconnections had a greater 
impact on the reliability of renewable generation systems than in the 
systems with thermal generation since the change in vulnerability 
remained at 6 and 14% regardless of the type of generation. In partic-
ular, there was a greater impact in cases 4 and 5 and a smaller impact in 
cases 1 and 2. 

On the other hand, Table 6 shows a composite analysis of the effect of 
renewable sources on the reliability and vulnerability of integrated 

power grids with different types of generation. The EENS and DA mea-
sures were used, and the increase in reliability and vulnerability of the 
systems with the same number of interconnections was quantified but 
with different energy vectors, that is, cases 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6. 

Here, it was observed that renewable sources severely affected reli-
ability and did not greatly influence the vulnerability of interconnected 
power systems. For example, in cases 1 and 4, there was an impact of 
55.70% on the reliability index versus 0.08% on vulnerability. The two 
remaining sets presented very similar results of 76.86 and 73.63% 
reliability and 0.85 and 0.43% vulnerability. The interconnected elec-
trical networks with the greatest share of renewables, cases 4, 5 and 6, 
were between two and three times less reliable than the power networks 
with the highest thermal generation; however, they did not show 
considerable vulnerability variations. In other words, the presence of 
renewable resources in the generation mix was only a determining factor 
in the reliability assessment of the studied systems. These changes were 
due to the inability of the generators to satisfy load conditions, since the 
thermal power plants of cases 1 to 3 had a greater generating capacity 
than the renewable sources of cases 4 to 6, so they could withstand 
abrupt variations in the network operating conditions. 

In conclusion, the previous results show, on the one hand, that cross- 
border interconnections in power systems with a high degree of 
coupling, regardless of the energy vector, always have positive impacts 
on the operational conditions of the infrastructures because they allow 
neighbours to import the necessary electricity and to face undesirable 
events such as weather events, failures or blackouts. It also reduces the 
need to build new power plants and facilitates optimal resource man-
agement, amongst other factors. Given that cross-border in-
terconnections are essential for supply security, the findings show that 
these assets affect both the reliability and vulnerability of power 
networks. 

On the other hand, renewable sources are so essential in the global 
climate context that their incorporation into power systems is undeni-
able. However, these energy vectors are sometimes less capable of 
responding to certain stress situations, affecting the security of supply in 
certain operating states. The results obtained showed that renewable 
sources impact reliability more than vulnerability. For this reason, 
backup mechanisms such as energy storage systems with rapid response 
times could be included to ensure highly reliable and highly robust 
systems. 

6. Conclusions 

This article has highlighted the possible effect of greater penetration 
of renewable resources and the possible impact of cross-border in-
terconnections on the reliability and vulnerability of electric power 
systems. Increasing the share of renewables can potentially present 
important challenges that must be addressed together to comply with 
existing security standards. Reliability analyses the system’s capacity to 
meet demand with continuity and with an acceptable level of quality in 
the event of failure of one or two assets, and vulnerability quantifies the 
structural performance of the network under the non-trivial loss of 
multiple assets. In such situations, transmission system operators must 
simultaneously consider both concepts to quantify the performance of 
interconnected and integrated electrical infrastructures with different 

Table 5 
Impact of interconnections on the reliability and vulnerability of interconnected electrical systems.   

Coupled systems Total links Reliability (EENS) Increase (%) Vulnerability (DA) Increase (%) 
Case 1 RTS -GMLC 3 3984.86  3491.72  
Case 2 RTS -GMLC 2 4170.12 5 3703.92 6 
Case 3 RTS -GMLC 1 4468.60 12 3965.88 14        

Case 4 GMLC-GMLC 3 6204.61  3494.66  
Case 5 GMLC-GMLC 2 7375.17 19 3735.42 7 
Case 6 GMLC-GMLC 1 7759.00 25 3982.91 14  
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shares of renewable energies against disturbances and contingencies. 
These concepts can be quantified in practice using the definitions found 
in their respective fields of research. 

The results showed that the interconnections simultaneously 
impacted both the reliability and vulnerability of the different inter-
connected networks. The loss of a single interconnection link worsened 
reliability by more than 5% in the case of interconnected power systems 
with thermal generators and by 19% in the case of systems with higher 
shares of renewables, while vulnerability worsened between 6 and 7%. 

On the other hand, the results showed that a greater proportion of 
renewable energy sources worsened the reliability of the different in-
tegrated systems with the same number of interconnections by more 
than 50%; however, the vulnerability was barely affected. In other 
words, higher penetration of renewable energies has more influence on 
reliability indices than on vulnerability indices of power systems. 
Therefore, mechanisms must be implemented to increase the response 
capacity of infrastructures with a high proportion of renewable energies 
against n-1 or n-2 contingencies. 

In short, this work concludes that interconnection lines improve 
power-sharing between the coupled networks, but at the same time, they 
are critical assets prone to propagating disturbances from one system to 
another. A greater interconnection capacity is the best solution to design 
reliable and robust systems and to respond to n-1 and n- k contingencies, 
respectively. 
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Abstract 

European Union (EU)-funded Projects of Common Interest (PCIs) are key to promoting 
the development of interconnection infrastructures of the power grids of member 
countries. In addition, these foster the integration of renewable energy sources and 
improve both electricity market competition and electricity supply security. However, 
selecting these projects is a complex task given the high number of factors involved in 
this type of analysis. This paper aims to develop a multi-criteria decision analysis 
(MCDA) method for appropriately assessing and prioritizing cross-border electricity 
interconnection projects considering technical, economic, environmental and social 
criteria. Additionally, this work analyzes interconnection effects on the resilience of 
interconnected power systems. To verify its validity, this method is applied to a case study 
to prioritize new Spain-France interconnection infrastructure projects. From the results 
obtained, it is concluded that the methodology proposed enhances decision-making and 
reliably helps transmission system operators to assess the effect of each criterion when 
planning electricity infrastructures and to adequately study projects. 

Keywords: Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis; cross-border electricity interconnection; 
resilience; Analytical Hierarchy Process. 

 

1. Introduction 

The European Union (EU) aims at balancing sustainable development with competence 
and electricity supply security. In the context of an increasingly complex geopolitical 
environment and the fight against climate change, in recent years, the EU has promoted 
an ambitious energy policy based on the following three main objectives: promoting 
energy efficiency, applying measures for reducing greenhouse gas emissions and 
developing renewable energy sources (“Energy | European Commission,” n.d.). 

Since the EU strongly depends on external gas and oil for its energy supply security, 
electricity interconnections play a key role in ensuring the functioning of a fully integrated 
internal energy market that guarantees affordable energy prices. Electricity 
interconnections also contribute to electricity supply security, facilitating support 
functions between neighboring systems and reducing dependence on gas from third 
countries. Another advantage of cross-border interconnections is to improve the use of 



renewable energy by enabling countries with excess renewable capacity to export this 
energy, thereby avoiding the need to restrict renewable sources that cannot be used locally 
and reducing the reserve generation capacity (Barrie, 2019; Pollitt, 2019).  

Despite the numerous benefits of cross-border interconnections, the development of new 
interconnections is slow for political (interests of different agents involved in electricity 
systems, such as operators, regulators, and producers) and financial reasons, among 
others (Battaglini et al., 2012; Dutton and Lockwood, 2017; Puka and Szulecki, 2014). 
Accordingly, the EU has introduced Projects of Common Interest (PCIs), which are 
crucial for developing its transport, storage and smart grid infrastructure and achieving 
its energy goals to become climate neutral by 2050 (Commission, 2020). These projects 
have a significant impact on energy markets in improving their competence and common 
energy security through the diversification of sources and the integration of renewable 
energy. 

Traditionally, Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) tools have been used to find strategic 
solutions in the electricity sector. This analysis focuses on the economic justification of 
investments. Everything that can be translated into monetary units is tallied. However, 
some impacts of the projects are difficult to assess, such as environmental impact, 
electricity system security, and social impact, among others. In recent years, Multi-
Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) methods have been chosen to structure and analyze 
more complex problems and conflicting contexts. These planning techniques may help 
decision makers assess and prioritize projects under various criteria without having to 
express them as monetary units. In other words, these criteria can be expressed in 
quantitative or qualitative values using various scales. In addition, all interested parties 
of a project can participate in MCDA, leading to a reliable and realistic assessment. 
Another advantage is the possibility to perform a sensitivity analysis of the most 
influential factors in decision making (Ahmad et al., 2017; Cavallaro, 2009; Mouter et 
al., 2020). 

Some studies  review multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) methods used in previous 
papers on energy resource planning to identify the basic concepts of these methods and 
understand their advantages and limitations, criteria assessment, and applications (Ilbahar 
et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2017; Rojas-Zerpa and Yusta, 2014). Focusing on the 
application of these decision-making techniques,  (Kabak and Daǧdeviren, 2014) propose 
a hybrid MCDM method, simultaneously combining two techniques, Analytic Network 
Process (ANP) and Benefits, Opportunities, Costs and Risks (BOCR), to assess and 
prioritize energy strategies in Turkey.  (Ren and Dong, 2018) combine the technique 
Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process with Grey Relational Analysis to study the electricity 
supply sustainability and security in different countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and 
South Africa). (Abedi et al., 2019) apply the Technique for Order Preferences by 
Similarity to an Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to compare different Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers - Reliability Test System 96 (IEEE-RTS-96) topologies based on 
reliability and vulnerability criteria. (Siksnelyte and Zavadskas, 2019) also use this 
technique to study the sustainability of the electricity sector in European Union countries 
in 2017. 



Selecting the most appropriate MCDM method for solving the problem of interest 
requires identifying the necessary stages of application of these methods, such as criteria 
selection, criteria weighting and assessment, among others. (Wang et al., 2009) review 
the main stages of MCDM for sustainable energy supply. These stages include criteria 
selection and MCDA for problem-solving.  

The criteria are generally associated with numerical indicators. Thus, in the field of cross-
border electricity interconnections, different technical indicators are available to analyze 
electricity supply security depending on whether they focus on system reliability, 
robustness against cascading failures, or optimal service restoration.  (Heylen et al., 2018) 
present a review and classification of reliability indicators into four groups, namely 
adequacy, security, socioeconomic and reliability indicators. (Brancucci Martínez-Anido 
et al., 2012) analyze in depth three reliability indicators (energy not supplied, total loss of 
power and restoration time) by power grid typology. 

The economic impact analysis of new cross-border interconnections and the increasing 
integration of renewable energy sources has been the object of research in some studies, 
such as those on Spain-France (Abadie and Chamorro, 2021) and Korea-Japan 
(Kanagawa and Nakata, 2006) cross-border electricity interconnection and on West 
Africa’s interconnected electricity network (Adeoye and Spataru, 2020). (Abadie and 
Chamorro, 2021) quantify the potential revenue to a cross-border interconnector using a 
stochastic model of domestic spot prices.  (Kanagawa and Nakata, 2006) propose an 
energy-economic model to assess the impact of interconnections on CO2, NOx and SOx 
emissions and on electricity cost, whereas (Adeoye and Spataru, 2020) also study the 
impact on electricity generation cost, rapidly growing demand and cross-border 
electricity trade. 

Based on literature review, hardly any multi-criteria method has been proposed to assess 
this type of project. MCDA and the use of multiple factors help to understand large and 
complex projects such as the construction of new cross-border electricity 
interconnections, which affect a large part of society. The lack of studies assessing the 
impact of cross-border interconnections on the reliability, robustness and restoration of 
interconnected power systems has also been detected in the literature. 

The first aim of this article is to develop and apply a MCDA method to study the security 
of cross-border interconnections in the European electricity transmission network. 
Therefore, a methodology for selecting projects through a multidimensional treatment of 
the problem under technical, economic, environmental and social criteria is proposed in 
this study.  

The second aim is to identify and analyze the indicators included in cross-border 
electricity interconnection projects that are related to the resilience of interconnected 
power systems. 

As a case study, the method is applied to assess new Spain-France electricity 
interconnection projects funded by the European Union under the program of key cross 
border infrastructure projects, also known as PCIs. As a result, the authors provide a tool 
to help network managers better understand the behavior and limitations of infrastructures 
and hence adequately prioritize projects selected under given criteria. 



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the selected multi-
criteria method and the proposed methodology. Subsequently, Section 3 explains the 
indicators selected to apply the MCDA technique. Section 4 applies the methodology to 
a case study. Section 5 discusses in depth the relationship of specific indicators with the 
reliability, robustness and restoration of power systems. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes the 
major conclusions drawn from this article. 

 

2. Methodology 

Among the MCDM techniques, the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most 
widely used method for solving power grid planning and operation problems (Rietz and 
Suryanarayanan, 2008; Su et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2008). This method is simple and 
flexible and does not incorporate complex mathematics. Its hierarchical structure makes 
it possible to efficiently organize data on a problem, decomposing and analyzing them by 
parts, providing an objective and reliable result (Saaty, 1987). 

Its main stages are: 

1. Objective 
2. Criteria and sub-criteria 
3. Comparison of alternatives 

Figure 1 shows the algorithm of the proposed decision-making methodology using a 
multi-criteria tool to prioritize cross-border electricity interconnection projects. 



 
Figure 1. Methodology proposed in this article 

 

Step 1: 

The projects on which the multi-criteria technique is applied are selected. 

Step 2: 



Indicators that directly affect project selection should be chosen based on available data. 
First, four criteria are established to provide an overview of the problem, subsequently 
setting different sub-criteria within the four selected criteria. In this way, transmission 
and storage projects are assessed for compliance with European policies on electricity 
market integration, supply security and sustainability. 

Step 3: 

The previous data are then normalized according to the target country data. This 
normalization makes it possible to construct a matrix of normalized values, in percentage, 
with the group of selected projects, thus obtaining uniform results. For this purpose, the 
values of the electricity situation of the country and year of study are assessed, including 
renewable electricity generation, electricity demand, and emissions of CO2 and other 
pollutants, among others. In addition, the total cost of each project is calculated assuming 
a lifespan of 40 years (Silva Montes et al., 2017). 

Step 4: 

From this matrix, another matrix is constructed with normalized values to the total 
number of projects under analysis. There are two possibilities: 

- If the increase in the indicator has a positive impact, 100% is assigned to the 
project with the highest value, and the values of the other projects are calculated 
proportionally. 

- If the increase in the indicator has a negative impact, 100% is assigned to the 
project with the lowest value, and the values of the other projects are obtained 
proportionally. 

The AHP method is applied based on this last matrix. 

Step 5: 

The most appropriate group of decision-makers must be selected to reliably and 
realistically analyze the transmission projects according to the proposed criteria. Several 
groups of decision makers must be considered because the experience of each decision 
maker will help to the enrich the solution. The strengths of some decision makers in 
specific fields will compensate for the weaknesses of other decision makers in those 
fields.  

The following groups of decision makers are proposed in this article: 

 Social sub-criteria: the potential adverse social impacts of the project must be 
identified and managed. Therefore, local and regional public agencies and citizen 
associations, among others, must be considered. 

 Economic sub-criteria: specialists in financial planning and budget control, such 
as financial advisors, must be consulted. 

 Environmental sub-criteria: in studying these actions, experts in managing 
projects with an environmental impact should be included. These professionals 
are specialized in reducing the environmental impact of projects by appropriately 
selecting technologies, routes, and work techniques, among others. For this 
reason, environmental management institutes must be consulted. 



 Technical sub-criteria: the assessments of distribution network operators, 
electricity industry experts, and energy regulatory agencies, among others, are 
crucial in this step since they are well aware of the characteristics and technical 
limitations of the projects. 

Step 6: 

Pairwise comparisons are a fundamental element of this method. For this purpose, the 
selected (social, technical, economic and environmental) criteria and compared, and this 
procedure is then repeated again to compare the sub-criteria. Therefore, in this case, this 
process must be performed 5 times to construct the pairwise comparison matrices of the 
technical, economic, social and environmental sub-criteria, and the pairwise comparison 
matrix of the criteria, subsequently calculating the average vector of each criterion and 
sub-criterion. 

Step 7: 

The different indicators are subjectively weighted through surveys sent to groups of 
experts. Based on their preference, experts score the criteria using the Saaty scale. 

The opinions of different groups of decision makers may have different weights, so they 
must judge the order of importance of the groups of decision makers. 

The collective preference is determined using the geometric mean method because this 
method complies with the principle of reciprocity (Aczél and Saaty, 1983).  

Step 8: 

The next step consists of calculating the consistency ratio to validate the judgments 
obtained in the surveys. For the results to be considered adequate, the consistency ratio 
must be lower than 0.1. If this condition is not met, the decision makers must repeat their 
assessments until satisfying this constraint. 

Step 9: 

Subsequently, with the weights resulting from the criteria and sub-criteria, a weighted 
tree is constructed with all the data obtained in the previous steps. 

Step 10: 

Finally, the projects are prioritized. For this purpose, the decision matrix is constructed 
from the normalized matrix (step 4) and from the weighted tree of criteria and sub-criteria 
(step 9). To calculate the AHP weight of each project, first, the weight eigenvector of 
each sub-criterion and corresponding criterion, obtained through expert surveys (steps 6 
and 7), is multiplied by the value of the normalized matrix of each indicator (step 4). 
Lastly, the elements resulting from the previous multiplication are added to calculate the 
final AHP weight of each project. The project with the highest value will provide the best 
benefits under the assessed criteria. 

 

3. Indicator selection 



Electricity interconnection projects are decisive for the energy transition, so 
interconnection reinforcement is a priority in the development of the European electricity 
transmission network in the coming years. Cross-border interconnections have numerous 
technical and economic benefits in the interconnected countries: 

- Increased integration and exchange of renewable energy  
- Reduced dependence on imported fossil fuels and, therefore, decreased carbon 

dioxide emissions 
- Improved electricity system security and reliability 
- Decreased need for power plants to supply peak demand 
- Increased number of possibilities of sharing regulation reserves 
- Increased price competition between neighboring electric power systems 

The indicators used in MCDA to select transmission and storage projects are chosen based 
on the 3rd European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-
E) guideline for CBA of these projects (Commission, 2021). These benefits derive from 
the energy targets set by the EU to ensure an internal energy market, energy supply 
security and energy sector sustainability. They express the economic viability of the 
projects and are divided into benefit, cost and residual impact indicators.  

However, this article proposes a reclassification to implement technical, economic, 
environmental and social criteria necessary for a complete and coherent energy planning. 
Therefore, here, each indicator is associated with a sub-criterion, which in turn is grouped 
into (social, economic, environmental and technical) criteria. 

3.1.Social criteria 
3.1.1. Socioeconomic welfare (S1) 

Socioeconomic welfare is an indicator related to the reduction of congestion in power 
grids. This indicator is assessed as the reduction in variable generation costs in the 
transmission network provided by a project. By increasing the exchange capacity 
between two areas, generators in the lower-priced area can export energy to the 
higher-priced area. This indicator is measured in euros/year. 

3.1.2. Residual social impact (S2) 

Impact of the project on the population. This indicator is expressed as the number of 
km that the interconnection crosses in socially sensitive areas. 

3.2. Economic criteria 
3.2.1. Investment costs (EC1) 

Investment costs are the expenses in licenses, feasibility studies, design, land 
acquisition, execution, among others, required to start a project. These costs are 
expressed as euros. 

3.2.2. Operation and maintenance costs (EC2) 

Operation costs include both direct and indirect labor for infrastructure exploitation. 
Conversely, maintenance costs cover all expenses needed to ensure the lifespan of the 
equipment and systems. These costs are expressed as euros. 



3.3. Environmental criteria 
3.3.1. Variation in CO2 emissions (EN1) 

EN1 quantifies the change in the volume of CO2 emissions in the electricity system 
resulting from the benefits of the project under analysis. This indicator is expressed 
as tons of CO2/year. 

3.3.2. (Non-CO2) emissions reduction (EN2) 

This indicator represents the benefit associated with the reduction of emissions of air 
pollutants other than CO2 (NOx, SOx, and non-methane volatile organic compounds 
(NMVOC)). This indicator is expressed as tons/year. 

EN2.1: NOx emissions reduction indicator 

EN2.2: SOx emissions reduction indicator 

EN2.3: NMVOC emissions reduction indicator 

3.3.3. Residual environmental impact (EN3) 

Impact of the project associated with nature and biodiversity. This indicator is 
measured in the number of km that the interconnection crosses in sensitive 
environmental areas. 

3.4. Technical criteria 
3.4.1. Integration of renewable energy (T1) 

This indicator represents the value of the avoided curtailment of renewable energy 
(MWh/year) because the project reduces or avoids the need to apply the mechanism 
of technical constraints due to distribution network overloads or voltage control and 
the replacement of renewables by conventional electricity generation. 

3.4.2. Variation in distribution network losses (T2) 

T2 measures the energy efficiency of a project. Generally, transmission projects arise 
from the need to transport electricity over long distances, which implies an increase 
in global system losses. This indicator is expressed as MWh/year and €/year. 

In network studies, grid losses with and without the project are calculated by 
following the steps indicate below: 

- Use of a network model representative of the area 
- Adequate period (in general, 1 year, in 1-hour intervals) 
- Market results/generation pattern with and without the project or under grid stress 
- Monetization of losses  

 
3.4.3. Electricity supply security: Expected energy not supplied (EENS) (T3) 

EENS is the indicator that measures the power cut to the electricity system due to 
outages resulting from incidents in the transmission network of the electricity system. 
EENS is expressed as MWh/year. 



The project for a new cross-border interconnection line may facilitate the adaptation 
of the electricity system by increasing the generation capacity when facing lost load. 

This indicator is calculated using Monte Carlo simulations with several climatic 
datasets and plant (and, if possible, network) disruption patterns. 

3.4.4. Electricity supply security: Additional coverage margin (T4) 

Additional coverage margin is the electricity generation capacity (MW) that would 
not be necessary to install after implementing the project under assessment while 
maintaining the same level of energy not supplied.  

Transmission capacity increases the adequacy margin by enabling the use of surplus 
generation located elsewhere. T4 replaces the construction of additional electricity 
generation capacity in a specific area. This indicator is calculated through market 
simulations for each hour of the year, obtaining the level of electricity generation 
capacity required in the different areas with and without a project.  

3.4.5. Electricity supply security: System flexibility (T5) 

This indicator measures the impact of the project on increasing the capacity of the 
electricity system to adapt to rapid and profound changes in net demand under high 
levels of renewable energy generation due to the intermittency and variability of these 
sources. 

This indicator is measured using the value of the net demand corresponding to the 
difference between electricity demand and renewable energy generation (Blanco et 
al., 2016). 

The values of the following parameters must be calculated step by step (see Figure 
2): 

- Hourly ramp of net demand (Ro), measured in MW 
- Existing grid transfer capacity (GTC) without a new interconnection 
- Remaining hourly ramp of net demand (Rr), calculated as the difference between 

Ro and GTC. 
- Increased GTC, ΔGTC, with the new cross-border interconnection project 
- Indicator, expressed as percentage of the quotient between ΔGTC and Rr. 

 
o If Rr is negative, the flexibility percentage will be 0% because the existing 

transfer capacity is greater than the hourly ramp, and the new project will 
not improve this indicator at all. 

o If Rr is equal to ΔGTC, the flexibility percentage will be 100%; therefore, 
the increased transfer capacity added by the new project will suffice to 
completely cover the ramp throughout the year. 



 
Figure 2. Concept of electricity system flexibility 

 

3.4.6. Electricity supply security: system stability (T6) 

This indicator qualitatively measures the impact of the project on the electricity 
supply stability (transient (T6.1), voltage (T6.2) and frequency (T6.3) stability). 
Therefore, a value of 0 means that the project does not provide any improvement; +, 
provides a small improvement; and ++, provides a significant improvement. 

4. Case study 
 

4.1. Case study definition 

The European Union is promoting new cross-border electricity interconnection projects 
for two key reasons:  

• On the one hand, to guarantee that the internal electricity market in Europe favors 
the most economical energy exchange and strengthens electricity supply security, 
both through cooperation among member states and diversification of the 
construction of new electricity generation systems with renewable sources.  

• On the other hand, to accelerate the energy transition, facilitating the exchange of 
electricity from renewable sources. The EU has prioritized interconnections 
between Spain and France to improve the cross-border interconnection ratio of 
Spain, which is still much lower than that of the other member countries. The goal 
is to solve the problem of the electrical isolation of Spain, which is considered an 
energy island due to its low capacity to exchange electricity with Europe. 
Increasing cross-border interconnections may improve the electricity supply 
security and continuity and the integration of renewable energy sources.  

Therefore, to validate the proposed methodology, three Spanish interconnection 
infrastructures proposed in EU PCIs have been chosen as a case study (see Figure 3). 



 
Figure 3. Spain-France electricity interconnection projects of common interest 

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the three Spain-France interconnection 
projects. For more detailed information, see reference (“TYNDP 2020 Project 
Collection,” n.d.). In particular, project 1 is already in the administrative authorization 
phase, whereas projects 2 and 3 remain in the phase of technical and environmental 
impact studies to define the best possible route and hence have a very low degree of 
maturation.  

Table 1. Characteristics of Spain-France interconnection projects 

Project Type of 
elements 

Total 
length (km) 

Type of 
technology 

Increase in 
capacity in 

Spain (MW) 
1. Bay of 

Biscay 
Submarine 

power cable 370 DC 2200 

2. Navarra-
Landes 

Underground 
cable, 

overhead 
lines, 

substations 

375 DC+AC 1500 

3. Aragon- 
Atlantic 
Pyrenees 

Underground 
cable, 

overhead 
lines, 

substations 

340 DC+AC 1500 

 

4.2. Results 

The results from the step-by-step application of the methodology proposed in Section 2 
are explained in this section.  

Step 1: 

The three Spain-France interconnection infrastructure proposals of PCIs are selected to 
apply the methodology. 



Step 2: 

Coherent energy planning requires implementing economic, technical, social and 
environmental criteria, as well as some sub-criteria linked to each decision-making 
criteria. These sub-criteria are based on EU data and aim to provide a common and 
uniform basis for analyzing projects regarding their value for European society 
(Commission, 2021).  

Step 3: 

The indicators selected in step 2 are normalized to 2020 data of the Spanish electricity 
system (see Table 2) (REE, 2021; Spanish Ministry for Ecological Transition and the 
Demographic Challenge, 2022). 

Table 2. Data of the Spanish electricity system 
CO2 emissions (kton) 36,130.85 
NOx emissions (kton) 702.7 
SOx emissions (kton) 126.9 
NMVOC emissions (kton) 563.1 
Electricity demand (GWh) 249,991 
Renewable electricity generation 
(GWh) 110,566 

 

The total cost of each project, considering a lifespan of 40 years, is calculated using the 
following equation: 

Total cost of the project = Capital Expenses (CAPEX) + 40·Operating Expenses (OPEX) 

Step 4: 

From the matrix obtained in step 3, another matrix is constructed with values normalized 
to the total number of projects under assessment. Table 3 presents the normalized matrix. 

Table 3. Matrix normalized to the total number of projects 
 Projects 

Indicators 1 2 3 
S1 100% 49.12% 64.35% 
S2 100% 55% 18.03% 

EC1 66.86% 79.59% 100% 
EC2 59.12% 63.47% 100% 
EN1 100% 42.77% 42.77% 

EN2.1 27.83% 100% 100% 
EN2.2 100% 74.50% 74.50% 
EN2.3 100% 54.43% 54.43% 
EN3 100% 13.45% 2.24% 
T1 100% 48.81% 48.81% 
T2 65.34% 100% 76.33% 
T3 100% 48.49% 48.49% 
T4 100% 47.71% 43.92% 
T5 100% 68.57% 68.57% 

T6.1 ++ ++ ++ 



T6.2 ++ ++ ++ 
T6.3 + + + 

 

Regarding the economic indicators, project 1 has a higher investment cost since it mainly 
uses a submarine cable, which is very expensive and longer than the other infrastructures. 
Such a facility there requires great coordination between experts in electric power 
systems, structures, geologists and mariners. The route must be well analyzed to minimize 
environmental impact and maximize electrical protection.  

From the environmental and social indicators, projects 2 and 3 have a greater 
environmental and social impact because these interconnections cross highly sensitive 
areas, such as the Pyrenees mountains, with great natural and heritage value. Furthermore, 
the economy of the populations living in this area depends to a large extent on sustainable 
and responsible tourism, based on its rich natural heritage and landscape. Therefore, 
project promoters must avoid any environmental impact as much as possible, as well as 
the evolution of the corresponding environmental impact. 

Concerning the technical indicators, project 1 provides better results given its higher 
increase in interconnection capacity (2200 MW versus 1500 MW of the other two 
projects). This increased interconnection capacity makes it possible to expand renewable 
energy exports, to increase integration in the European market and to use the most 
economical power plants to meet the electricity demand at all times. In addition, project 
1 strengthens the electricity supply security of both countries, by increasing their energy 
support, thus reducing the electricity generation capacity in reserve. 

Step 5: 

Adequately applying the multi-criteria method requires defining the group of decision-
makers. This group consists of specialists and professionals from different areas related 
to electricity infrastructure planning, environmental impact of energy systems, land 
planning and management, and cost and budget management, among others. 

Steps 6 and 7: 

In these two steps of the methodology, through surveys, the groups of experts must select 
the most important criterion and sub-criterion by pairwise comparison, scoring the degree 
of preference from 1 to 9 using the Saaty scale. Additionally, the eigenvector that 
determines the final weight attributed by the decision-making groups to each criterion 
and sub-criterion is obtained. 

In this study, all opinions of the decision-making groups are considered equally 
important. In addition, as previously mentioned, the weighted geometric mean is used to 
determine the collective preference. 

Table 4 presents the results from the criteria comparison surveys, following the 
methodology proposed in Section 2. 

Table 4. Criteria weighting through surveys 
 Social Technical Environmental Economic Weighted 

eigenvector 
Social 1 0.41 0.51 1.16 16.22% 



Technical 2.43 1 1 2.28 35.50% 
Environmental 1.97 1 1 2.24 33.46% 

Economic 0.86 0.44 0.45 1 14.82% 
 

As shown above, the technical criterion is the most important criterion (35.50%), closely 
followed by the environmental criterion (33.46%). The main objective of these projects 
is to move towards a reliable, robust and flexible electricity system with a high penetration 
of renewable energy sources. In addition, the experts have also considered environmental 
criteria important because large electricity infrastructure projects have multiple effects on 
the landscape and the environment. 

The same process is followed for each sub-criterion of three criteria. 

For the social criterion, a 2x2 social sub-criteria matrix is obtained (see Table 5). 

Table 5. Weighting of the social sub-criteria  
 S1 S2 Weighted eigenvector 

S1 1 1.19 54.32% 
S2 0.84 1 45.68% 

 

The indicator S1, corresponding to the increase in socioeconomic welfare, obtains a 
higher weight than S2 because reducing distribution network congestion is considered 
more important in this type of project than crossing socially sensitive areas. Implementing 
new interconnections reduces power generation constraints and increases market 
competition since energy exchanges become more efficient and less expensive. 

Regarding the technical criterion, a 5x5 matrix of technical sub-criteria is obtained (see 
Table 6). The integration of renewables has a higher weighting (38.87%) because 
electricity interconnection infrastructures maximize the volume of renewable energy 
production that a system can integrate under secure conditions since surpluses can be sent 
to other neighboring systems instead of being wasted. Furthermore, in the absence of 
renewable energy generation or in the presence of grid problems, interconnections make 
it possible to receive energy from other countries. 

Table 6. Weighting of the technical sub-criteria 
 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 Weighted 

eigenvector 
T1 1 3.2 2.43 2.43 2.43 38.87% 
T2 0.31 1 0.58 0.58 0.58 10.30% 
T3 0.41 1.73 1 1 1.41 18.05% 
T4 0.41 1.73 1 1 1.41 18.05% 
T5 0.41 1.73 0.71 0.71 1 14.73% 

 

For the economic criterion, a 2x2 matrix of economic sub-criteria is obtained (see Table 
7). The experts deem investment costs and operation and maintenance costs equally 
important. 

 



Table 7. Weighting of the economic sub-criteria  
 EC1 EC2 Weighted eigenvector 

EC1 1 1 50% 
EC2 1 1 50% 

 

In relation to the environmental criterion, a 5x5 matrix of environmental sub-criteria is 
obtained (see Table 8). 

Table 8. Weighting of the environmental sub-criteria  
 EN1 EN2.1 EN2.2 EN2.3 EN3 Weighted 

eigenvector 
EN1 1 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.32 28.68% 

EN2.1 0.58 1 1 1 0.8 16.71% 
EN2.2 0.58 1 1 1 0.8 16.71% 
EN2.3 0.58 1 1 1 0.8 16.71% 
EN3 0.76 1.26 1.26 1.26 1 21.20% 

 

According to the decision-making groups, CO2 emissions reduction is the most important 
indicator (EN1, 28.68%), followed by environmental impact (EN3, 21.20%). The projects 
under study will reduce these emissions by increasing the integration of renewable energy 
sources into the electricity system, in line with the EU goal of a climate-neutral system 
by 2050. The environmental impact is also considered essential. In this regard, a complete 
environmental study will allow to assess the magnitude of the impact of each project on 
the areas involved and to take measures to minimize the impact on the landscape, fauna 
and habitats of community interest. 

Step 8: 

In this step, the consistency ratio is calculated to validate the judgments assessed in the 
surveys. To this end, first, the maximum eigenvalue, the consistency index and the 
random consistency index are calculated using formulas indicated in reference (Rietz and 
Suryanarayanan, 2008) (see results outlined in Table 9). The maximum eigenvalue is 
obtained using the matrix product of the pairwise comparison matrix of criteria and sub-
criteria and the comparison eigenvector (outlined in the Tables of steps 6 and 7) and the 
corresponding sum of the elements of the matrix product. The consistency index depends 
on the maximum eigenvalue and the number of compared criteria. The random 
consistency index depends on the number of compared criteria. Lastly, the consistency 
ratio is calculated as the quotient between the consistency index and the random index. 
As shown below, the consistency ratio is lower than 0.1 in all cases, which means that the 
obtained matrices are consistent and that the judgments made by the decision-making 
groups are valid. 

Table 9. Calculation of the consistency ratio  

 Maximum 
eigenvalue 

Consistency 
index 

Random 
consistency 

index 

Number of 
alternatives 

Consistency 
ratio 

Comparison 
matrix of 
criteria 

4.004 0.0033 0.99 4 0.0033 



Comparison 
matrix of 

social sub-
criteria 

2.00 0 0 2 0 

Comparison 
matrix of 
technical 

sub-criteria 

5.028 0.007 1.188 5 0.0059 

Comparison 
matrix of 
economic 

sub-criteria 

2 0 0 2 0 

Comparison 
matrix of 

environment
al sub-
criteria 

5.001 0.00025 1.188 5 0.00021 

 

Step 9: 

From the weights of the criteria and sub-criteria, a weighted tree is constructed, thus 
obtaining the final weighting of each sub-criterion (see Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. Weighted tree 

Step 10: 

Finally, the weights obtained in the previous step are applied to the normalized matrix of 
projects (step 4), thereby prioritizing the projects (see Table 10). 

Table 10. Prioritization of the projects 
 Projects 

Indicators 1 2 3 
S1 0.0881 0.0433 0.0567 
S2 0.0741 0.0099 0.0016 



EC1 0.0495 0.0589 0.0741 
EC2 0.0438 0.0470 0.0741 
EN1 0.0959 0.0410 0.0410 

EN2.1 0.0155 0.0559 0.0559 
EN2.2 0.0559 0.0416 0.0416 
EN2.3 0.0559 0.0304 0.0304 
EN3 0.0709 0.0389 0.0127 
T1 0.1379 0.0673 0.0673 
T2 0.0238 0.0365 0.0278 
T3 0.0641 0.0311 0.0311 
T4 0.0641 0.0305 0.0281 
T5 0.0523 0.0358 0.0358 

AHP score 0.8937 0.5648 0.5815 
 

After applying the multi-criteria method, the most beneficial project in the decision-
making process is project 1 (0.8937), followed by project 3 (0.5815) and, lastly, project 
2 (0.5648). Project 1 is technically better because this approach enables a greater 
integration and exchange of renewable energy while improving electricity supply security 
by helping to balance power generation and demand in any situation of renewable energy 
availability and supporting interconnected systems when facing electrical disturbances.  

Project 1 also has the lowest environmental impact because the high-voltage direct current 
(HVDC) submarine power cable interconnection through the Bay of Biscay avoids the 
Pyrenees mountains, a region that is characterized by its considerable landscape relevance 
and cultural heritage. This justification is mainly based on the result from the indicator 
EN3. In addition, the route is parallel to the coast, thus avoiding fishing areas, ports, and 
areas of special importance for endangered fauna, as well as an unnecessary increase in 
the length of the power line. Additionally, this project integrates and exchanges a greater 
amount of renewable power generation (T1), which translates into a greater reduction of 
CO2 emissions (EN1). However, the use of a long submarine power cable requires a 
higher investment and operational cost (EC1, EC2) than conventional options, such as 
airlines presents but is nevertheless preferred for minimizing the environmental impact. 

Regarding the social indicators, project 1 further reduces the expected congestion at the 
border by increasing the energy exchange capacity (2200MW). In addition, the increased 
flow in both directions enables the use of less expensive energy at all times, providing a 
greater socio-economic benefit (S1) across Europe. Furthermore, the route avoids urban 
centers and highways at all times, taking advantage of forest roads and tracks. 
Simultaneously, the location of the power conversion station minimizes the visual and 
sound impact, ensuring a greater distance from population centers. For this reason, the S2 
indicator of project 1 is better than that of the other two projects. 

Project 1 is already in the administrative authorization phase, whereas the other two 
projects remain in the planning phase. Therefore, in the following years, the initial route 
could be modified to minimize the environmental impact and improve technical aspects.  

In short, the methodology proposed in this article helps the decision maker to 
transparently assess several projects from social, technical, economic, and environmental 



points of view and to select the alternative that achieves the best balance of all criteria 
under consideration. 

  

5. Discussion of security indicators 

Electric power systems are key for the daily functioning of any country. These systems 
are complex and susceptible to failures and threats, which may cause serious outages, 
affecting services provided to society (economic activities, and public health, among 
others). For this reason, all countries aim to develop a reliable and secure system that 
guarantees electricity supply in any situation. 

Resilience is an intrinsic property of a system defined as its ability to quickly absorb 
and/or restore from external disturbances by continuing to supply energy. The concept of 
resilience integrates four fundamental characteristics that reflect the level of resilience of 
electricity systems: capacity of resistance to the event, speed of restoration, preparedness 
for high-impact, unlikely future events and adaptability to a major contingency (Hossain 
et al., 2019).  

The three basic levels that determine the resilience of an electricity system are defined 
below. 

• Reliability: is the capacity of the electricity system to continuously meet the 
demand with an acceptable level of quality and to maintain the exploitation 
indices under specific environmental and operational conditions during a 
determined period (Beyza et al., 2020). 

• Robustness: is the capacity of the electricity system to absorb the effects of an 
ongoing disruptive event. This property is essential since an attack may cause a 
component to fail, which, in turn, may affect other components as well. This 
phenomenon is termed a cascading failure (Rehak et al., 2022).  

• Restoration: is the ability of a component to restore its activity to its initial 
operating level once the disturbance has ended (Rehak et al., 2022).  
 

5.1. Discussion of reliability indicators 

Reliability is the capacity of an electricity system to meet the electricity demand, comply 
with the operating restrictions of the system, and respond to changes in the system due to 
variations in demand or generation, and failures in power lines and equipment, among 
others. 

The main index that evaluates the reliability of an electricity system is EENS 
(MWh/year). This indicator (T3) is related to the penetration of renewable energy sources 
into the electricity system. Because they are intermittent generation sources, there is a 
higher likelihood of loss of load and failure to supply power. Therefore, increasing 
renewable energy production increases the impact on this indicator. This indicator 
provides information on the number of outages and on their magnitude and reflects the 
improvement in the reliability of electric power systems since adding a new cross-border 
interconnection improves energy exchange between different areas in facing the risk of 
loss of load at peak hours (Beyza et al., 2021; Brancucci Martínez-Anido et al., 2012). 



The EENS indicator is measured using models which simulate the electricity dispatch for 
one year using probabilistic Monte Carlo techniques. This approach is used over 
analytical methods for its practicality given the complexity, non-linearity and 
involvement of many components in the electricity system. The process considers the 
effect of weather conditions on the likelihood of power line failures, the heuristic 
representation of generator instability, the redistribution of resources after a contingency, 
and the time required for system restoration, among others. Therefore, the value of this 
indicator is a realistic estimate and is used to assess the reliability of electricity systems. 

The EENS results (indicator T3) indicate a double increase in project 1 when compared 
with the other two projects, which translates into a double improvement in the reliability 
of the current Spanish electricity system. This indicator provides useful information to 
study the behavior of the distribution network when facing contingencies and helps 
decision-making in planning improvements to existing electricity systems. The cross-
border electricity interconnection proposed in project 1 increases the power transfer 
capacity between the countries (Spain-France) by 46%, thus having a positive impact on 
the operating conditions of the Spanish system and further reducing the congestion of 
power lines. As such, the cross-border electricity interconnection increases reliability 
since interconnection lines improve energy exchange between different areas of the 
interconnected infrastructure. 

5.2. Discussion of robustness and restoration indicators 

Robustness is the internal capacity of the electricity system to continue to function under 
the effects of unforeseen failures. The outage of one transmission line may cause the 
overload of other lines, which increases the likelihood that other assets will fail and cause 
a failure of the entire system. This indicator is related to the effect of cascading failures.  

Restoration is the capacity of the network to quickly reestablish itself after a high-impact 
external event or a failure of a system component and to restore the operating conditions 
of the electricity distribution network. 

A parameter linked to the robustness and restoration of a system is the additional installed 
generation capacity to meet the expected demand in the event of maintenance, plant 
breakdowns, demand peaks due to extreme weather conditions or interruptions in the 
transmission line (T4). Cross-border interconnections make it possible to use the excess 
electricity generation capacity of an area to cover deficits in other areas of the system 
under these conditions. Therefore, this capacity will be smaller than the sum of the needs 
of the individual networks without interconnection (Blanco et al., 2016; Zhang, 2010), 
thereby reducing the need to build new power plants and facilitating the optimal 
management of available resources.  

Another indicator associated with grid robustness and restoration is the system flexibility 
(T5), that is, the ability of the grid to adapt to changing, diverse and dynamic conditions, 
from the point of view of renewable energy sources, and to external factors which increase 
the vulnerability of the system. Flexibility is an important property of electric power 
systems with high renewable penetration for smoothing out system disturbances in 
extreme cases or expected deviations from renewable electricity generation and electricity 



demand, in addition to avoiding grid saturations or surges and problems with power 
supply quality.  

Cross-border interconnections play a key role in achieving a robust and flexible power 
system by enabling backup functions between neighboring systems in the face of power 
failures or outages. The improvement in flexibility depends on the net transfer capacity; 
therefore, energy can only be imported/exported within the limits imposed by the fixed 
transfer capacities of power lines between different network areas. The integration of the 
electricity markets makes it possible to add a slack bus to maintain the maximum balance 
between what is injected into and exported from the grid and to moderate the energy flow 
problems of individual grid areas by taking advantage of the flexibility potential of other 
areas of the grid (Ulbig and Andersson, 2015).  

The indicators T4 and T5 enable operators of energy control centers to better analyze in 
real time the operation of the electricity system and its operational limits in the event of 
a series of simultaneous contingencies, and the available sources to balance and restore 
the system as quickly as possible. 

Project 1 has the best value of the T4 indicator, which is related to the robustness of the 
electricity system. Cross-border electricity interconnection is the most significant instant 
backup for electricity supply security. Increasing the exchange capacity between different 
countries decreases the reserve margin necessary in a country to meet the demand in a 
short period in the face of power outages because reserve plants can be shared to enable 
a system to continuously operate in the event of a failure, thus reducing the need for 
investment in long-term generation.  

The flexibility indicator (T5) is associated with the response capacity of the electricity 
system when facing expected or unforeseen variations, either in demand and/or 
generation. This value is essential to achieve a robust electricity system with high levels 
of renewable energy penetration since a small mismatch between demand and generation 
may lead to variation in system frequency and affect the operational reliability.  

Project 1 has a greater interchangeability and, therefore, a higher capacity to share 
resources and optimize their use in case of imbalances, thus reducing the use of fossil 
fuels and foreign energy dependence. Furthermore, interconnections generally decrease 
production ramps in manageable power plants and help export/import between both 
countries, in case of energy excess or deficit, respectively. 

In addition, these last indicators also show a direct relationship with improvements in the 
resilience of electric power systems because increasing cross-border interconnection 
provides more energy resources to restore the electricity supply when facing a major 
contingency, which may cause the loss of much of the electricity infrastructure after the 
event. Thus, project 1 may further reduce the time need to restore electricity service by 
increasing the transfer capacity between countries. 

In short, achieving a secure, reliable and robust system requires preparing response plans 
for any event that may compromise the normal operation of the electricity system. By 
increasing cross-border interconnection, electricity supply security becomes an 
international rather than a national problem. Therefore, good coordination between 
countries, a robust network, and sufficient resources are essential to tackle critical 



problems. Increasing electricity interconnection capacity is the best compromise solution 
in the design of transmission network topologies based on reliability and robustness 
criteria. 

 

6. Conclusions 

The goal of this paper is to propose a MCDA methodology for selecting and ranking 
cross-border electricity interconnection projects based on data available from the EU. 
This tool maximizes the amount of information, synthesized and organized, available at 
all times to decision-makers, enabling them to assess and select the most beneficial 
project, considering technical, economic, environmental and social criteria. 

The following statements are the main conclusions drawn from this article: 

 MCDA and the use of a wide variety of criteria, objectives and participants help 
to understand large and complex projects, which affect a large part of society. 

 Unlike the CBA method, MCDA makes it possible to assess the environmental 
and social impact and security of an electrical system, among other factors, for a 
complete and realistic analysis of electricity interconnection projects. 

 EU data normalization using the methodology proposed in this study and the 
subsequent application of the AHP method enable a prioritization of the project 
portfolio with a clear and explicit approach. 

 This tool provides a complete view of the real impact of cross-border electricity 
infrastructure projects, helping to prioritize projects according to technical, social, 
economic and environmental criteria. 

 This research also makes it possible to analyze and relate some indicators with the 
reliability, robustness and restoration of power grids to improve the understanding 
of the behavior of interconnected power systems. 

 Selecting experts in all areas involved in planning electricity infrastructure 
projects for weighting different criteria and sub-criteria improves the project 
selection process. Thus, the proposed methodology is based on objective 
indicators and quantitative techniques, which will strengthen the defense of the 
best option. 

In short, the MCDA methodology proposed in this article may considerably facilitate a 
comprehensive analysis of all aspects involved in the assessment of electricity 
infrastructure projects and help operators understand the behavior and infrastructure 
limitations of transmission power grids. Using this approach, projects may be adequately 
prioritized while shortening the time needed to achieve a reliable, robust and flexible 
European electricity system. 
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